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ABSTRACT 

A sound education in mathematics is important for any modern knowledge 

based economy. Mathematics is now important in many areas where it has not 

previously played much of role, for example, in biology, social sciences etc. If the 

proper mathematical foundations are not laid during the formative years of childhood 

and adolescence, it becomes increasingly difficult to address this weakness in later 

life. The attempts to confront these shortcomings during retraining in later life are 

generally wasteful and only partly successful.  

The present study was designed to investigate the comparative effectiveness of 

problem-solving approach on the academic achievement of secondary school students 

in mathematics. The major objectives of the study were: (1) To determine whether the 

problem solving approach is more effective than expository strategy of teaching on 

academic achievement of students in mathematics. (2) To determine whether the 

problem solving approach is more effective than expository strategy of teaching on 

attitude of students in mathematics. (3) To examine the effect of problem-solving 

approach on the academic achievement of low achievers. (4) To measure the effect of 

problem-solving approach on the academic achievement of high achievers. (5) To find 

out the effect of problem-solving approach on the retention of students in 

mathematics. 

To achieve the objectives of study, following null hypotheses were tested:         

(1) There is no significant difference between the pre-test mean achievement scores of 

experimental and control group. (2) There is no significant difference between the 

pre-test mean achievement scores of low achievers of experimental group and control 

group. (3) There is no significant difference between the Pre-test mean achievement 



 

 
xiii

scores of high achievers of experimental and control group. (4) There is no significant 

difference between pre-test mean attitude scores of experimental group and control 

group. (5) There is no significant difference between the post-test mean achievement 

scores of experimental group and control group. (6) There is no significant difference 

between post-test mean achievement scores of low achievers of experimental group 

and control group. (7) There is no significant difference between post-test mean 

achievement scores of high achievers of experimental group and control group. (8) 

There is no significant difference between post-test mean attitude scores of 

experimental group and control group. (9) There is no significant difference between 

mean achievement scores of experimental group and control group and control group 

on retention test. (10) There is no significant difference between mean achievement 

scores of high achievers of experimental group and control group on retention test. 

(11) There is no significant difference between mean achievement scores of low 

achievers of Experimental group and control group on retention test. 

Secondary school students studying mathematics constituted the population of 

study. The student of 10th class of Govt. Pakistan Girls Higher School, Rawalpindi 

(Pakistan) was selected as a sample of the study. The pre-test post-test equivalent-

group design was used for the study. The sample size consisted of forty eight students 

who were divided into experimental group and control group, each consisting of 24 

students by equating them on their previous knowledge in mathematics, as determined 

through a pre-test. A treatment of planned problem-solving approach was provided to 

the experimental group while the control group was taught by expository strategy for 

a period of six weeks.  
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During that period the experimental group was taught with help of series of 

lesson plans designed on guide lines of Sharan (2006) and Polya (1945) heuristics 

steps of problems solving approach.  After the treatment, the post-test was used to see 

the effects of that treatment. On the basis of pre-test, the experimental group and 

control groups were further subdivided into two groups: high achievers and low 

achievers. Significance of difference between the mean scores of the both groups was 

tested at 0.05 level of significance by applying two-tailed t-test. 

 Data analysis revealed that both the experimental and control group were 

almost equal in mathematics base at the beginning of the experiment. The 

experimental group outscored significantly than control group on the post-test, and 

long term retention showing supremacy of problem solving approach over expository 

strategy. The performance of high achievers and low achievers of experimental group 

was found better than those of control group. 

 The attitude towards math of experimental group also improved. Hence, the 

ultimate result of the study indicated that problem-solving approach was more 

effective in terms of achievement, attitudes and retention in the subject of 

mathematics as compared to the expository strategy. 
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                                                                                                            Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Adam, the first man on earth, was prostrated by angels due to his knowledge 

and learning ability. Human beings acquire new ways of behaving through education 

in order to cope with the environment. Due to his education and knowledge, man has 

advanced from the Stone Age to a splendid period of informative technology. (Zareen, 

2003) 

According to Hargeaves and Molyes (1998), education in its true sense entails 

activities which are important intrinsically. The acts of teaching, which aim to provide 

useful knowledge, skills, and understanding are acts of education. 

Malik (1992) describes Secondary education as starting after 5th class and 

completing at class 10th. It generally serves a dual purpose, as a terminal stage for a 

large number of students and as a preparatory stage for higher education for those 

who wish to continue their education further. 

Farooq (1994) describes the cycle of secondary education as completed in 5 

years. The required age for admission to 6th grade (first grade at secondary level) is 10 

plus. Though transitionally middle school (comprising grades VI to VIII) is a part of 

secondary education, in principle, secondary education is considered to consist of 

grades IX and X. 

Secondary education (IX XII) is an important sub-sector of the entire 

education system. On one hand, it provides middle level workers for the economy 

and, on the other; it acts as a feeder for higher levels of education. The quality of 

higher education, which is expected to produce high quality professionals in the 

different fields of social, economic, and political life of the country, depends upon the 

1 
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quality of secondary education. This level of education, therefore, needs to be 

organized in such a way that it should prepare young men and women for the pursuit 

of higher education, as well as making them able to adjust their practical lives to be 

full and productive. (Government of Pakistan, 1998)    

Iqbal (2004) describes the progress in science and technology, through 

knowledge of mathematics, as having enabled man to send satellites into space, to 

step on other planets, to communicate through information technology, to launch 

guided missiles and send airships without pilots. Thus teaching and learning of 

mathematics occupies important states in social needs. 

Hussain (2004) explains learning is a relatively permanent change in behavior, 

which reflects a gain of knowledge, understanding, or skill, achieved through 

experience and it may include study, instruction, observation or practice. According to 

Rose (1987), conventional teaching has assumed that learning should involve 

determined concentration and frequent repetition. 

   Education cannot be made more effective without effective teaching. 

There are so many devices for effective teaching. An effective technique can ensure 

effective learning. It is being felt that there should be new techniques of teaching and 

learning. (Iqbal, 2004)  

We, like other developing counties, still use lecturing as major teaching 

method which, however, needs blending with other methods and approaches. This has 

been suggested by Grobbelaar (1998) when he reported about the teaching of higher 

education in South Africa. 

Expository strategy is a telling approach. Malik (1997) observed that learning 

through hearing alone proves to be the least effective means of learning. In this 
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regard, he quoted that one learns only 11 percent by hearing as against 13 percent by 

seeing. As far as retention of hearing is concerned, learning through hearing again 

stands at the lowest ebb because, after three days, we recall only 10 percent of what 

we learn through hearing as against 65 percent of what we learn through both hearing 

and seeing; and 90 percent of what we acquire by applying three of our senses i.e. 

hearing, seeing and doing. 

Farooq (1980) states that the teaching method, which is traditionally used, for 

teaching mathematics in secondary schools of Pakistan is a combination of lecture 

method and solving mathematical problems simply on the blackboard. The expository 

strategies are a one-way channel of communication. The instructor makes an oral 

presentation of information to which a student reacts by silently taking notes. The 

student is never put into the situation from where he can move to logical reasoning by 

discovering cause and effect relationships, self-analysis and techniques of problem 

solving. 

Johnson and Johnson (1991) describe the traditional, structured mathematics 

instruction as being based on the assumption that students are passive absorbers of 

information, who store what they know in easily retrievable fragments, as a result of 

repeated practice and reinforcement. The results have been that many students tend to 

(a) learn mathematics skills by rote, in isolation from other skills (b) memorize many 

rules, often without knowing which rule to use (c) have difficulty making the 

necessary connections between the mathematical processes and their understanding of 

the world in which they live (d) are unable to determine if their answers are 

reasonable. Repetitive drill using pencil and paper manipulation does not teach 

mathematical reasoning. 
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Many educators of the modern age, due to the important and pervasive 

mathematics phobia of our students have made it incumbent to adopt an effective 

teaching learning strategy that appear to be problem solving approach. (Johnson and 

Johnson, 1991) 

A balanced mathematical programme includes concept learning, developing 

and maintaining skills, and learning to tackle applications. These should be taught in 

such a way that students develop the ability to think mathematically. Students learn 

mathematical thinking most effectively through applying concepts and skills in 

interesting and realistic contexts, which are personally meaningful to them. Thus, 

mathematics is best taught by helping students to solve problems drawn from their 

own experience. 

Mathematics teachers talk about, write about, and act upon, many different 

ideas under the heading of problem solving. Some have in mind primarily the 

selection and presentation of "good" problems to students. Some think of mathematics 

programme goals in which the curriculum is structured around problem content. 

Others think of programme goals in which the strategies and techniques of problem 

solving are emphasized. Some discuss mathematics problem solving in the context of 

a method of teaching, i.e., a problem approach. Indeed, discussions of mathematics 

problem solving often combine and blend several of these ideas. (Willson, et al, 1993) 

The teacher of mathematics has a great opportunity. If he fills his allotted time 

with drilling his students in routine operations he kills their interest, hampers their 

intellectual development, and misuses his opportunity. But if he challenges the 

curiosity of his students by setting them problems proportionate to their knowledge, 

and helps them to solve their problems with stimulating questions, he may give them 

a taste for, and some means of, independent thinking. (Polya, 1973) 
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Problem solving has a special importance in the study of mathematics. A 

primary goal of mathematics teaching and learning is to develop the ability to solve a 

wide variety of complex mathematics problems. Stanic and Kilpatrick (1988) traced 

the role of problem solving in school mathematics and illustrated a rich history of the 

topic. To many mathematically literate people, mathematics is synonymous with 

solving problems, doing word problems, creating patterns, interpreting figures, 

developing geometric constructions, proving theorems, etc. On the other hand, 

persons not enthralled with mathematics may describe any mathematics activity as 

problem solving. 

The learning of mathematics through the use of the problem–solving processes 

is highly based on the idea of rediscovery. Polya (1965), claiming that every new 

knowledge in Mathematics can be obtained by considering a suitably chosen problem 

and using our Previous knowledge, suggests that rediscovery is the main tool for the 

materialization of the Piagetian perspective of active learning. He distinguishes three 

consecutive phases in the Whole process: Exploration, formalization and assimilation. 

The best motivation, i.e. The Best way with which the teacher creates the suitable 

learning situation, is the third, but not less Important, of his famous axioms of 

learning. Polya (1945) laid also the foundation for exploration in heuristics, since he 

was the first person who described the problem-solving strategies in such a way that 

they could be taught. We recall that a heuristic is said to be a general suggestion, or 

technique, that helps problem solvers to understand or to solve a given problem. Polya 

also offered his rules of preference, which is an approximation to put the given 

Heuristics in some order for better management; e.g. The less difficult precedes the 

more Difficult, an item having more points in common to the problem precedes an 

item having less 
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Henderson and Pingry (1953) wrote that for problem solving, there must be a 

goal, a blocking of that goal for the individual, and acceptance of that goal by the 

individual. What is a problem for one student may not be a problem for another -- 

either because there is no blocking or no acceptance of the goal. 

Orton (1992) states that some people believe that solving problems is the 

essence of mathematic learning, even to the extent of considering that the body of 

knowledge, which others regard as mathematics, is merely the set of tools available 

for active process of problem solving based on discovering new ways of combining 

existing rules (knowledge).  

Travers (1973) describes, mathematics problem-solving studied rather 

extensively from several points of view and probably deserves a designation as a 

“branch” of mathematics education as much as any other topic which might be 

named. At the secondary school level, where problem solving would seem to come 

into its most important role, a few empirical studies were found. The results of studies 

suggest two kinds of learning that may be useful in problem solving. The first of these 

involves the acquisition of certain broad, non-specific notions about the object, 

situation or method experienced.  

Theories of problem solving that have emerged over the years are based upon 

the theory of John Dewey which he outlined in a book “How we think”. The essences 

of this theory are the following five steps of problem solving. (1) A state of 

perplexity, doubt, frustration or the like. (2) Identification of what is believed to the 

problem. (3) A search for facts and formulations of possible solutions. (4) Testing of 

successive solutions and, when necessary, the reformation of the problem. (5) 

Application of correct solution (Farooq, 1980) 
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Khanum (2006) explains that according to John Dewey, most children do not 

have a “Distinctively Intellectual Interest” in learning out of books for the sake of 

learning itself; all children have a great capacity for intellectual development. Dewey 

believed that children are by nature actively social creature, constructive they like to 

make things, creative expressive, curious and inquiring.  

Woolfolk (1998) described that think of general problem-solving strategy as a 

beginning point, a broad outline. Such strategies usually have five stages Bransford 

and Stein used the acronym IDEAL to identify the five steps: I (Identify problems and 

opportunities) D (Define goals and represent the problem) E (Explore possible 

strategies) A (Anticipate outcomes and act.) L (Look back and learn).  

In a different type of study, Orehovec (1984) traced the development of 

mathematical problem solving over a 90-year period. He found that problem-solving 

models developed decades ago continue to be used. He also concluded that problem 

solving can be successfully taught. For this to happen, there must be willingness on 

the part of classroom teachers and others to implement fully a problem-solving 

approach to teaching mathematics. 

Williams (2003)states, Students can consistently perform better on applied 

math problems if they follow an efficient 4-step plan of understanding the problem, 

devising a plan, carrying out the plan, and looking back. (1) UNDERSTAND THE 

PROBLEM. To fully grasp the problem, the student may restate the problem in his or 

her own words, note key information, and identify missing information. (2) DEVISE 

A PLAN. In mapping out a strategy to solve the problem, the student may make a 

table, draw a diagram, or translate the verbal problem into an equation. (3) CARRY 

OUT THE PLAN. The student implements the steps in the plan, showing work and 

checking work for each step. (4) LOOK BACK. The student checks the results. If the 
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answer is written as an equation, the student puts the results in words and checks 

whether the answer addresses the question posed in the original word problem. 

Brown (1998) explained that the problem-solving method of teaching 

incorporates problem-solving activities, but places the responsibility for learning on 

the student. It requires teachers to move from the traditional instructional model to 

one that engages teachers and students as partners in learning, with the teacher 

functioning in the role of facilitator or coach rather than leader or all-knowing 

authority. It requires the use of problems that have real meaning to students, thus 

motivating them to reach a solution.  

Problem solving motivates students to stay on task, since it is cognitively 

challenging. When using the Cognitively Guided Instruction, teachers and students 

work through the exercises in the lesson; and the teacher asks the students how they 

arrived at their answers, that is, the students discuss what strategies they used to 

answer the questions. . The important factor is to learn how the students ascertained 

their responses. The teacher should explain to them problem. Thus the students who 

answered incorrectly will learn how to arrive at the correct answer. This increases 

self-confidence and the motivation to learn (Shaljan, 2002). 

The present study was designed to test the application of problem-solving approach in 

teaching of mathematics. This study aimed at exploring the effect of problem- solving 

approach on academic achievement and attitudes of secondary school students in 

mathematics. This study’s results may be helpful to teachers and beneficial for 

students. Moreover, it may be a useful study for educators and curriculum planners. 

The major objectives of study were: 
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1. To determine whether the problem solving approach is more effective 

than expository strategy of teaching on achievement of students in mathematics.  

2. To determine whether the problem solving approach is more effective 

than expository strategy of teaching on attitudes of students in mathematics.  

3. To examine the effect of problem-solving approach on the 

achievement of low achievers.  

4. To find out the effect of problem-solving approach on the achievement 

of high achievers.  

5. To look into the effect of problem-solving approach on the retention of 

students in mathematics. 

To achieve the objectives of study, following null hypotheses were tested: (1) 

There is no significant difference between the pre-test mean achievement scores of 

experimental and control group. (2) There is no significant difference between the 

pre-test mean achievement scores of low achievers of experimental group and control 

group. (3) There is no significant difference between the pre-test mean achievement 

scores of high achievers of experimental and control group. (4) There is no significant 

difference between pre-test mean attitude scores of experimental group and control 

group. (5) There is no significant difference between the post-test mean achievement 

scores of experimental group and control group. (6) There is no significant difference 

between Post-test mean achievement scores of low achievers of experimental group 

and control group. (7) There is no significant difference between post-test mean 

achievement scores of high achievers of experimental group and control group. 

(8)There is no significant difference between post-test mean attitude scores of 

experimental group and control group. (9) There is no significant difference between 
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mean achievement scores of the experimental group and control group on retention 

test. (10) There is no significant difference between mean achievement scores of high 

achievers of experimental group and control group on retention test. (11) There is no 

significant difference between mean achievement scores of low achievers of 

experimental group and control group on retention test.  
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

More than at any time in the past, the future of every country depends on the 

quality and type of education received by its citizens. The countries that benefit the 

most are those that have a well educated population. Not only most the countries need 

to be well educated in such traditional fields as languages, history, religions, but also 

in the scientific and technical disciplines that characterize the 21st century. Science 

and technology has become an integral part of the blood stream of modern civilization 

and is the major driving force for economic growth and development. (Khan, 1995) 

                  The research literature in Pakistan offers very little evidence of pervious 

studies concerning problem-solving approach. After going through a good deal of 

available literature, the literature reviewed here is organized in the following topics 

related to the study problem. Namely  

2.1 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

2.1.1 Mathematics and Its Nature 

Mathematics is the science of measurement, quality and magnitude. According 

to the new English dictionary, mathematics in a strict sense, is the obstruct science 

which is the elementary conception of spatial and numerical relations. Mathematics 

has also been defined as the science of number and space. Its Hindi or Punjabi name 

is “Ganita” which means the science of calculation. It is a systematized, organized 

and exact science (Bashir, 2000). Mathematics is a discipline of clear and logical 

analysis that offers us tools to describe, abstract, and deal with the world (and later, 

world ideas) in a coherent and intelligent fashion. (Schoenfeld, 1982)  

11 
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2.1.2 Importance of Mathematics in Historical and Contemporary Societies 

 Mathematics is a universal, utilitarian subject so a participating 

member of our society must know basic mathematics. Mathematics also has a more 

specialized, esoteric and esthetic side. It optimizes the beauty and power of 

mathematical reasoning. Mathematics embodies the efforts made over thousands of 

years by every civilization to comprehend nature and bring order to human affairs 

(Anwar, 2004). 

 More mathematics has been created since the end of the World War II 

than in all pervious human history. Today, knowledge of mathematics is one of 

components that separate people who have choices from people without choices. The 

computer revolution has made math a more integral part of insurance industry, 

medical research, government transportation, manufacturing and construction. 

Mathematical models of traffic patterns are used to plan road construction. 

Mathematical literacy leads to muddled personal decisions and mis-informed 

government policies. Children born today will enter a work force where knowledge of 

mathematics is crucial to their career opportunities, their participation in society, and 

the conduct of their private lives. Any person who does not have a broad 

understanding of mathematics will have limited career opportunities (Johnson and 

Johnson, 1991) 

 Gall and Hicks (1964) described that mathematics has played a key 

role in science, technology, industry, business, and agriculture. Its study has been 

associated with habits of effective thinking, intellectual independence, aesthetic 

appreciation and creative expression. Yet we allowed these objectives and 

opportunities to become stagnant until the challenges of the modern world startled as 

out of our complacency. In the modern world, mathematics is being increasingly used 
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in science, technology, industry, government, education and economics. If a country 

wishes to produce men and women able to cope with the subject at these higher 

levels, then it must make sure that the proper foundations are provided at secondary 

level (Farooq, et al 2005) 

2.1.3 The Mathematics Curriculum in Pakistan  

   Mathematics is one of the core subjects in integrated secondary school 

curriculum in Pakistan and is compulsory for all the students .Tahir(2005) describes, 

According to Curriculum Document 2000, and the scheme of studies, the subject of 

mathematics is taught at grade IX and X. The total numbers of periods per week are 

92 and the periods allocated to mathematics are 12, which are 26% of total school 

work load. The numbers of school days are about 180 in an academic year and an 

average school day is six hours. This time is not quite viable as compared to 

developed countries such as U.S.A., Germany, and Japan whose school days in a year 

range from 175 to 220. The average length of school stay varies from 5 to 8 hours per 

day (ISESCO, 1989).  

         The mathematics curriculum for secondary level has gone through 

number of revisions since the creation of Pakistan. The first change in mathematics 

curriculum was initiated during 1968. This change was termed as modernization of 

curriculum and included drastic changes in mathematics subject matter, textbooks and 

teacher training. For the first time in Pakistan, the sets were introduced at secondary 

level. The greater emphasis was placed on practical and scientific application of 

mathematics (Government of Pakistan, 1968). 

              A massive revision of secondary school mathematics was carried out 

during 1972-73 (Government of Pakistan, 1972). In this revision, the content was 

made concept oriented. In addition to this, deductive and inductive approaches were 
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adapted for teaching mathematics to the students of secondary classes. The textbooks 

were implemented from year 1977. Secondary school mathematics curriculum was 

also revised in 1986 but only a few and minor changes were made in the previous 

curriculum (Government of Pakistan, 1986). This curriculum was implemented from 

the year 1988. 

             A major breakthrough in the history of development of mathematics 

curriculum for secondary level came in the year 1994 when a unified curriculum was 

developed for all the students opting general as well as elective group (Government of 

Pakistan, 1994). This curriculum was divided into four major categories: Sets and 

numbers, Algebra, geometry, Trigonometry and information handling. This 

curriculum was implemented from the year 1995. The curriculum was implemented 

without any planning and strategy especially towards the delivery of mathematics and 

in the face of shortage of mathematics teachers, which has always existed. The 

findings of an evaluation study (Tahir, 1997) conducted at NISTE, Islamabad on this 

curriculum revealed that most of the portion of this curriculum made for the students 

of elective group. Moreover, the teachers who were been teaching general 

mathematics, without any preparation, had to teach this course. Most of the teachers 

especially the female did not prove capable of teaching. The comparison of 

curriculum of 1994 with that of 1986 reveals that is was quite close to that of 1986. 

However, the only significant changes introduced in the curriculum of 1994 are the 

inclusions of information handling. 

   This decision effect the achievement of student in thy examination 

.according to the gazette notification of board of intermediate and secondary 

education (BISE), Islamabad for the year 2002, 75% of the failing total students failed 

due to the failure in thy subject of secondary school mathematics (BISE, 2002) 
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similarly, in BISE, Rawalpindi, 80% of the unsuccessful students failed in the 

secondary school examination due to failure mathematics in the year 2002 

(BISE,2002) 

In an attempt to overcome the weaknesses of the existing national curriculum 

for mathematics, the Punjab education department (PED) has developed the science 

and mathematics curriculum for classes I-XII(Government of Pakistan,2000). 

The government of Punjab, education department formed a task force 

consisting of four groups of physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics for revision 

of the curriculum and development of text books and teacher aids for classes I-XII.  

These four groups took up the task assigned to them in December 1999.The 

major objective of this task was to modernize the curriculum for mathematics and 

science subjects, so that they were in accord with the developed world in content and 

approach. The initial draft of these curricula was developed by the task force of the 

PED and then sent for comments to the other three provinces and the federal 

government the provincial curriculum bureaus, text book board, the national institute 

of science and technical education (NISTE) and the curriculum wing, ministry of 

education designed the final curriculum of mathematics and science subjects. The 

federal ministry of education has approved this curriculum. this curriculum has been 

implemented from academic year 2003 .The analysis of present mathematics 

curriculum for classes IX-When compared with curriculum of 1994 revealed that no 

crucial changes has been introduced this curriculum rather this is close to the 

curriculum of 1986  nevertheless, the sequence of some of the topics in a few chapters 

of this curriculum is different, whereas, chapter such as information handling has been 

heavily extended. However, the most important among the salient features of this 

curriculum is the grass root change to wards the delivery approach of mathematics. 
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The main thrust on the curriculum of mathematics for classes IX-X is the acquisition 

of information and skills necessary to become sensible and responsible individuals in 

highly technological society of the century. st21

2.1.3.1 Goals, aims and objective of Mathematic Education  

Johnson and Johnson (1991) described that to prepare students to live in the  

21st century, we must move away from computation-dominated mathematic 

curriculum in which students learn isolated procedures by rote to a curriculum that 

stresses mathematical reasoning, communicating mathematics’ problem solving, 

understanding, and applications. The national council of teachers of mathematics’ has 

identified five broad goals required to meet student’s mathematical needs for 21st 

century: 

To value mathematics: Math must be taught in ways that result in students 

believing that mathematics has value for them, so they will have the incentive to 

continue studying mathematics as long as they are in school or beyond. Students 

should appreciate the cultural, historical, and scientific evaluation and importance of 

mathematics. A key to valuing mathematics is personal support and encouragement 

for learning mathematics from valued others. 

To reason mathematically: To clarify complex situations, students must learn 

to gather evidence, make conjectures, formulate models, invent counter-examples, 

and build sound arguments .In so doing, they will develop an informed skepticism and 

sharp insight characteristic of mathematical prospective. Sound reasoning should be 

valued as much as student’s ability to find correct answers.  
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To communicate mathematics: Students must learn to read, write and speak 

about mathematics. As students strive to communicate their ideas, they learn to 

clarify, refine and consolidate their thinking. 

To develop confidence in their ability to reason mathematically: Ability to 

cope with the mathematical demands of everyday life depends on the attitudes student 

develop toward mathematics. To learn and use mathematics, students must have self-

confidence and self-efficiency built on success. Students should realize that 

mathematics is a common, familiar human activity. 

To solve problems: Students should learn to use a wide variety of 

mathematical methods to solve problems. Students need to be given a variety of 

problems differing in context, length, difficulty and methods. Students need to recast 

vague problems in a form amenable to analysis, to select appropriate strategies for 

solving problems, to recognize and formulate several solutions when that is 

appropriate, to work with others in reaching consensus on solutions that are effective 

as well as logical. Skill in problem solving is essential to productive citizenship. 

Serieux  (2000) has given following goals of mathematics education: - 

1. To develop the feeling that mathematics is useful and worth learning. 

2. To provide mathematical experiences that will enable student to cope 

with, interpret and appreciate their environment. 

3. To develop mathematical problem-solving skills. 

4. To foster a sense of a accomplishment and success in mathematics. 

5. To provide the kind of learning experience that stimulates interest in 

mathematics. 
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6. To develop the ability to think critically and reason logically. 

2.1.3.2 Attitude towards mathematics 

Costello (1991) explained that there is a common and reasonable belief that 

positive attitude particularly liking for, and interest in mathematics, led to greater 

effort and in turn to higher achievement. Positive attitude however, can be regarded as 

a valid objective of mathematics education in its own right. Effective learning 

outcomes such as enjoyment, enthusiasm, fascination, imprecision may be taken into 

account a long side the more positive aspect of learning mathematics which is 

measured in terms of achievement.     

Many students are anxious about taking math classes. Historically, math has 

the reputation for being taught in an atmosphere of rigidity and student fear in 

classrooms void of active engaged investigation. Students’ anxiety about math under 

those conditions is in appropriate. In traditionally taught math classes, many students 

are afraid to make mistakes or ask “dumb questions” (Johnson and Johnson, 1991).   

Costello (1991) describes that many people have narrowly restricted view of 

what mathematics is and if that restricted picture is unattractive to them, then they 

dislike mathematics. One of the greatest contributions any teacher can make to a 

discipline such as mathematics is that of projecting a strong positive attitude towards 

the subject. Another way in which to build and maintain a positive attitude to gets 

students involved in a process of discovery and excitement. To discover some thing 

for one self is an exciting task. We should not prevent this from happening for our 

students ever though teachers meant proceed as efficiently as possible in over 

instruction, they should not forget that interested students who like a subject dragged 

a long in an uninteresting manner. Teachers should model the behavior they want 

their students to have. Mathematics is actually a lot of fun. Many common 
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experiences can be used to develop for understanding of some fundamental and 

powerful mathematical ideas (German and Beardslee, 1978). 

Research into Primary School teacher’s attitudes to mathematics reveals that 

many of them continue to carry around with them this same kind of “baggage”. There 

is evidence that many teacher skill experience feeling of panic and anxiety when 

faced with unfamiliar mathematical tasks (Briggs’ 1993) that they are muddled in 

their thinking about many of the basic mathematical concepts which under pin the 

material they teach to children, and that they are all too aware of their personal 

inadequacies in mathematics  

2.2 EXPOSITORY STRATEGY 

The term ‘expository’ is derived from the concept exposition, which means, 

most simply to provide an explanation. In the context of teaching, exposition has to do 

with the teacher’s providing facts, ideas, and other essential information to learners. 

Expository strategies are telling or explaining strategies. (Jarolimerk, and Foster, 

1981) 

Reisman (1977) stated that expository teaching presents the curriculum in a 

structured sequence. It includes task analysis and sequencing of instruction so that 

necessary prerequisites are presented prior to higher-level tasks. The teacher’s role in 

somewhat akin to that of a imparter of knowledge. Expository method is appropriate 

to incorporate inductive and deductive strategies. The inductive method proceeds 

from the analysis nature. The inductive method is employed in the learning 

hierarchies of Brownell and Gagve because it allows the learner to first attain ideas 

that comprise the generalization then future instruction builds upon this foundation. 

Gagve approach emphasizes an expository presentation of content. Present the facts, 
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concepts, and other necessary perquisites and allow the generalization, rules, or 

principles to develop.  

Expository strategy is perhaps the oldest method employed by teachers 

working with groups of students. As quoted by Hussain (2004) the survey report of 

UNESCO 1971 pointed out that in all Asian countries including Pakistan, lecturing is 

the most common method of teaching.  

Nazir (2003) describe that the teacher in our secondary school commonly use 

lecture method. In this method, the teacher is usually the only active participant while 

the students are recipients of information. In such a situation, little responsibility for 

learning may be assumed by pupil. But this method provides an efficient means of 

conveying subject matter and more or less ensures that the pupil will receive the 

material in a concise and logically manner. This method may be used in opening up 

new unit for study or in summonsing principles at the close of a unit. Teacher may use 

this method to relate some of thrilling historical and biographical incidents of great 

scientists. 

2.2.1 Types of Expository Teaching  

Reisman (1977) described that there are two types of expository teaching 

Rote expository teaching 

Rational expository teaching 

i.Rote Expository Teaching 

A rote expository teaching has little meaning. This approach might sound like 

this “Since you can’t take nine from four, you must cross out the three and make it a 

two and make the four fourteen. Now, nine from fourteen is five, and one from two is 

one”. In this approach, the emphasis is on procedure, and no attempt is made to 
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investigate with the pupil the place value or renaming principles. The learner was 

never asked to develop the rationale that allows the child to “cross out the three and 

make it a two and make four fourteen”. In rote learning, the pupils were not taught the 

reasons behind the computations, and retention and transfer were minimal.  

ii. Rational Expository Teaching 

Rational expository teaching comprises maximum meaning. Teachers engaged 

in a rational, or meaningful, approach might sound some thing like this: “In order to 

use only positive numbers in this subtraction problem, we may rename three tens as 

two tens and ten ones. Ten one plus four ones one fourteen ones. Fourteen ones minus 

nine ones are five ones. Two tens minus one ten is one ten”. This explanation would 

be accompanied by pointing to the numerals in the example and would probably 

follow work with concrete objects or an abacus. 

2.2.2 Assumptions 

 The expository mode assumes there is an essential body of content, 

skills and values to be learned. It is assumed, further, that this learning has been 

pulled together into courses of study, textbooks, and other curriculum documents that 

from the core learning of the school curriculum. Teachers are prepared to teach this 

essential learning to pupils. Teaching is assumed to be basically a transmission 

process. The teacher and the learning resources serve as conduits for moving 

information, skills and values from their sources to the learner. Teaching, therefore, is 

a variation of telling; learning is the receiving of information that has already been 

processed in terms of its importance and “learn ability.” Information and information-

gathering skills are deemed to be important. Consequently, pupil achievement is 

measured in terms of either the amount of information that can be recalled or how 

effectively information-gathering skills can be used. (Jarolimek and Foster, 1981) 
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2.2.3 Role of Teacher 

 The expository strategy is considered to be a teacher-centered learning. 

Glasgow (1997) stated that in teacher-centered learning, the teachers are entirely 

responsible for selecting what information and skills the students are expected to 

learn, how and in what sequence they are to be learned, and at what pace they are to 

be delivered. The entire curricular package, including assessment and evaluation, 

tends to be homogeneous in practice. Teachers are to refer to various guide lines, 

mandates, and directives, and most general content is dictated by historical curricular 

inertia. The teacher’s role in this method is to distribute and interpret information for 

the students via lectures, assigned reading, demonstrations, and curricular delivery 

methodology. Therefore, teachers use what they know or feel comfortable teaching. 

The teacher also sets the standards for assessment, evaluation, and the demonstration 

of mastery. 

 Jarolimek and Foster (1981) explained that in the expository mode, the 

teacher directs the learning program. The teacher is the programmer. He or she must 

see to it that the prescribed learning is covered and that the pupils have mastered it. 

The teacher is an important data source and is an important component of the 

transmission line between instructional resources and the learners. The teacher 

decides what books and other instructional materials will be used. His or her role is to 

guide the pupils to get the right answers-those that are a part of the required 

curriculum. In the expository mode, the teacher’s directions and explanations must be 

crystal clear to the pupils. Ambiguous questions and confusing explanations are a 

deterrent to pupil learning.  
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2.2.4 Major Purposes 

 The major purpose of expository teaching is, clearly, to transmit 

knowledge and skills to the learner. If it is deemed important to get across to pupils 

particular information relating to science, mathematics, social studies, health, safety, 

and so on, this can often be done efficiently and effectively through an expository 

mode. Exposition does not necessarily concern itself with the social values of the 

learning experience. Its purpose is purely and simply getting across to the learner that 

which is specified by the curriculum requirements. (Jarolimek and Foster, 1981) 

     Ali (2000) stated that the special purpose of expository or lecture method 

are as follows:- The lecture is not helpful in introducing a new topic of study or 

presenting certain background material that students need for preparation of further 

study. Expository method permits a large audience to receive succinct information 

quickly about aspects of materials that will increase their understanding of what lies 

ahead. Expository mode of teaching provides students with an organized prospective 

of the content to be considered. This strategy provides practice for the students in 

learning to develop note taking skills. The traditional method gives teacher a sense of 

“security” since no surprising information will be introduced into the clarification or 

demonstrating a procedure of skill. 

2.2.5 Role of the Learner 

    Jarolimek and Foster (1981) explained that in the expository mode, the 

learner is expected to meet requirements of learning that are established by the 

teacher. This usually includes reading required material, answering assigned 

questions, discussing topics or problems presented by the teacher, and demonstrating 

skills deemed to be important. The pupil is not required to exercise the same degree of 

self-direction as would be expected in the inquiry mode. The learner is not necessarily 
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encouraged to go beyond the tasks outlined by the teacher, although this sometimes 

happens by means of “extra credit.” 

 Johnson and Johnson (1991) has described that in the traditional 

structural mathematics, instruction is based on the assumptions that students are 

passive absorbers of information, who store what they know in easily retrievable 

fragments, as a result of repetition and reinforcement.   

2.2.6 Use of Learning Resources 

 In contrast to the inquiry mode, the expository mode does require that 

the pupil get certain prescribed information and skill from the instructional resources 

used. Typically, learning materials will be used to respond to questions framed by 

someone other than the learner, i.e., the teacher, the textbook authors, and so forth. 

Rather than seeking data in order to make their own interpretations, pupils will be 

looking for and learning the interpretations and summaries presented by the 

information sources. Learning resources are best used to summarize learning for 

pupils in the expository mode. There can be no question that the expository mode 

relies heavily on learning resources that stress verbal learning as opposed to direct 

pupil experience. The mode also uses learning resources that are compartmentalized 

along conventional subject matter lines reading, mathematics, social studies, science, 

and so forth. (Jarolimek and Foster, 1981) 

2.2.7 Method of Evaluation 

 Jarolimek and Foster (1981) explained that the achievement of pupils 

in the expository mode is represented by the extent to which they have acquired the 

prescribed learning that was transmitted to them. Instruments that assess knowledge 

of informational content covered in the curriculum are appropriate, as are those that 

measure use of skills. Conventional standardized tests are a good example of 
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evaluative instruments based on the expository mode of teaching. Teacher-made tests 

designed to find out whether or not pupil can reproduce correct answers are also 

consistent with the expository mode. The expository mode operates on the premise 

that there is a predetermined curriculum that pupils are supposed to learn. It follows, 

therefore, that the method of evaluation will be one that assesses the extent to which 

this learning has been achieved by the pupils. 

2.2.8 Advantages 

 The expository method has two primary advantages – time and control. 

Because the questioning is convergent, expository lessons tend to be more time 

efficient, allowing the teacher to cover more content in the amount of time allocated 

for the topic. Also for inexperienced teachers who are not yet sure of their skills in 

leading class room interaction, the strong lesson focus is often a source of security. 

They do not have to cope with changing the divergent responses towards the content 

goal. The control and efficiency can come at a price. However teachers using 

expository method commonly slide into lecture monologues that are deadly for 

maintaining student attention and motivation. Also teacher is a major provider of 

information. (Jacobsen et al, 1989) 

 Glasgow (1997) states that as expository strategy is teacher centered. 

The students are less directly responsible for what they learn and for their own 

education. The teacher can be certain that the students are exposed to all the 

knowledge and concepts the teacher feels are appropriate for the targeted curricular 

unit. It is easy for knowledgeable teachers to synthesize difficult topics into easily 

digested capsules, making it the most efficient method dispensing content knowledge. 

It is comfortable model and saves the students the agony, frustration and time that 

would be needed to structure learning and work through the subject on their own. The 
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students expect the teacher to tell them what they need to know to be successful. This 

method is universally recognized by students, teachers, parents and administrators.  

Farooq (1980) explained that those who support the traditional expository 

strategy or lecture method of conducting a class are guided by a view of teaching that 

has several special features. The first of these features involves the concept that what 

the student needs to know and can come to know is actually held by someone else (the 

teacher). Knowledge lies outside of the student, not within him. When someone 

communicates knowledge to the student, the student’s mind receives it, assimilates it 

and stores it along with other knowledge previously gained. The mind is seen as a 

never full receptacle that continually receives sorts and interrelate externally 

generated stimuli. Second, the distinction between rote reception and meaningful 

reception leads to recognition that disapproval of the recitation and lecture method 

usually arises from abuses of these methods rather than from the nature of these 

methods. The weaknesses attributed to the method of verbal instruction do not inhere 

in method itself. Third, the expository teaching strategy is consistent with the concept 

that school is an agent for transmission of knowledge to students. According to this 

view, teaching in school should concern itself with communicating skills, knowledge 

and values of culture to the student so that he can employ these in his life. Fourth, 

teaching by means of expository strategy is simply an efficient way of teaching a 

large number of students. This indeed has always been a matter of consideration for 

teachers. But today when school enrollment is growing yearly due to combination of 

factors including increased population, the issue of efficiency is important. Efficiency 

must be considered in terms of time and cost. Fifth, students often are happy when 

they are considered part of a large group made up of their friends and acquaintances. 

They want to have the same experiences as their classmates and they want to share 
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those experiences. They feel secure sitting with a large group and this sense of 

security and satisfaction promotes learning. Sixth, it has to be estimated that 

approximately one third of the world’s adult population is illiterate and many 

countries particularly some of the Asian countries, including Pakistan are short of 

educational reading matter.   

Ali (2004) explained that lecture method run over facts quickly, arouse 

interest, fill in background information and provide information that is not available 

to the student. It is quite economical method. It is possible to handle large number of 

students at a time and no laboratory equipment, aids and materials are required. Using 

this method, the knowledge can be imparted to the students quickly and prescribed 

syllabus can be covered in a short time. It is quite attractive and easy to follow. Using 

this method, the teacher feels secure and satisfied. It simplifies the task of the teacher 

as he dominates the lesson for 70-85% of the lesson time and students just listen to 

him. Using this method it is quite easy to impart factual information and exposition. 

In this method, teacher can easily maintain the logical sequence of the subject by 

planning his lecture in advance. Some good lectures delivered by the teacher may 

motivate and inspire a student for some creative thinking. In this method, there is no 

need of fixed style of teaching; a teacher can change his teaching according to 

situation. Lecture method can easily create a warm up environment in a class room.  

 Ali (2000) describes that lecture method is cheap, no special apparatus 

required and size of class in unlimited. Also it is rapid; more content may be covered 

in a given time than any other method. It generally involves less preparation. 

2.2.9 Disadvantages 

Farooq(1980) states that no doubt, expository strategy is sometimes 

appropriate but it also has some well-known shortcomings. First, there is a problem of 
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declining of attention. Learning is an active, not a passive process. Classroom 

learning calls for the learner’s meaningful reaction to stimuli. If there is no reaction, 

there will be no learning. Passive students frequently lose interest and become 

inattentive. From the results of multiple-choice tests, the proportion of information 

retained during a lecture declines steadily after an initial setting-in period. This 

decline continues until near the end of an hour lecture when a sharp rise in attention 

occurs. Second, the lecture obtains little immediate verbal feedback on the 

effectiveness of his lecture. For the lecturer, natural verbal feedback from students is 

not easily possible in lecture method. There is a relationship between the positions 

occupied by the students in a lecture theatre and their feelings towards their lecturer 

and fellow students. Third, lectures are relatively ineffective to teach students to think 

about a topic. They have little opportunity to think during lectures. The expository 

method is less effective for promoting thinking as compared to problem-solving 

approach.  

 Glasgow (1997) described that, in teacher centered approach, not all 

students are homogeneous in background, knowledge, and experience, nor are they 

homogeneous in learning abilities in different areas or in their pace and style of 

learning. In this method the students are generally passive recipients and do not learn 

to learn. Also teachers usually cannot guarantee that students experience will be 

useful once they leave the class. A false sense of security may satisfy teachers, 

students and parents.  

 Battista (1999) states that traditional mathematics teaching, is still the 

norm in our nation’s schools. For most students, school mathematics is an endless 

sequence of memorizing and forgetting facts and procedures that mean little to them. 

Though the same topics are taught and re-taught year after year, the students do not 
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learn them. Numerous scientific studies have shown that traditional methods of 

teaching mathematics not only are ineffective but also seriously stunt the growth of 

students' mathematical reasoning and problem-solving skills. Traditional methods 

ignore recommendations by professional organizations in mathematics education, and 

they ignore modern scientific research on how children learn mathematics. Yet 

traditional teaching continues, taking its toll on the nation and on individuals 

 Ali (2004) explains, that lecture is neither attitude changing, nor achieves the 

higher mental ability. The lecture is largely a one-way process. There is not much 

interaction between the students and teachers. It ignores individual differences. It does 

not take into consideration the interest, abilities and needs of the students. If the 

teacher does not alert and does strive hard, the lecture will become monotonous, 

boring, unimpressive and dull. The lecture tends to substitute the teacher for the text 

book and many students do not bother to read those which is a wrong approach 

because a teacher cannot present all that is in a book and in various books. 

 Jacobsen et al, (1989) describes that expository teaching is probably 

the most commonly used and abused teaching method used in the school. Teachers 

often mistakenly view it as being synonymous with learning, therefore presenting 

their lessons as monologues, often with devastating effects. Students, become bored 

with the same procedures used time after time.  

 In traditional teaching, teacher is authority’s person and students are 

passive recipients of information. Students are expected blindly accept the 

information they are given without questioning the instructor. The teacher seeks to 

transfer thought and meanings to passive students leaving little room for students 

initiated questions, independent thought or interaction between students. (Farooq  et 

al, 2005)        
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2.3 PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH  

2.3.1 Definition and nature 

 Farooq (1980) points out that “Problem” usually indicates a challenge, 

the meeting of which requires study and investigation.  

 Skinner (1984) states that the term “Problem Solving” is defined as the 

frame work or pattern within which creative thinking and learning takes place. It is a 

process of over coming difficulties that appear to interfere with the attainment of a 

goal. 

Yelon (1977) describe that a problem is not an exercise in mathematics, a set 

of figures to be computed in a specific way, with a single acceptable answer. A 

problem exists when there is new situation requiring the application of previously 

learned principles combined in new way. He further states that problem solving is a 

complex intellectual achievement, the high-test of Gagne’s strategies. Problem 

solving may be viewed as a process by which the learner discoverers a combination of 

previously learned rules that he can apply to achieve a solution for a novel problem 

situation. Problem solving is not simply a matter of application of previously learned 

rules. It is also a process that yields new learning.   

Borich (1996) stated Inquiry, Problem-solving and discovery learning each are 

different forms of the more general concept of indirect instruction. Indirect instruction 

is an approach to teaching and learning which (1) The learning process is inquiry (2) 

The result is discovery and  (3) The learning context is problem-solving These three 

ideas of inquiry , discovery and problem solving are brought together in special ways 

in indirect model of teaching and learning. 
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Problem solving is only one type of a larger category of thinking skills that 

teachers use to teach students how to think. Other means of developing thinking skills 

are problem-based learning, critical thinking skills, creative thinking skills, decision 

making, conceptualizing, and information processing (Ellis, 2005). Although scholars 

and practitioners often imply different meanings by each of these terms, most thinking 

skills programs share the same basic elements: (1) the definition of a problem, (2) the 

definition of problem solving, (3) algorithms, (4) heuristics, (5) the relationship 

between theory and practice, (6) teaching creativity, (7) a knowledge base, and (8) the 

transfer or the application of conceptual knowledge 

Krulik and Rudnick (1980) also define problem solving as the means by which 

an individual uses previously acquired knowledge, skills, and understanding to satisfy 

the demands of an unfamiliar situation. The student must synthesize what he or she 

has learned, and apply it to a new and different situation.  This definition is similar to 

the definition of the eighth element of problem solving, transfer: when learning in one 

situation facilitates learning or performance in another situation” (Ormrod, 1999) 

 Hetherington and Parke (1986) express that problem solving mobilizes 

perception, attention and memory in a concerted effect to reach a higher goal, the 

correct solution to a logical puzzle. 

Ballew (1973) explain that problem solving is activity on the part of a person, 

which requires the discoveries of the correct response as apposed to being shown. A 

problem, on the other hand, requires the solver to derive, through some intermediate 

steps, some information new to him.  

Broome et al, (1995) described that to solve problems is at the heart of 

mathematics that is only “useful” to the extent to which it can be applied to a 
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particular situation and that it is the ability to apply mathematics to a variety of 

situations to which we give the name “Problem Solving” A problem is basically a task 

for which there is  

• A need for solution 

• No immediate procedure is available to the pupil to find a solution 

• A need for the solver to attempt a solution  

 Alexandar (1971) stated that in psychology, a “Problem” usually 

means a task that can be defined external to individual, such as maze, puzzle, 

anagram, mathematical problem, or other task in which an observable or openly stated 

answer (solution) is provided. A key factor in problem solving is the application of 

past experience to arrive at a solution not previously known to the person at least in 

the particular situation presented. 

 Problem solving means engaging in a task for which the solution 

method is not known in advance. In order to find a solution, students must draw on 

their knowledge, and through this process, they will often develop new mathematical         

understandings. (Moses et al, 1990) 

             When people talk about problem solving they may not always be 

talking about the same thing (Wilson, et al, 1993). According to the National Council 

of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 2000), problem solving is defined as “engaging 

in a task for which the solution is not known in advance”  Polya (1945) defines 

problem solving as the process used to solve a problem that does not have an obvious 

solution. Lester (1980) described problem solving as “a situation in which an 

individual or group is called upon to perform a task for which there is no readily 

accessible algorithm which determines completely the method of solution” 
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Schoenfeld (1992) suggests that problem solving is a skill and an art that all students 

must construct. He believes that it is necessary to allow students to be part of the 

mathematics culture in order to engage students in problem solving. Schoenfeld also 

supports the view that learning to think mathematically means developing a 

mathematical point of view. 

               Billstein et al. (1993) stated that problem solving should be the 

central focus of the mathematics curriculum. As such, it is a primary goal of all 

mathematics instruction and integral part of all mathematical activity. Problem 

solving is not a distinct topic but a process that should permit the entire program and 

provide the context in which concepts and skills can be learned. 

Specific characteristics of a problem-solving approach include:  

Interactions between students/students and teacher/students and Mathematical 

dialogue and consensus between students (Van et al, 1994)  

In problem solving approach teachers providing just enough information to 

establish background/intent of the problem, and students clarifying, interpreting, and 

attempting to construct one or more solution  processes and teachers accepting 

right/wrong answers in a non-evaluative way (Cobb et al., 1991)  

Lester et al.( 1994) explained in the problem solving method teachers guiding, 

coaching, asking insightful questions and sharing in the process of solving problems 

and teachers knowing when it is appropriate to intervene, and when to step back and 

let the pupils make their own way .  

A further characteristic is that a problem-solving approach can be used to 

encourage students to make generalizations about rules and concepts, a process which 

is central to mathematics (Evan and Lappin, 1994). 
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2.3.2 Types of Problem Solving Approach  

Bay (2000) explained that one enigma in linking assessment with problem 

solving is identifying what type of problem solving is occurring in the classroom. 

He describes three ways in which problem solving is interpreted in the classroom: 

teaching for problem solving, teaching about problem solving, and teaching via 

problem solving.  In teaching for problem solving, the goal is to first teach the 

concepts so students will later apply that knowledge to problem solving situations.  

This approach has been commonly seen in textbooks where a page of skill practice is 

followed by story problems that apply the same concept.   

The second approach, teaching about problem solving, is the teaching of 

strategies, or heuristics, in order to solve problems.  One way to teach students to 

problem solve is to teaching the four step processes developed by Polya (1971): 

understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, and look back.  Common 

plans for solving problems include guess and check, making an organized list, and 

drawing a picture. The instructional purpose of this task is for students to learn to 

apply problem solving strategies, not necessarily to teach the mathematics content that 

is in a particular curriculum guide.  

Teaching via problem solving is teaching mathematics content in a problem-

solving environment.  Learning in this approach involves learning through a concrete 

problem and eventually moving to abstraction. Imbedded in this problem solving 

activity are mathematics concepts, in particular factors, primes, and square 

numbers.(Bay,2000)   
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2.3.3 Historical Views of Problem Solving   

Glover et al, (1998) explained the historical views of problem solving in the 

following way.   

E.L Thorndike’s Trail-and-Error Approach to Problem Solving  

Glover et al, (1998) explained that Thorndike was one of the earliest and 

perhaps the greatest learning theorist of all time. His interests were for ranging almost 

all areas of contemporary educational psychology. In his lifetime Thorndike published 

507 books, journal articles, and monographs. For Thornidke, human problem solving 

was similar to that of lower organisms in that it was built on trial and error, it was 

incremental, and it proceeded without thinking or reasoning.  

John Dewey’s Pragmatic Approach to Problem-Solving 

Glover et al, (1998) described that from his many observations, Dewey 

described a sequence of steps that effective problem solvers followed. These steps are 

still used in the development of programs to teach people various aspects of problem 

solving. 

Presentation of the Problem   

  Clearly, problem solutions cannot occur unless individuals are presented with 

problems. In this step, two kinds of directions are taken by psychologists who work 

with the development of problem-solving skills in training oriented toward solving 

personal problem, Emphasis is placed on helping people become aware of problem 

they may not have previously noticed. Second, in more formal problem-solving 

training, emphasis is placed on the teacher’s role in clearly presenting problems. The 

teachers must ensure that all the information necessary to solve a problem is either 

presented to students or has been previously mastered by them.  
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Problem Definition  

 Defining the problem is crucial to solving it. Almost any problem can 

be defined in several ways, and each definition is likely to lead to different attempts to 

solve the problem. Training in problem solving stresses student abilities to define 

problems in as many ways as possible to provide the widest array of subsequent 

activities that will lead to problem solutions. The problem can be defined in each of 

these ways and each definition would lead to different actions on the part of the 

problem solver. Certainly, helping students visualize many ways of solving problems 

has a greater chance of leading them to satisfactory solutions. 

Development of Hypotheses 

 Once a problem is defined, the next step is to make as many 

hypotheses as possible for solving the problem. The more hypotheses or alternatives a 

person generates, the greater the chance that satisfactory solution will be found. 

Testing Hypotheses 

Generating a large number of hypotheses for solving a problem places 

problem solvers in the position of having to choose among the hypotheses. 

Psychologists who train students in problem-solving skills emphasize the testing and 

evaluation of hypotheses in terms of the potential benefits they provide and their 

possible drawbacks. As most of the problems students encounter can be solved in a 

variety of ways, possible solutions should be carefully explored before a decision is 

made. 

Selection of the Best Hypothesis   

Once a person has evaluated, the possible ways in which a problem can be 

solved, he or she should choose the most attractive hypothesis. Psychologists stress 

the use of decision-making skills in this step of the problem-solving process. 
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Typically, students are asked to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each 

possible hypothesis and to select the hypotheses that promise the greatest advantages. 

Insight; A Gestalt view of Problem Solving 

Glover et al, (1998) explained that the Gestalt view of problem solving is 

compatible with that of Dewey, although it clearly places much more emphasis on 

cognitive factors such as incubation and insight. There is much less agreement 

between the Gestalt view and Thorndike’s. For Gestalt psychologists, problem solving 

and all human learning seem as insightful, all-or-none, and controlled almost totally 

by thinking. 

Identification of the Problem 

Like Dewey, Kohler suggested that a problem had to be recognized before any 

action could take place. Thorndike of course, also included the presentation or 

recognition of a problem as the beginning point in the search for problem solutions. 

Incubation Period 

Kohler’s observation led him to conclude that problem solvers engaged in 

considerable thought during early phases of problem solving. This incubation or 

resolution period, Kohler felt, was characterized by the problem solver mentally 

trying out a number of possible solutions. Such cognitive activity, of course, was 

denied in Thorndike’s view of problem solving. It fit well, however, with Dewey’s 

description of the hypotheses-generation and testing steps, although Dewey was less 

concerned with specific cognitive functions. 

Insight 

When a correct hypothesis was hit upon during the incubation period, the 

solution occurred suddenly and completely. Kohler called this understanding of 
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problem solution as insight. Here Kohler was in direct conflict with Thorndike’s trial-

and-error approach, but he was again not far field from Dewey. Dewey, however, did 

not directly concern himself with the concept of insight in problem solving. 

Memorability of Insightful Solution 

Kohler believed that problem solutions achieved though insight were 

extremely memorable. The memorability of problem solutions was not described by 

Thorndike; Dewey felt that the problem solver had to work to retain the solution for 

possible future use. 

Generalization of Insightful Solution 

 For Kohler, as for Dewey, the generalization of knowledge was 

important. Kohler considered generalization a natural outcome of insight, while 

Dewey thought more effort was required on the part of the problem solver. Thorndike 

also discussed generalization but from a perspective that did not include cognition. 

2.3.4 Jerome Burner and the Structure of Knowledge in Mathematics       

Ediger and Rao (2003) describe that Jerome Burner, advocated a structure of 

knowledge approach in teaching mathematics. The structural ideas in mathematics 

would be identified by professional mathematicians in their academic area of 

specialty. These professional mathematicians then choose key or main ideas for pupils 

attainment. The structural ideas may be used again and again by learners as they 

proceed to more complex learning on sequential grade levels. In mathematics then, 

pupils may attain the following increased levels of complexity.  

1. Commutative and associative properties of addition and multiplication. 

2. Distribute property of multiplication over addition. 

3. Property of closure. 
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4. Subtraction as the inverse operation of addition. 

5. Division as the inverse operation of multiplication.  

Jerome Burner advocates the use of inductive methods of instruction in which 

pupils discover structural or major academic ideas of a discipline. To emphasize 

Burner’s approach in teaching, the teacher should attend to the following: 

• The teacher needs to have an excellent knowledge of the structure of 

knowledge since these key ideas become objectives for learner 

attainment. 

• To achieve objectives on the pupil’s part, the teacher needs to sequence 

learning opportunities in that individuals experience the enactive, the 

iconic, and the symbolic mode in that order.  

• The teacher must appraise pupils to ascertain how many of structural 

knowledge objectives are being attained by pupils in a spiral 

curriculum. With a spiral curriculum, pupils meet up again an again in 

increasing levels of complexity the structural ideas which serve as 

objectives of instruction.  

• The teacher needs to become a quality asker of questions involving the 

ongoing mathematics lesson so that pupils can truly learn in an 

inductive manner. Inductive teaching then assists pupils to achieve the 

structural ideas. 

• Inductive teaching in mathematics must be used together with the 

enactive, iconic, and symbolic materials of instruction. 
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Modes of processing information 

Bertham (2003) explained that Bruner’s three ways or modes of processing 

information. These are 

Enactive Mode: here the baby interacts with its environment in a very 

physical way. The baby learns to control its body and learns how to act physically 

upon its environment. This form of memory could be likened to a muscle memory. 

We learn first how to crawl, then walk and finally run. This knowledge is encoded in 

our muscles. This type of learning continues throughout our lifetime and is evident 

when we learn a new skill such as touch-typing, driving or sailing. As the child 

matures, other modes of processing information become available. 

Iconic Mode: this mode develops from the age of 1, and here, as the name 

suggests, incoming information is stored in the form of mental images or pictures 

(icons). This mode of representation could also take the form of sound or smell 

images. Bruner explains the failure of children to conserve as being due to the fact 

that children are dominated by the iconic mode. 

  The symbolic Mode of representation develops around the age of 7. Again 

like Piaget, Bruner sees this ability as marking an important shift in cognitive 

development. The encoding of symbol or rules of thought allows children to pass tests 

of conservation. 

 A key difference between Piaget and Bruner is that whilst Piaget 

thought the application of logic as the ultimate goal of cognitive development, Bruner 

believed that all these modes of representation were available to and necessary to the 

adult engaged in problem-solving activities. Bruner believed that different tasks 

would necessarily need different strategies. (Bertham, 2003) 
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Bruner (1961) is one of the few experimental psychologists who have more 

attention to educational problems and have preferred children of all ages as the 

subject of theory and experiment in learning and problem solving. The possession of 

highest intellectual faculties is the true perfection of man. The acquisition of worldly 

goods, conformation and skills of body and highest degree of Excellency in man’s 

character are perfections that one share with others and are not entirely his own. 

Bruner examines the act of discovery in man’s intellectual life. Discovery is one that 

one has to make for himself and it cannot happen by chance but favours the prepared 

mind. A child has not to be a passive recipient of information but the group of 

information got by him has to controlled and used for differentiation and organization 

with the intention of being transmitted. Such active set leads to a transformation 

related to a task to be performed. This is conducive to intellectual potency and 

“practicing in discovering for oneself, teaches one to acquire information in a way 

that makes that information more readily viable in problem-solving.” 

Dealing with the method related to the motives, Bruner thinks that the motives 

of learning should be intrinsic rather than extrinsic. A child should manipulate his 

environment more closely through symbolic approach to problem solving and achieve 

his gratification through inner directed coping with problems. The problem of human 

memory is not storage of information but retrieval, and key to retrieval is organization 

or knowing where to find information and how to get there. The material needed for 

problem-solving is accessible through “mediator” when organized in a person’s own 

interest and cognitive structure. This is part of act of discovery. Concluding the view 

of Bruner in method of learning, it is only through the exercise of problem-solving 

and effort of discovery that one learns the working heuristic of discovery, and the 

more one has practice, the more likely is one to generalize what one has learnt into a 
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style of problem-solving or enquiry that serves for any kind of task one may 

encounter or almost any kind of task. (Bruner, 1961) 

Khanum(2006) states , according to Bruner acquisition as recognition of a 

pattern, the attainment of a concept, the solution of a problem or the development of a 

scientific  theory , is an active process . The individual is best viewed neither as a 

passive recipient of information nor as a bundle of stimulus response connections. 

Rather he/she should be regarded as an active participant in knowledge getting 

process, one who selects and transforms in formations, who constructs hypothesis and 

who alters those hypothesis in the face of inconsistent or discrepant evidence. 

Important feature of Bruner’s approach to education is to encourage the learner to 

participate actively in the process of learning. Another theme of Bruner view on 

pedagogy is closely related to the previous. When a person constructs knowledge, he 

does so by relating incoming information to a previously acquired psychological 

frame of reference. This frame of reference which has variously labeled as cognitive 

structure, generic coding system and internal mode gives meaning and organization to 

the regularities in experience and allows the individual to go beyond the\he 

information given. Reilly (2007) describes, Bruner argued that students’ curiosity 

could be developed by challenging students to perform rigorous tasks. For example, 

Bruner argued, the point has been made repeatedly that in the high school plane 

geometry is typically taught with excessive emphasis upon techniques, formal proofs, 

and the like, that much more attention needs to be given to the development of 

students who have a good intuitive feel for geometry, students who are skillful in 

discovering proofs, not just in checking the validity of or remembering proofs with 

which they have been presented. 
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2.3.5 Teaching Problem Solving Approach 

Many people think of mathematics as sitting down with a pencil and paper and 

doing lots of calculations. While it is important to develop these skills as young 

children, math is much more than this.  Problem solving requires a variety of skills 

including interpreting information, planning and working methodically, checking 

results and trying alternative strategies a successful problem-solver must incorporate a 

range of heuristic approaches Mathematicians are problem solvers, and the primary 

tools they use to solve problems are arithmetic, algebra, geometry etc. 

There are many different curricula available to teach these skills, but how do 

you teach problem solving? Successful problem solvers are not haphazard in their 

approach to problem solving, but careful and systematic. The following flowchart 

illustrates this systematic approach. (Mashon et al,1999) 

                                        

Figure 2.1Flow chart of teaching problems solving source (Mason et al  1991). 

The processes represented in this figure 2.1 are a synthesis of Mason’s 

problem solving ideas and of Polya(1945) problem solving processes. At each stage 

of the solution process, there are key phrases for students to remember and key 

questions for students to answer in written form. The general phases for solving a 

problem are understand the problem (ENTER), planning a solution (PLAN), carrying 

out the plan (ATTACK), and looking back at the solution (REVIEW). At any time, 
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students can consider what to do when they were STUCK and how to proceed once 

they have an insight into a new approach (AHA) to try. 

ENTER is the term used to help students think about understanding the 

problem. During this phase, students respond in writing to the following four 

questions. (1) What do I know? (2) What do I want? (3) What can I introduce or 

assume? (4) What is a reasonable estimate? For the students who sit down, look at the 

problem and then have no idea where to begin. Answering these questions gives them 

a place to be started. Physically writing down the answers helps them process the 

information and see that they can be successful in this phase. Entering the problem is 

a crucial part of successful problem solving. It is worth spending several weeks on 

this. Problems can be solved completely later. 

PLAN is the term used to remind students to consider what particular 

strategies might help them. Students are then to make a written note of those 

strategies. Five specific strategies listed here are (1) looking for a pattern (2) drawing 

a diagram (3) make a table or list 4) solving a simpler problem, and 5) guess and 

check strategies. Many others are certainly appropriate. 

During the ATTACK phase, students follow their plan, making modifications 

as needed. So that they can explain their work to others, students should record all of 

their work and reasoning. 

The term, REVIEW, reminds students to CHECK their solution and 

REFLECT upon their work by considering and responding to the following ideas and 

questions. (1) Check calculations and reasoning. (2) Is the problem resolved? (3) How 

accurate was my estimate? (4) Write down key ideas. (5) Justify my solution. The 

REVIEW phase is designed to help students reflect upon their progress in each of the 
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other three phases. When determining if the problem was resolved and when 

evaluating the accuracy of their estimates, students refer back to the ENTER phase. 

When writing down key ideas, students refer back to the PLAN phase. Students refer 

back to the ATTACK phase when checking calculations and reasoning. 

These four phases may be familiar, as similar ideas are often presented in math 

texts. Usually though problem solving is presented as a straightforward, linear 

process. In reality, the problem solving process involves give and take as one strategy 

may be followed, only for the solver to realize another approach may be better. The 

processes of STUCK and AHA allow for these changes in thinking. If a student is 

unable to make progress at any point, the following phrases may help him move 

forward from being STUCK. 1) I do not understand… (2) I do not know what to do 

about… (3) I do not see how to… (4) I cannot see why… Thinking of a new idea, the 

student then moves to the AHA phase and completes the phrases, (1) Try…, (2) 

Maybe…, or (3) 

There are some suggestions for teaching problem solving 

1. Problem solving abilities can be improved by teaching problem solving 

strategies. If you give students experience with a wide variety of problems, in which 

they must sense and formulate the problem as well as choose and implement solution, 

their abilities well improve and they will be more likely to transfer their problem 

solving ability to new situations. Generalized strategies, in other words, can be 

applied to avoid variety of problems.(Yelon, 1977) 

2. When you want your students to formulate solutions, tell them so; tell them 

that there is no single answer for the particular question. (Yelon, 1977) 
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3. Children are often fearful of speaking out, of volunteering their own ideas. 

Young children in school expend extraordinary time and effort figuring out what it is 

that teacher wants and usually coming to the conclusion that she or he wants tidiness 

or remembering or to do things at a certain time in certain way”. When energy is 

expended in this way, not much is left for problem solving. And it won’t necessarily 

be easy for you when it takes more efforts on your part to ask thought-provoking 

questions and to encourage problem solving than to lecture and test on retention of 

facts. You can and should, however, encourage your students to solve problems. 

(Yelon, 1977)   

4. The teacher may shows students how you approach a problem, how you 

formulate it and devise a strategy for solution, show how you evaluate the problem 

and select the elements, which lend themselves to solution. Include a verbal analysis 

of the problem’s parts. (Yelon, 1977)   

5. In using the problem method, the subject matter must be organized on a 

problem basis. The teacher must always be conscious of the practical value of this 

procedure. The materials, such as references necessary for the solution of the 

problem, must be placed at the disposal of the pupils. The teacher must bear in mind 

that only problems which stimulate thinking and reasoning are educative. The steps in 

problem solving should be followed consistently.(Chand, 1990) 

6. The problem should not be too broad in their scope. Many such problems 

make the pupils lose interest long before a solution is reached. In such circumstances, 

the big problems should be divided into smaller related problems, and each smaller 

problem should be solved independently of the larger problem. Later, all the minor 

problems should be reviewed as the basis for the solution of the larger problem. 

(Chand, 1990) 
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7. The principle of cause and effect should be emphasized in the use of this 

procedure. The development of reflected thinking is the fundamental aim of this 

method. The problem should involve both thinking and reasoning. Facts should be 

learned as part of the reasoning situation and should not be for mere memory work.  

8. The teacher must help the pupils define the problem clearly and to keep it in 

mind. The teacher must endeavor to make the members of the class conscious of the 

purpose and value of the problem at hand. (Chand, 1990) 

9. The teacher must assist the pupils to recall as many related facts or ideas as 

possible and to formulate hypotheses or to recall general rule or principle that may be 

applied. The teacher must be alert in guiding the discussion into worthwhile channels. 

In addition to this direction and guidance of the pupil’s activities, the teacher must be 

ready, through the mastery of the subject matter, to supply additional information 

bearing on the problem. (Chand, 1990) 

10. The teacher must guide or train the pupils to evaluate carefully each suggested 

conclusions and being systematic in the consideration of the evaluation. After the 

mass of material is collected, it must be organized so that the entire class may profit 

from group efforts. The pupils may resort to the teacher for verification. (Chand, 

1990) 

Brown (1998) explained that Savery and Duffy present a list of instructional 

principles that guide the practices of teaching and the design of learning 

environments. (1) Anchor all learning activities to a larger task or problem; (2) 

support the learner in developing ownership for the overall problem or task; (3) 

design an authentic task, one in which the cognitive demands are consistent with the 

cognitive demands in the environment for which the learner is being prepared; (4) 
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design the task and the learning environment to reflect the complexity of the 

environment they should be able to function in at the end of learning; (5) design the 

learning environment to support and challenge the learner’s thinking; (6) encourage 

testing ideas against alternative views and alternative contexts; and (7) provide 

opportunity for and support reflection on both the content learned and the learning 

process. 

2.3.6 Strategies for developing Problem Solving Skills                                                  

The problem solving skills are most important for young learners because it is 

the ability to understand how to evaluate unfamiliar problems and work through how 

to solve them. 

Kennedy and Tipps (1998) states, a major emphasis of mathematics today is 

the development of problem solving skills. An important concern of every teacher is 

that children acquire mathematical understanding and skills that will permit them to 

apply what they know in new and unexpected situations. When confronted with a 

problem, each student should be able to engage in mean-full, though not necessarily 

sequential, mental or physical activities that lead to the problem solution.

Janzen (2005) explained that student’s problem-solving abilities are affected 

by their technical skills. There are multiple strategies which help the students in 

developing skills which can be specifically taught, practiced, and applied to solve the 

problems  

Teach a variety of strategies. Students need many, varied experiences 

throughout their schooling to learn, practice, and apply various problem-solving 

strategies. These strategies should be thought of as critical tools that all students 

should have available when needed. 
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Re-teach the basics. Guess and Test, Look for a Pattern, Try a Simpler 

Problem, Act Out the Problem, Draw a Picture or Diagram, Use a Graph or Table, 

Work Backwards . . . the names of many common problem-solving strategies are well 

known. Even middle and secondary students can benefit from review and practice in 

using these basic strategies. 

Extend skills for secondary students. Students in the upper grades should be 

especially skilled in using data and graphs to solve problems, as well as creating 

diagrams and constructions to help illustrate and clarify problems. 

Provide multiple opportunities for practice. Problem solving, like many 

skills, can be strengthened through extensive practice. Make sure that problem solving 

is a priority in your instruction and provide ample opportunities for your students to 

apply their skills and knowledge to interesting problem solving situation For 

Polya(1945), students are not born with or without problem solving skills. Instead, 

these skills are cultivated when students have opportunities to solve problems 

proportionate to their knowledge. Polya, along with many others, has recognized that 

the way students learn mathematics is strongly influenced by teachers. For example, 

students will only learn basic facts, memorize algorithms, and apply procedures if 

these are the only opportunities given to them by the teacher. Concerning the 

teacher’s tremendous impact on the way students learn mathematics, Polya says: A 

mathematics teacher has a great opportunity. If he fills his allotted time to drill 

students in routine operations he kills their interest, hampers their intellectual 

development, and misses his opportunity. But if he challenges the curiosity of his 

students by setting them problems proportionate to their knowledge, and helps them 

to solve their problems with stimulating questions, he may give them a taste for, and 

some means of, independent thinking ( Polya,1945). 
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One of the most reliable findings from research on teaching and learning is 

that students learn what they are given opportunities to learn. Problem solving skills 

will not develop automatically. Instead, they need to be cultivated, which requires 

practice. Without opportunities to practice problem solving, students will not become 

good problems solvers. 

A study conducted by Malloy (1994) involved African American students‟ 

mathematical problem solving skills. The researchers investigated how twenty four 

African American eighth grade students solved mathematical problems and their use 

of problem solving strategies in relation to their success in problem solving. The 

researchers used data collected from talk-aloud problem solving sessions and 

interviews. Malloy found that the use of certain kinds of strategies was highly related 

to problem solving success and the use of verification was moderately related to 

problem solving success. The strategies that students used to solve the problems 

included drawing a picture or diagram, looking for patterns, making a list or chart, 

guess-and-checking, working backward, using logical deduction, and disregarding 

unnecessary data. The researcher also found that the students‟ problem solving 

actions were a function of the word problem instead of the students‟ achievement 

level. Students‟ use of more than one strategy or verification action resulted in greater 

success. 

2.3.7 Student Difficulties with Problem Solving 

 Besides pedagogical issues, some researchers have focused on the difficulties 

that Students have with solving problems. For example, some research has analyzed 

students Problem Solving Deficiencies in mathematical knowledge. Kroll and Miller 

(1993) explain that “To solve problems efficiently, students must posses’ appropriate 
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knowledge and be able to coordinate their use of appropriate skills”. Examples of 

appropriate knowledge include algorithmic Conceptual, and strategic knowledge. 

Problem solving would be extremely difficult if students lacked basic computational 

skills. Although algorithmic knowledge is a necessary component of Problem solving, 

it is not sufficient. For example, nonroutine problems demand more complex 

Processes, such as planning, selecting a strategy, identifying subgoals, conjecturing, 

and Verifying that a solution has been found (Schroeder and Frank, 1989). Along with 

algorithmic Knowledge, students must be well versed in mathematical concepts. 

When students lack Conceptual knowledge, they oftentimes revert back to mindless 

strategies when faced with Challenging problems (Kroll and Miller, 1993). For 

example, some students try using different Operations and then just select the answer 

that “looks right” when faced with a difficult problem. Teachers can help students 

overcome such tendencies by providing problem solving instruction. Teachers must 

support students with not only a good selection of strategies, but also explicit 

Instruction on how to efficiently and effectively apply what students know.  

Besides focusing on mathematical knowledge, some researchers have focused 

on Problems that students have with control. Control includes the processes that are 

involved in Decision making, planning, evaluating, monitoring, and regulating 

thinking (Kroll and Miller, 1993). These skills are sometimes lumped together under 

the concept of metacognition, which Refers to the ability to “examine one’s own 

knowledge and thoughts” (Garofalo and Lester, 1985). Such skills are important for 

learning any new material, but especially so in problem solving. 

For example, consider the thoughts processes that are required for students to 

successfully work through a problem:- Recognize the problem, plan a procedural 

strategy, examine the math Relationships in the problem, determine the mathematical 
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knowledge needed to Solve the problem, represent the problem graphically, generate 

the question, Estimate the answer, sequence the computation steps, compute the 

answer, check The answer for reasonableness, self monitor the entire process, and 

explore Alternative ways to solve the problem (Mercer and Miller, 1992). 

These skills do not develop automatically. Instead, they are strengthened 

through practice and Guidance from a knowledgeable teacher. Teachers can help 

students strengthen control over their thinking by appropriately modeling how they 

work through problems. Teachers can also provide students with opportunities to 

work in small groups so they can share ideas with one other. When students share 

ideas, they not only reflect on their own thinking, but also others as they discuss 

strategies for solving problems (NCTM, 2000). 

Finally, some researchers have focused on the relationship of students’ self-

confidence and problem solving abilities. For example, Lester, et al (1989) analyzed 

the role that Individuals’ beliefs about self and mathematics play in problem solving. 

Concerning this, they State: As a result of our investigations over the past several 

years, we have become Convinced that the beliefs a person holds about his or her 

ability to do Mathematics, about the nature of mathematics, and about problem-

solving are Dominant forces in shaping that person’s behavior while engaged in work 

on a Mathematics task . 

The way students view themselves will dramatically influence how they will 

approach Mathematics. If they have low self-confidence in their mathematical 

abilities, they may be less Problem Solving Likely to take risks, explore new ideas, or 

critique their own work. Furthermore, minimal Confidence in one’s own abilities may 

result from previous failures, which can lead to a “learned Helplessness” behavior 
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(Borkowski et al, 1989). Students perceive that they will fail before they try. If they 

do try, they think the outcome will be out of their control. 

Consequently, students may perform poorly in problem solving because of 

misperceptions about themselves, even though they may have strong mathematical 

abilities. Therefore, teachers should create opportunities for students to succeed to 

address low self-confidence (Robert, 2002).As students experience small successes, 

their confidence in their own problem solving abilities will grow. 

2.3.8     The Role of Problem Solving Books in Teaching Mathematics  

The problem-solving approach taught in the Problem Solving books is based 

on the work of George Polya(1945). His problem-solving model involves four stages: 

understand the problem, devise a plan for solving the problem, carry out your plan, 

and look back to examine the solution obtained (Reys et al., 2001). Meta-analysis of 

487 studies on problem solving indicates that students trained to use a heuristic model 

such as Polya’s model showed the largest gains in problem-solving performance. 

Students must learn to apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve 

problems. These “strategies include using diagrams, looking for patterns, listing all 

possibilities, trying special values or cases, working backward, guessing and 

checking, creating an equivalent problem, and creating a simpler problem” 

The Problem Solving books help students develop the mathematics, reading, 

writing, and thinking Skills they need to solve math problems typically found in 

textbooks and on standardized tests and to Transfer these skills to real-life math 

scenarios. “Problem solving ability is enhanced when students Have opportunities to 

solve problems themselves and to see problems being solved. Further, problem 

Solving can provide the site for learning new concepts and for practicing learned 

skills. 
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The Problem Solving books offer a Scaffold problem-solving plan to help 

students understand and apply problem-solving strategies to a Variety of problems. 

The Problem Solving books Provide daily opportunities to practice a variety of 

skills and strategies such as checking and revising, Reading diagrams, graphs, tables 

and charts, writing equations, and using logical reasoning. Real-world Opportunities 

to solve problems allow students to see the usefulness of mathematics. The Problem 

Solving books present the mathematics in context, engage students, and promote 

flexible thinking.(NCTM, 2000). 

 The Problem Solving books address these strategies by providing students 

with the opportunity to solve problems in more than one way, find needed 

information, ignore unneeded information, make or read diagrams, tables or graphs, 

write equations, solve multi-step problems, use logical reasoning, create an organized 

list, and combine strategies. The Problem Solving books include charts, graphs, and 

other tools that organize and display data. Students learn how to find, evaluate, and 

use all sorts of information. In the process they practice reasoning and critical 

thinking skills. 

The Problem Solving books provide a step-by-step approach that helps 

students learn and practice all four parts of the problem solving method—understand, 

plan, try, and look back. The problem-solving step taught in each chapter is 

highlighted across the top of the page to help keep students focused. As students learn 

to use the four-part problem solving strategy they also develop the specific skills such 

as diagramming that they need to solve problems. Instruction in diagram drawing and 

translating words into mathematical symbols indicate the greatest positive effects 

toward better performance in solving problems (Hembree, 1992). These sub-skills are 

important in representing problems, which is the foundation for understanding. 
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“Many of the process skills need for mathematics is similar to reading skills 

and when taught together would reinforce each other (Sutton and Krueger, 2002). 

These common skills include activating prior knowledge, predicting, synthesizing 

information, making inferences, drawing conclusions, asking questions, making 

connections, comparing and contrasting, evaluating resources, communicating, and 

building vocabulary. In the Problem Solving books, these reading and mathematics 

skills are interwoven as students learn to apply them to improve both their reading and 

mathematics comprehension. 

The Problem Solving books promote critical reading and thinking skills in the 

context of engaging lessons focusing on key mathematical concepts. The Problem 

Solving books adapt techniques used in reading instruction to teach students how to 

picture what is happening in a math problem, to develop a plan, and then to solve and 

check their work. Students are asked to read critically about a variety of cross-

curricular topics and solve math problems related to those topics. With the right tools 

to support their knowledge, students meet success as readers and problem solvers. 

Incorporating writing into problem solving has long-term positive effects. 

Many of the process skills used in mathematics are also used in writing (i.e., finding 

information and interpreting data). Writing in mathematics can help students organize 

their understanding of mathematical ideas (NCTM, 2000) and solving problems and 

defining mathematical terms in one’s own words can increase students’ writing 

competence (Sutton and Krueger, 2002). “Writing is not simply a way for students to 

demonstrate what they know. It is a way to help them understand what they know. At 

its best, writing is learning” (National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools 

and Colleges, 2003). In addition, “talking and writing about mathematics are essential 

parts of learning mathematics” (Reys, et al., 2001). A report issued by The National 
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Commission on Writing in America’s Schools and Colleges emphasizes the 

importance of writing as a learning tool in all subject areas and urges state and local 

education agencies to greatly increase the amount of time students spend writing by 

encouraging writing in all subject areas (National Commission on Writing in 

America’s Schools and Colleges, 2003). The Problem Solving books help schools 

incorporate writing into their mathematics classes. 

A wide range of exercises that support the kinds of writing students are 

required to do in mathematics are included in the Problem Solving books such as 

paraphrasing, summarizing, generating lists, drawing and labeling diagrams, creating 

charts and tables, comparing and contrasting, making inferences, and interpreting 

data. Students’ ability to write about mathematics also provides teachers with an 

opportunity to assess what they have learned. The Problem Solving books provide 

students with the opportunity to write about the mathematics they are learning and 

help educators promote writing across the curriculum. 

The Problem Solving books also help promote students’ vocabulary 

development. Vocabulary Instruction is often overlooked in mathematics instruction 

and its inclusion offers a point of entry for Students who have difficulty with 

computation (Mckeown and Beck, 1988). “Vocabulary is a crucial Part of instruction 

in content areas” (Graves and Slater, 1996). Math vocabulary within each lesson of 

the Problem Solving books is identified and defined at point of use. Students also 

have the opportunity to define vocabulary words using their own words, drawings, 

and examples to create their own personal Math glossary. This writing activity helps 

students organize, clarify, and refine their understanding of important math-related 

vocabulary. 
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In the Problem Solving books, each chapter focuses on a different cross-

curricular theme from Science, social studies, history, and geography ranging from 

the wonders of Egypt and the Underground Railroad to volcanoes and insects. High-

interest thematic reading selections provide a real-world context for practicing the 

mathematical skills and strategies needed to solve problems. In addition, the 

integration of cross-curricular topics provides students who struggle with mathematics 

with another way to Approach difficult concepts. “If the goal is to produce 

mathematically literate citizens who can apply Mathematical thinking in real-life 

problem solving, then subject integration is essential” (Sutton and Krueger, 2002). 

Students who enjoy other subject areas are engaged by the content that helps them to 

become more interested in mathematics and more successful. 

2.3.9 Teacher Role in Problem Solving Approach  

 Peters (1979) explained that in problem solving approach, the teacher 

is much more than the provider of materials, or the structure of an environment from 

which new concepts are supposed to the abstracted in the course of undirected 

activity. Also teacher question, discusses, hints, suggests and instructs what to do to 

find out but this way of teaching is not, or not predominantly, a way of instruction, 

because what has actually to be learned is not important. 

 Jarolimark and Foster (1981) states that the role of the teacher in 

problem solving approach of teaching is that of guide-stimulator, a facilitator who 

challenges pupils by helping them identify questions and problems, and guide their 

inquiry. The teacher provides an atmosphere that ensures freedom of exploration, 

good human relations, along with needed psychological support. Insofar as possible, 

the teacher tries to encourage independent habits of work. As needed, the teacher 

helps pupils find appropriate source of information and is responsible for seeing that 
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as adequate amount of appropriate instructional resources is available. The teacher 

restates and clarifies pupil’s responses; suggests alternative interpretations of data. 

The situation is structured to the extent that inquiry can actually take place. The 

teacher does not stress seeking the right answer but helps pupils find and validate 

appropriate answers. The teacher must be particularly skillful in asking the kinds of 

questions that encourage in problem solving.  

 Problem solving approach of teaching is considered to be students 

centered learning. Glasgow (1997) explained that in teacher learning, teachers create 

appropriate relevant projects and problems. They provide choices and options for 

student’s exploration and investigation. The teachers play a critical facilitating role, 

but the main task is to eventually make the teacher redundant or dispensable to 

students’ progress. Orchestrating a curriculum for this type of learning is different 

from more traditional teaching strategies.  

 The teacher at the beginning orients the students to the contents of the 

course, suggests some books in the subjects being studied, and in general, gets them 

off to good start. Throughout the course, the teacher will be consulted occasionally 

and then can give the guidance which the students need. Basically, the teacher is on 

the sidelines as an observer, he does not ordinarily come forward to make 

contributions or even to correct the student’s error and misunderstanding. If and when 

the students turn to him for guidance however, the teacher does give his help by 

explaining and thus easing a difficulty, suggesting a reference, or in some other way 

leading the students to find again their lost direction. (Sorenson, 1977)   

2.3.10 Learner Role in Problem Solving Approach 

Jerolimark Foster (1981) described that in problem solving approach, the 

pupils are in a role that requires considerable initiative in findings out for themselves. 
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They must be activity engaged in their own learning. Naturally it is not expected that 

they will be left unguided by the teacher in inquiry searches, but it is expected that the 

pupils will be encouraged to ask questions, to challenge what is presented to them, 

and to think about alternatives. Within limits, the learners, with the help of the 

teacher, set their own goals for learning. Learners are free to explore broadly and are 

provided many opportunities for choice making. Learners are encouraged to range 

widely in their search for information. The role of the learner is not one of responding 

to questions posed by the teacher, but of asking questions and discovering answers to 

those questions through quests and searches.  

In problem solving approach, students learn to decide what they need to know 

to find success within the class and educational format. Although the teacher may 

have considerable responsibility in facilitating investigation and discovery activities, 

it is accepted that the students will gradually take responsibilities for their own 

learning. For the necessary experience in guided practice, the students will gain full 

independence with the teacher becoming more of co-worker. The emphasis is on 

active student acquisition of information and skills, suitable to their ability level of 

experience and educational needs. Students decide the best manners of learning, the 

necessary resource and the pace and structure of acquisition with in the activity. This 

is usually done in collaboration and with facilitation of teacher.(Glasgow, 1997) 

Sorenson (1977) explains that in student centered teaching; the students plan 

the activities, direct the discussion to each other and make the decision about class 

matters as the class proceeds. In this method, class is run almost entirely by the 

students. Best source of learning is often not what the teacher says but what the 

students does. 
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2.3.11 Metacognition and Problems Approach 

Parsons et al, (2001) explained that metacognition is thoughtfulness. It is 

thinking about your own thinking and about how you process information effectively.  

Further parson states, according to Hyde and Bizar “Metacognition (literally, over or 

overseeing cognition) refers to our ability to understand and manipulate our own 

cognitive processes.  

Flavell (1979) defines metacognition as the knowledge about cognitive 

objects. Metacognition is involved in choosing, planning, and monitoring what is to 

be done. According to Garofalo and Lester (1985), learners must have knowledge 

about strategies in order to carry out certain tasks. Many researchers (Lesh and 

Akerstrom, (1982); Schoenfeld, (1992); Silver, (1982); Wilson et al, (1993) consider 

metacognitive actions to be important in problem solving at all phases of problem 

solving. According to Davidson et al. (1994), the use of metacognitive techniques is 

believed to allow students to keep track of what they did and what they will do. This 

includes making connections between what they know and the problem situation. 

Wilson and Clarke (2002) believe that more emphasis should be given to 

metacognition in mathematical problem solving if problem solving is regarded to be a 

deliberate alternation between cognitive and metacognitive activity. Schoenfeld 

(1985) identified four categories of knowledge and behavior important for problem 

solving includes resources (mathematical knowledge), heuristics (problem-solving 

techniques), and control (metacognition), and belief systems (attitudes). Schoenfeld 

believed that even when specific problem-solving knowledge fails, control or 

metacognition can guide a student to successful implementation of strategies. 

Metacognition plays an important role during the initial stages of mathematical 

problem solving where students build representations. It also plays an important role 
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in the final stages of interpretation and evaluation of the results and the solution 

processes. Goos (2002) believed that failure in mathematical problem solving and 

mathematical thinking is guaranteed by poor metacognitive decisions. Problem 

solving is a cognitive task that requires continuous thinking and reflection. It requires 

an ability to keep track, monitor, regulate, and be flexible in the task at hand. 

Metacognition is a quality that mathematical problem solvers need to develop in order 

to access the knowledge and skills they have so they can be less rigid in their problem 

solving plan. The characteristics of metacognition include organizing information 

from one’s knowledge store, devising a plan, and evaluating all processes. Artz and 

Armour-Thomas (1992) conducted a study of 27 seventh grade students of varying 

abilities to monitor students‟ behavior and regulate their cognitive processes while 

solving problems. Their research involved the problem-solving interactions of 

students in small groups to investigate whether or not the interactions would foster 

monitoring and regulation of behaviors. The researchers found that the interactions 

within the groups allowed the attitudes of all students to affect the problem-solving 

behaviors of fellow group members. Artz and Armour-Thomas concluded that an 

interplay of cognitive and metacognitive behaviors were necessary for successful 

problem solving. The students in the study repeatedly returned to reading, 

understanding, exploring, analyzing, planning, implementing, and verifying. The 

results of this study were very similar to the study conducted by Montague (2003). 

Chamot, and Dale (1992) conducted a study of the effect of language-based 

curriculum designed to help English as a Second Language students use 

metacognition to solve mathematical problems. The purpose of this study was to 

identify learning and problem solving strategies of students at high, average and low 

mathematics achievement levels, and to compare strategic approaches of students in 
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high implementation (extensive involvement in staff development and project 

activities) and low implementation (limited involvement in project activities) 

classrooms. The study used the think-aloud protocol during problem solving and a 

metacognitive analysis of student actions. The researchers found that the students in 

the high implementation classrooms where the curriculum was taught did not use the 

problem solving steps more often than students in the control group. Students rated 

high in math performance also performed significantly better on finding the correct 

problem solution. Swanson (1993) conducted a study of 63 children from grades four 

and five for the differences in mental processes of learning disabled, gifted and 

regular education students during problem solving. The researcher observed whether 

or not processing differences were influenced by metacognition. Swanson discovered 

that learning disabled children relied on different mental processes for problem 

solving more often than gifted or regular educated children. The learning disabled 

children were less aware of certain metacognitive variables in task performance. They 

relied on a different set of strategies for task solution when compared to the gifted and 

regular education students. Swanson’s conclusion was that metacognition plays an 

important role in problem solving. He also concluded that the links between 

metacognition, mental processing, and solution finding are more likely to emerge in 

gifted and regular educated students than learning disabled children. Yimer (2004) 

conducted a study with 17 college students enrolled in a problem-solving course. The 

purpose of the study was to identify and characterize metacognitive behaviors 

students’ exhibit during problem solving. The study revealed metacognitive behaviors 

such as implementation, evaluation, internalization, and transformation-formulation. 

The study also revealed that students viewed problem solving as a challenge but as 

essential in other disciplines and in life in general. 
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                         Jones (2006) conducted a study involving two middle school 

students to examine the cognitive processes used during problem-solving tasks. The 

students had different levels of mathematics anxiety and self-esteem. Jones 

recommended that students having issues with mathematics anxiety and self-esteem 

can be taught meaningful strategies to reduce mathematics anxiety and self-esteem. 

She also recommended that problem-solving should be more of a priority in the 

curriculum in order to give teachers more opportunities to teach and enforce 

application of the cognitive processes in the classroom. Watson (1980) investigated 

the cognitive levels and problem solving abilities of seventh grade males in New York 

City. His study concluded that there are differences between the problem solving 

abilities of students from Piaget‟s concrete stages and formal stages. The students 

who were in the concrete stages were at a disadvantage when completing the problem 

solving task. Therefore when students are being assessed, they should be on the same 

cognitive level in order to ensure fairness with the assessment. 

            Goos et al. (2002) carried out a three year study concerning patterns of 

student-student social interaction that mediated metacognitive activity in senior 

secondary school mathematics classrooms. Analyses of dialogues of small group 

problem solving focused on how a collaborative zone of proximal development could 

be established through interaction between peers of comparable expertise. 

Unsuccessful problem solving was related to the students’ poor metacognitive 

decisions during the problem-solving process and their lack of critically challenging 

each other’s thinking. Successful outcomes were revealed if students challenged and 

rejected unhelpful ideas and actively stimulated constructive strategies 
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3.3.12 Heuristics Instruction for Problem Solving Approach 

Wilson et al. (1993) described that Heuristics are kinds of information 

available to students in making decisions during problem solving that are aids to the 

generation of a solution, plausible in nature rather than prescriptive, seldom providing 

infallible guidance, and variable in results. Ellis and Hunt (1993) defined heuristic 

strategy as a rule of thumb approximation on which may or may not ensure solution. 

  Schrock (2000) describe that heuristic is a plan of attack. Students need to 

know how to approach a problem. A heuristic is designed to help problem solvers 

approach, understand, and attempt to solve a problem. One possible heuristic is: 

• Read and visualize the situation.  

• Explore ideas.  

• Choose a strategy.  

• Find a solution.  

• Check to see if it solves the problem.  

Students think that we make up that last step just to annoy them, but in the real 

world when we solve a problem, we always look back to make sure it satisfies the 

situation. Another heuristic that may be better in a different setting is: 

• What is the problem?  

• What are the alternatives?  

• What are the advantages or disadvantages?  

• What is the solution?  

• How well is it working?  
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Sheffield (2005) explained that the following a model of a heuristic that can be 

used to encourage students to pose and solve problems creatively. Using this, students 

might create: 

• Original solutions or insights 

• Rules, principles, and generalizations 

• New algorithms 

• New questions and problems 

• New mathematical models 

   Relate

Investigate

CommunicateEvaluate

Create

 

Students might start anywhere on this model and proceed in a non-linear 

fashion to creativity investigation mathematical problems. Also a heuristic is a 

method to help to solve a problem, commonly informal. It is particularly used for a 

method that often rapidly leads to a solution that is usually reasonably close to the 

best possible answer.  

Comb (2003) states, a heuristic is a generalized method used to solve a 

problem, and an algorithm is a step-by-step method used to solve a problem. We can 

categorize any problem that needs to be solved by a heuristic as one that deals with 

what may eventually become an infinite series of steps when broken down 
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completely. Theoretically, if a problem has an infinite number of steps, then it can 

never be fully broken down—and so we generalize and, in our generalization, we 

create a heuristic. Any problem that can be solved via a finite number of steps and has 

a numerical solution can be approached as needing an algorithm to generate the 

solution. Granted, some linear equations have an infinite number of solutions, but the 

solution of the equation has just a finite number of steps. In teaching both concepts, it 

is best to generalize the definitions of a heuristic and an algorithm. (Seech,1993) 

 Heuristics are general suggestions that may be applicable to all types of 

questions. They contain a series of tasks, each containing a series of decisions that are 

loosely combined to form a model which can assist in problem solving. The set of 

heuristics below is based on the work of Krulik and Rudnick (1989). 

Read the 

Problem 
Explore 

Select a 

Strategy 
Solve Look Back 

Note key 

words.  

What is 

known?  

What is 

unknown?  

What do you 

want?  

Restate the 

problem. 

Organize the info.  

Picture the problem.  

Draw diagram / table.  

Do you know a related 

problem that helps? 

Here are just a 

few:  

Pattern 

recognition.  

Working 

backwards.  

Guess and 

check.  

Reduce or 

simplify. 

Carry out 

your strategy.

Think of the 

big steps  

then do little 

steps.  

Always think 

ahead. 

Check your answer(s) 

Does it make sense?  

Reflect on solution.  

The process used is 

key, not the answer. 
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The five components above do not guarantee a solution. They are simply 

meant as a guide, not an algorithm, since problem solving is a process which has no 

set method. However, the use of a set of heuristics and familiarity with various 

strategies can combine with previous knowledge, creativity and perseverance to form 

a strong arsenal for attacking problems.  

Theories of mathematics problem solving (Schoenfeld, 1985) have placed a 

major focus on the role of heuristics. Surely, it seems that providing explicit 

instruction on the development and use of heuristics should enhance problem solving 

performance; yet it is not that simple. Lesh (1981) have pointed out the limitations of 

such a simplistic analysis. Theories must be enlarged to incorporate classroom 

contexts, past knowledge and experience, and beliefs. Mathematics instruction 

stressing heuristic processes has been the focus of several studies. Kantowski (1987) 

used heuristic instruction to enhance the geometry problem solving performance of 

secondary school students. Wilson and Smith examined contrasts of general and task 

specific heuristics. These studies revealed that task specific heuristic instruction was 

more effective than general heuristic instruction. Jensen (1984) used the heuristic of 

sub goal generation to enable students to form problem solving plans. He used 

thinking aloud, peer interaction, playing the role of teacher, and direct instruction to 

develop students' abilities to generate sub goals. 

 Morris (1985) described that the specific regimen varies a great deal, 

but a dominant theme appears to be that merely solving problems is not enough. In 

addition, some reflection upon the use of the heuristics of problem – solving is 

needed.  Drawing upon formulations of Polya, the central ingredient that distinguishes 

problem solving from polya’s concern is that of process. That is, to solve a problem 
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(or to attempt to solve a problem) is not merely to come up with an answer or a 

solution, but it is to engage in a thought process as well. 

 Moris (1985) explained that the task of problem – solver is not merely 

to make use of heuristics when “stuck”, but rather to make use of reasonable or 

appropriate heuristics. Though there appears to be very little research done on how 

one might teach students to apply reasonable heuristics to particular problems, 

Schoenfeld has provided the beginning of a conceptual analysis which would enable 

teachers to find appropriate cues in particular problems that might signal which 

heuristics to use and which of the many different interpretations of particular heuristic 

might be appropriate. 

It is worth pointing out that schonfeld’s analysis of the relationship between 

heuristics and specific problems depends upon conceptual analysis resulting from 

personal reflection and analysis of one’s own experience in doing mathematics rather 

upon research of a strictly empirical nature. The fact that Polya’s conceptual analysis 

and introspection enabled him to make sense out of the world for others could perhaps 

be a source of inspiration for teachers who are searching for ways of handling 

problem solving in their own class rooms. (Moris, 1985) 

2.3.13  Mathematical Heuristic of George Polya  

Discussion of problem solving strategies in mathematics or heuristics, must 

began to Polya. George Polya, known as the “father of mathematical problem 

solving” (Kroll and Miller, 1993), is well-known for his extensive research and 

teachings on problem solving. The champion of Problem solving, Georg Polya was a 

legendary mathematics educator. His book “How to solve it” planted the scads of 

problem solving “movement that flowered in the 1980’s and is still available in 

popular book stores nearly a half century after its first publication. In his book How to 
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Solve It, Polya hypothesizes that problem solving is not an innate skill, but rather 

something that can be developed. He explains, solving problems is a practical skill, let 

us say,Like swimming…. Trying to solve problems, you have to observe and imitate 

what other people do when solving problems and, finally, you learn to solve problems 

by doing them.” (Polya1945). 

Bruder (2003) explained that, with reference to Polya math’s teaching is often 

expected to develop heurism of problem solving, connected with the hope that general 

abilities are created which can serve as basis for life learning beyond school. 

Polya (1945) suggested that problem solving was “a way out of a difficulty, a 

way around an obstacle, attaining an aim which is not immediately attainable” . Polya 

also established a four-stage heuristic process: understanding, planning, carrying out 

the plan, and looking back.  

The first stage of the problem solving process understanding the problem. In 

this stage, the student must see clearly what is required. Questions that the student 

should ask are: What is the unknown? What are the data? What is the condition? The 

student should also consider drawing a figure and introducing a suitable notation. The 

student may have to separate the various parts of the condition and write them down.  

The second stage of the heuristic process consists of devising a plan (Polya, 

1945). Questions that the student should consider are: Have you seen it before? Do 

you know a related problem? The student should look at the unknown and think of a 

familiar problem having the same or similar unknown. If the student is successful at 

recalling a formerly solved problem which is closely related to the present problem, 

then he should determine how he can use the formerly solved problem.  

The third stage of the heuristic process consists of carrying out the plan 

(Polya, 1945). Students should carry out their plan and check each step. Questions the 
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student should ask are: Can you see clearly that the step is correct? Can you prove that 

it is correct? The student has to convince himself that the details fit into the devised 

plan. Each detail has to be examined until everything is clear.  

The final stage of the heuristic process is looking back (Polya, 1945). 

Questions that the student should ask include: Can you check the result? Can you 

check the argument? Can you derive the result differently? Can you see it at a glance? 

Can you use the result, or the method, for some other problem? The student should 

examine the solution obtained very carefully. He should reconsider and reexamine the 

result and the path that led to the result. This helps the student consolidate his 

knowledge and develop his ability to solve problems. Polya’s stages, Figure 2.2, are 

not linear as found in textbooks (Wilson, et al, 1993). The stages are dynamic and 

cyclic. The problem solving process in mathematics cannot be depicted as one-

directional. There are times when the first stage may reoccur during the second and 

third stage. For example, a student may begin with a problem and engage in thought 

to understand it. The student may then develop a plan attempt to solve the problem 

but become unable to do so. Thus, the student makes a new plan or goes back to 

develop a new understanding of the problem.  
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The following model shows the dynamic and cyclic nature of problem solving. 

              

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2.2 the Framework of problem solving process source Wilson et al. (1999) 

         Lester et al (1989) developed an expansion of Polya‟s heuristic process to 

include how students approach, organize, execute, and verify solutions to problems. 

Artzt and Thomas (1992) extended Lester , framework by enabling students to revisit 

stages at any time. Ballew and Cunningham (1982) used a framework that determined 

the difficulties in problem solving that were related to the ability to correctly use 

computation, reading, problem interpretation, and the integration of these three. 
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Orton (1972) States that in reality, the problem solving process might involve 

circularity or looking, shown in fig. 

 

CARRYING OUT THE PLAN

DEVISING A PLAN

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM 

No 

Yes 

  DOES 

THE PLAN 

WORK? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHECK 

Fig 2.3 Problem Solving process source Orton (1972.) 

According to Polya (1981) it is useful to find heuristic strategies for the 

problem solving in the form of questions. Teachers may encourage to facilitators and 

question asks rather then presenters and demonstrators of information. (Arends, 2004)  
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Vacher (1999) explained that Polya was interested in the "stimulating 

questions" that mathematics teachers ask to help their students solve problems. 

According to him, "... The teacher is led to ask the same questions and to indicate the 

same steps again and again. Thus, in countless problems, we have to ask the question: 

What is the unknown? We may vary the words, and ask the same thing in many 

different ways.... Sometimes, we obtain the same effect ... with a suggestion: Look at 

the unknown! [Such questions and suggestion (aim at the same effect: they tend to 

provoke the same mental operation". 

Polya(1945) talks of “The teacher's method of questioning” by saying that “. . . 

It is important, however, that the suggestions from which we start should be simple, 

natural, and general, and that their list should be short. 

“The suggestions must be simple and natural because otherwise they cannot be 

unobtrusive.” The suggestions must be general, applicable not only to the present 

problem but to problems of all sorts, if they are to help develop the ability of the 

student and not just a special technique.” 

First, Polya says that the suggestions need to be “simple and natural.” 

Mathematics can be very difficult, but things are made much easier if basic questions 

are asked. The teacher should hint to the student by suggesting methods that are not 

complex and do not alienate the student. If the student is directed to use abstruse 

methods that do not seem logical to him, he will get the impression of mathematics 

being an “aloof subject.” 

Also, Polya makes clear that the suggestions must be general and not 

particular to the problem at hand. The main benefit is that the student will be able to 

apply the method used to other problems. Thus, the teacher transmits more than just a 
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clue to this problem. This general suggestion gives the student a key to a whole host 

of problems that he may encounter. In addition, by making the suggestion general, the 

teacher still forces the student to work out the particular solution himself. 

Nasruddin (2006) explained that Polya makes a very useful observation. 

According to him – rightly so – the process of problem solving is a heuristic process. 

The difficult part of problem solving is to ‘recognize the problem’ correctly. This 

recognition is not a “rational”, “logical” process. It is very irrational – if you are good 

at it – you can immediately recognize what the problem really is in an instant, and you 

decide on the line of attack. How do we normally recognize the problem? We 

generally use a set of heuristics. For example, you may recognize that the problem is 

“similar” to another problem you solved before, or you may recognize that the 

problem belongs to a class of problems that are already solved and so on. These are 

all heuristics. 

Lodhi (2006) explains, heuristic method is that in which, teacher creates a 

situation in which facts and information are put forward by students, instead of 

teacher. 

Rashid (1999) explains that the term heuristic refers to Armstrong who was 

the exponent of this strategy. Polio and Danker called it “problem solving” .It is based 

on the psychological principle of trail and error theory .Logical and imaginative 

thinking is  prerequisite for this type of teaching method .It is an economical and 

speedy method .this method focus  on to develop problem solving attitude , develop 

scientific attitude towards problem  and develop power of self expression.                        

Arm strong had used this method for teaching science. Due to his grand success to 

creating curiosity and scientific thoughts, heuristic method was used in other subjects.  
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Lodhi (2006) also describes about heuristic question. When student takes 

personal interest to given knowledge, this increase his creativity. But some-time 

students can not investigate or search the solution of the problem. Then teacher helps 

them by questioning. Creative questions help the students to increase their thinking 

ability, and when they find their solution, they gain a new knowledge. The use of 

heuristic method helps in teaching mathematics. (Lodhi, 2006) 

For example: prove that  

If two lines intersect each others, then the vertical angles are congruent. For 

the proof of this theorem, following heuristic questions help to find the proof. 

1. What is the relation between ∠1 and ∠3?  

 
  (Adjacent sides) 

2. Which are their exterior arms?  

 

  
 (OD  andOC ) 

3. What is the direction of OD  andOC ? 

 (Opposite to each other)                                  

4. What is the sum of ∠1 and ∠3?  

 (180o)                                                        A                                          C 

5. Why  ?                                                                                    2 

 (Their adjacent angles are in straight line)             4      O                    3 

6. What is the sum of ∠3 and ∠2?           1 

 (180o)                                                               D                                   B 

7. Why ? 

 (The arms of their adjacent angles are in straight line) 
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8. What is the relation between m∠1 + m∠3 and m∠3 + m∠2 ? 

 (m∠1 + m∠3 )  =   (m∠3 + m∠2) 

9. Why ? 

 (Both are equal to 180o) 

10. What is common on both sides (L.H.S and R.H.S?) 

 (m∠3 is common) 

            11.What is obtained when m∠3 is subtracted on both sides ? 

( m∠1 = m∠2) 

12. Similarly what is the relation between ∠3 and ∠4 ? 

( m∠3 = m∠4) 

This shows if two lines intersect each others then the vertical angles are 

 congruent. 

  In heuristic method teacher should in class provide a variety of thoughtful, 

provoking questions that starts inquiry learning. Louise(2006) describes, inquiry is the 

lifeblood of the classroom. Teachers pose questions that engage and challenge 

students, who in turn ask questions of their own as they enter new territory through 

exploration and discovery. The asking and answering of good questions not only 

promotes effective and exciting learning, it also provides opportunities for non- 

standard assessments of students work and achievement. 
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2.3.14 Importance of Problem Solving Approach 

Taplin (2004) explained that problem solving is an important component of 

mathematics education because it is the single vehicle which seems to be able to 

achieve at school level all three of the values of mathematics functional, logical and 

aesthetic. Let us consider how problem solving is a useful medium for each of these. 

Mathematics is an essential discipline because of its practical role to the 

individual and society. Through a problem-solving approach, this aspect of 

mathematics can be developed. Presenting a problem and developing the skills needed 

to solve that problem is more motivational than teaching the skills without a context. 

Such motivation gives problem solving special value as a vehicle for learning new 

concepts and skills or the reinforcement of skills already acquired (Stanic and 

Kilpatrick, 1989). Approaching mathematics through problem solving can create a 

context which simulates real life and therefore justifies the mathematics rather than 

treating it as an end in itself.  

Problem solving is the focus of mathematics teaching because, they say, it 

encompasses skills and functions which are an important part of everyday life. 

Furthermore it can help people to adapt to changes and unexpected problems in their 

careers and other aspects of their lives. More recently the Council endorsed this 

recommendation (NCTM, 1989) with the statement that problem solving should 

underlay all aspects of mathematics teaching in order to give students experience of 

the power of mathematics in the world around them. They see problem solving as a 

vehicle for students to construct, evaluate and refine their own theories about 

mathematics and the theories of others (Taplin, 2004). 

According to Resnick (1987) a problem-solving approach contributes to the 

practical use of mathematics by helping people to develop the facility to be adaptable 
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when, for instance, technology breaks down. It can thus also help people to transfer 

into new work environments at this time when most are likely to be faced with several 

career changes during a working lifetime (NCTM, 1989). Resnick expressed the 

belief that 'school should focus its efforts on preparing people to be good adaptive 

learners, so that they can perform effectively when situations are unpredictable and 

task demands change. Cockcroft (1982) also advocated problem solving as a means of 

developing mathematical thinking as a tool for daily living, saying that problem-

solving ability lies 'at the heart of mathematics' because it is the means by which 

mathematics can be applied to a variety of unfamiliar situations. 

                Taplin (2004) described that problem solving is, more than a vehicle for 

teaching and reinforcing mathematical knowledge and helping to meet everyday 

challenges. It is also a skill which can enhance logical reasoning. Individuals can no 

longer function optimally in society by just knowing the rules to follow to obtain a 

correct answer. They also need to be able to decide through a process of logical 

deduction what algorithm, if any, a situation requires, and sometimes need to be able 

to develop their own rules in a situation where an algorithm cannot be directly 

applied. For these reasons problem solving can be developed as a valuable skill in 

itself, a way of thinking (NCTM, 1989), rather than just as the means to an end of 

finding the correct answer. 

Many writers have emphasized the importance of problem solving as a means 

of developing the logical thinking aspect of mathematics. “If education fails to 

contribute to the development of the intelligence, it is obviously incomplete. Yet 

intelligence is essentially the ability to solve problems: everyday problems, personal 

problems” (Polya, 1980). Modern definitions of intelligence (Gardner, 1985) talk 

about practical intelligence which enables 'the individual to resolve genuine problems 
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or difficulties that he or she encounters' and also encourages the individual to find or 

create problems 'thereby laying the groundwork for the acquisition of new 

knowledge'. As was pointed out earlier, standard mathematics, with the emphasis on 

the acquisition of knowledge, does not necessarily cater for these needs. Resnick 

(1987) described the discrepancies which exist between the algorithmic approaches 

taught in schools and the 'invented' strategies which most people use in the workforce 

in order to solve practical problems which do not always fit neatly into a taught 

algorithm. As she says, most people have developed 'rules of thumb' for calculating, 

for example, quantities, discounts or the amount of change they should give, and these 

rarely involve standard algorithms. Training in problem-solving techniques equips 

people more readily with the ability to adapt to such situations. 

A further reason why a problem-solving approach is valuable is as an aesthetic 

form. Problem solving allows the student to experience a range of emotions 

associated with various stages in the solution process. Mathematicians who 

successfully solve problems say that the experience of having done so contributes to 

an appreciation for the 'power and beauty of mathematics' (NCTM, 1989), the "joy of 

banging your head against a mathematical wall, and then discovering that there might 

be ways of either going around or over that wall" (Olkin and Schoenfeld, 1994). They 

also speak of the willingness or even desire to engage with a task for a length of time 

which causes the task to cease being a 'puzzle' and allows it to become a problem. 

However, although it is this engagement which initially motivates the solver to pursue 

a problem, it is still necessary for certain techniques to be available for the 

involvement to continue successfully. Hence more needs to be understood about what 

these techniques are and how they can best be made available. 
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In the past decade it has been suggested that problem-solving techniques can 

be made available most effectively through making problem solving the focus of the 

mathematics curriculum. Although mathematical problems have traditionally been a 

part of the mathematics curriculum, it has been only comparatively recently that 

problem solving has come to be regarded as an important medium for teaching and 

learning mathematics (Stanic and Kilpatrick, 1989). In the past problem solving had a 

place in the mathematics classroom, but it was usually used in a token way as a 

starting point to obtain a single correct answer, usually by following a single 'correct' 

procedure. More recently, however, professional organizations such as the National 

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 1980 and 1989) have recommended 

that the mathematics curriculum should be organized around problem solving, 

focusing on: Developing skills and the ability to apply these skills to unfamiliar 

situations Gathering, organizing, interpreting and communicating information 

Formulating key questions, analyzing and conceptualizing problems, defining 

problems and goals, discovering patterns and similarities, seeking out appropriate 

data, experimenting, transferring skills and strategies to new situations Developing 

curiosity, confidence and open-mindedness .(NCTM, 1980) 

One of the aims of teaching through problem solving is to encourage students 

to refine and build onto their own processes over a period of time as their experiences 

allow them to discard some ideas and become aware of further possibilities 

(Carpenter, 1989). As well as developing knowledge, the students are also developing 

an understanding of when it is appropriate to use particular strategies. Through using 

this approach the emphasis is on making the students more responsible for their own 

learning rather than letting them feel that the algorithms they use are the inventions of 

some external and unknown 'expert'. There is considerable importance placed on 
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exploratory activities, observation and discovery, and trial and error. Students need to 

develop their own theories, test them, test the theories of others, discard them if they 

are not consistent, and try something else (NCTM, 1989). Students can become even 

more involved in problem solving by formulating and solving their own problems, or 

by rewriting problems in their own words in order to facilitate understanding. It is of 

particular importance to note that they are encouraged to discuss the processes which 

they are undertaking, in order to improve understanding, gain new insights into the 

problem and communicate their ideas (Thompson, 1985). 

2.3.15 Research on Teaching Problem Solving  

Research on teaching problem solving has considerable impact on students' 

problem solving abilities as well as their mathematical understanding and skills.  

Butkowski, et al, (1994) found that third graders who were explicitly taught problem 

solving strategies became better at using each strategy.  In a study of fifth and seventh 

graders, Charles and Lester (1984) found that students learning a process-oriented 

approach to problem solving scored better than their peers in problem solving.  

Similarly, students using a structure-plus-writing model were more successful at 

problem solving over other students and the difference was more notable, 10 weeks 

after learning the strategy (Rudnitsky, et al, 1995). Gains have also been found in 

student skill and concept development. A longitudinal study of textbooks from the 

1950s through the 1980s indicated that the years when problem solving was 

emphasized in textbooks, student achievement on the ITBS showed parallel gains 

(Nibbelink, et al. 1987).  Hoffer and Gamoran (1993) studied the impact of various 

instructional approaches on student achievement.  They found that one of the three 

main determinants was emphasis on problem solving, and this was particularly 

effective with low- and middle- ability groups.  Research findings support that 
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teaching problem solving does positively impact student achievement in problem 

solving and in skill and conceptual development. 

Much recent research in linking problem solving to student achievement is 

related to standards-based curricula (textbooks).  Standards-based curricula were 

developed by mathematics educators, mathematicians, and teachers with National 

Science Foundation (NSF) funding.  The curricula are “problem-based,” meaning 

mathematics content is presented in problem solving situations (teaching via problem 

solving). There are two needs in developing . . . curriculum.  One is to find 

appropriate, engaging problems . . . . The other is to develop a pedagogy in which the 

emphasis is on the development of a mathematical frame of mind.  The focus for 

young children, as in later mathematics, must be on thinking and reasoning 

mathematically. (Russell, 1993) 

Two studies report gains in student achievement in proportional reasoning.  

Flowers and Kline (1998) found that fourth graders in a standards-based curriculum 

(Investigations in Data, Number, and Space) improved in skills, concepts, and 

problem solving.  In a second standards-based curriculum (Everyday Mathematics) 

and in a traditional curriculum, there were gains in skills and problem solving, but not 

in concepts.  Flowers and Kline attribute the gains in conceptual understanding to the 

fact that Investigations encourage invented strategies, which involves more reasoning 

and problem solving on the part of students.  In a study focused on addition and 

subtraction skills of second graders, students using Investigations were significantly 

more accurate than students in a traditional curriculum in addition and subtraction 

problems (Mokros et al, 1996).  In seventh and eighth grade, students using 

Connected Mathematics Project (CMP) and traditional textbooks were tested in 

several areas related to proportional reasoning. CMP students scored significantly 
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higher on a proportional reasoning test in both their willingness to explain their 

thinking and getting the answers right.  This sampling of studies provides evidence 

that problem-based curriculum improves not only students' problem solving abilities 

but also their conceptual understanding and skills. 

Bay (2000) explained that national trends in student achievement in 

mathematics support the continued emphasis on problem solving.  In recent years, 

when problem solving has been emphasized in mathematics instruction, the National 

Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) has shown gains in student achievement 

in the United States.  The Third International Mathematics and Science Study 

(TIMSS), however, show that students in the United States still score well below the 

international average in eighth grade mathematics.  A closer look at Japan, a high-

achieving country, finds students learning mathematics via problem solving.  “It 

seems clear that Japanese teachers come closer to implementing the spirit of current 

ideas advanced by American reformers than do American teachers”.  NAEP and 

TIMSS indicate that a curriculum emphasizing problem solving does have a positive 

impact on student achievement and that the U.S. needs to continue its efforts to 

integrate problem solving into instruction. 

Marilyn (1985) explain that research has identified problem-solving strategies 

used by students and has indicated that teaching students to use such strategies 

promotes problem-solving achievement. Current research continues to support this 

finding. Second-grade pupils given lessons on diagrammatic modeling and deriving 

number sentences made significant increases in achievement. Ninth-grade students 

taught to build tables had higher problem-solving scores than students taught only 

translation. Moreover, table-building appeared to be especially helpful to students at 

the concrete level of cognitive development - the lower achievers. Four heuristic 
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strategies were taught to seventh and eighth graders: making a table, making a 

diagram, analysis by simplification, and guessing and testing. Not only did they learn 

to use the strategies, but in solving a novel problem, they also exhibited greater 

flexibility in trying other strategies when one seemed unproductive. A promising 

process-oriented instruction program on problem solving has been developed. 

Experimental classes in grades 5 and 7 scored significantly higher on ability to 

understand problems, plan solution strategies, and get correct results. (Marilyn, 1985) 

Behle (1985) found some differences between successful and less successful 

teachers of problem solving in grade 7. Successful teachers asked questions 

frequently, while less successful teachers simply demonstrated procedures. Successful 

teachers used a variety of problem sources, while the others simply used textbook 

problems. Successful teachers frequently gave additional credit to students for 

correcting mistakes; the others did not. Successful teachers more often encouraged 

students to think for themselves, while less successful teachers did much more for 

their students, including setting up problems.  

Wilson et al(1993), the basis for most mathematics problem solving research 

for secondary school students in the past 31 years can be found in the writings of 

Polya the field of cognitive psychology, and specifically in cognitive science. 

Cognitive psychologists and cognitive scientists seek to develop or validate theories 

of human learning (Frederiksen, 1984), whereas mathematics educators seek to 

understand how their students interact with mathematics (Silver, 1987). The area of 

cognitive science has particularly relied on computer simulations of problem solving 

If a computer program generates a sequence of behaviors similar to the sequence for 

human subjects, then that program is a model or theory of the behavior.  
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Constructivist theories have received considerable acceptance in mathematics 

education in recent years. In the constructivist perspective, the learner must be 

actively involved in the construction of one's own knowledge rather than passively 

receiving knowledge. The teacher's responsibility is to arrange situations and contexts 

within which the learner constructs appropriate knowledge (Glasersfeld, 1989). Even 

though the constructivist view of mathematics learning is appealing and the theory has 

formed the basis for many studies at the elementary level, research at the secondary 

level is lacking. Our review has not uncovered problem solving research at the 

secondary level that has its basis in a constructivist perspective. However, 

constructivism is consistent with current cognitive theories of problem solving and 

mathematical views of problem solving involving exploration, pattern finding, and 

mathematical thinking (Scheoenfeld, 1988);  

By the early 1980's, mathematicians and mathematics educators were still 

trying to figure out the best way to teach students how to problem solve and their 

frame of reference was still Polya's writings. Based on recent studies, Mayer (1982) 

emphasized the "need to improve students' learning of mathematics" and stated that 

"the development of a psychology of mathematical problem solving can be the 

framework for improving learning mathematics in schools. Problem solving is more 

than just learning rote procedures and arithmetic. In 1982, Mayer, Silver and 

Schoenfeld each noted in their writings that prior knowledge is a necessary 

component in successful problem solving. Prior knowledge influences the problem 

solver understands of the problem as well as the strategies that he will utilize in trying 

to solve the problem. Silver (1982) mentions that Polya's looking back step makes 

connections "in memory to previously acquired knowledge ... and further establishes 

knowledge in long-term memory that may be elaborated in later problem-solving 
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encounters". This is one reason that teachers need to provide problem solving 

opportunities to their students so that the students will begin to construct their own 

knowledge base to use to solve more complex problems. Teaching students 

procedures to solve different type of problems is not the way to teach them to problem 

solve. Although it may work on occasion in the classroom, learning algorithms does 

not guarantee that students will be able to determine when to use the procedures and 

how to use them correctly. Kantowski (1981) mentions that problem solving means 

different things to different people; the majority of people believe that it is solving 

word problems, and this includes nonroutine problems and real problems. A 

nonroutine problem is one which the person trying to solve it does not have a 

procedure or strategy to solve. This type of problem is individualistic in that what is 

nonroutine for one person may be routine for another. It is a type of problem that 

requires the problem solver to adapt strategies or invent strategies to solve the 

problem. Kantowski (1981) defines real problems as those which "involves a complex 

real-life situation that must some how be resolved" . An example of a real problem 

would be having students design a parking lot, given certain restraints that will yield 

the maximum number of parking spaces. Here, the advantage over other types of 

problems is that it can be designed based on student interest, and therefore motivates 

the students to work on the problem and learn the necessary mathematics to solve it. 

Schoenfeld (1982) believes that mathematics should be studied to help 

students learn "how to think". He describes the problem solving process as a dialogue 

between what the problem solver's prior knowledge, his attempts, and his thoughts 

along the way. 
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2.4 REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES  

Farooq (1980) designed a study to compare the effectiveness of problem-

solving approach and traditional approach of teaching social studies to secondary 

school students. The students of 9th class of Government, high school No. 4 Dera 

Ismail Khan (90 students) were selected as the sample of the study. For data, two tests 

wee administered to the experimental group as well as control group. These were  

(i) Group Intelligence test. (ii) Post-test significance of difference between the 

mean. Scores of both the group on the variables of previous achievements and 

intelligence was tested at 0.05 level by applying t-test. The post-test design was used 

for control group design. From the study, the overall results were that traditional 

approach is more effective to tackle social studies when the objective is to impart 

factual information. If the objective is to develop reasoning in the pupils, the problem-

solving approach is better than the traditional approach. For the development of 

critical thinking in the pupils, the problem-solving approach is more useful than 

traditional approach. 

Gesi and Massaro (1991) explores an experiment Discovery and expository 

methods in teaching visual consonant and word identification. The experiment was 

conducted to examine the processes involved in lip-reading as well as to investigate an 

optimal approach to teaching lip-reading skill. We compared discovery and expository 

methods of learning to lip-read. Twenty-six college students with normal hearing were 

trained over 3 days to lip-reading consonant-vowel (CV) syllables. The training 

material consisted of a prerecorded videotape of four different talkers. The task was a 

forced-choice procedure with feedback. Subjects learned with training, but there was 

no difference between the two learning methods. As a retention measure, subjects 

returned 4 weeks later and repeated the training. There were significant savings of the 
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original learning. Three weeks after the retention phase, subjects were tested with a 

10-item forced-choice monosyllabic word task. Those subjects who had extensive 

training on CV syllables did no better on identifying the monosyllabic words than did 

a control group of 9 subjects with no training. Nevertheless, performance for all three 

groups (discovery, expository, and no training) improved during training in the word 

identification task. 

Battista, (1999) have examined a case study about fifth graders’ enumeration 

of cubes in 3D arrays: conceptual progress in an inquiry-based classroom. This study 

involves observing and interviewing three pairs of fifth graders over a 4-week 

teacher-directed instructional unit where.  The purpose of this study was to examine 

the cognitive connections that developed and how those connections change in an 

inquiry-based problem-centered based classroom.  This study was shaped by the 

premise that change occurs as an accommodation to a perturbation and that 

perturbations arise through interactions with the physical world and in 

communications with other people. Pre and post-treatment interviews of the case-

study pairs as well as transcriptions of the video-tapings of each observation session 

were also used.  The findings from this study are generalizable based on the 

comparisons of the findings in the three case-study pairs to the similar findings based 

on the observations and notes made by the teacher and another researcher on other 

members of class.  Immediately after the treatment, only one student was unable to 

use a mental model. On a post-interview four months after the treatment, all of the 

participants except the one who did not attain a good mental model. 

Schultz, (1984) has examined the Average Ability Middle School Student and 

Concrete Models in Problem Solving: A Look at Self-Direction. This qualitative study 

that has several aspects of a teaching experiment focused on five seventh grade 
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students’ performance on nonroutine number theory problem-solving with a close 

look at the role of heuristics, concrete models, and the relationship between these 

variables.  In the experiment, students were given a series of lessons on number 

theory, heuristics, concrete models, and the microcomputer.  The microcomputer was 

used to present the problem, facilitate hint selection, and to record student work.  This 

study was conducted for one school year in a suburban middle-class Atlanta public 

school.  In all there were 30 subjects out of 78 seventh graders, the data was gathered 

in questionnaires, Pre Problem-Solving Test and Post Problem-Solving Test. The 

results indicate that all students showed improvement in problem-solving ability and 

increased use of concrete models.  Compared to above-average and below-average 

students, the average ability students showed the greatest gain in demonstrated 

problem-solving ability and the greatest use of concrete models.  

Blanier and Worthen (1970) examined a study of discovery and expository 

presentation with implications for teaching. The major purpose of study was to 

identify and explore teaching learning variables that are operative in discovery 

processes. The second purpose was to compare the two instructional methods in a 

naturalistic setting. The criteria used to measure the out come of instruction included: 

tests of initial learning, retention and transfer of the selected mathematical concepts 

test for transfer of heuristics; and measure of attitude towards the subject content. The 

results of study were: In Initial learning, the concept knowledge test should expository 

method significantly better than discovery method. The concept retentions tests scores 

showed that discovery method produced superior results to expository method. For 

attitude, neither of comparison between discovery method and expository method in 

measure of attitude reached significant minimum acceptable level.  
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Wilson (1970) examined a study of the role of structure in verbal problem 

solving. The major purpose of the research was to reduce to their essential similarities 

and differences the expository and experimental literature in on three proposed 

instrumental progress for the improvement of verbal problem solving in arithmetic 

and to compare exponentially the effects that the essential difference of the three 

programs have on the problem solving ability of children. Programs I & II emphasize 

that choosing the correct operation is the critical task in problem solving. Both prefer 

a form of guided discovery as the method of instruction and suggest guiding the 

learned to recognized or see the structure of a problem. After three weeks of 

instruction, throughout the remainder of the treatment period, and after nine week 

retention period, significant difference in treatment group were found in ability to 

choose correct operation for all types of problems combined, in ability to obtain 

correct answers and in speed of completing the test was used to analysis the data. The 

major inference of this research was that all differences favored the experiment group.  

                Chitrive (1983), investigated a study about evaluating differential 

effectiveness of Ausubel and Bruner Strategies for Acquisition of Concepts in 

Mathematics. The major objectives of the study were to ascertain the comparative 

effectiveness of the Ausubel strategy with the traditional one of the various criteria of 

concept acquisition in mathematics. The sample consisted of three intact sections of 

grade XI chosen from higher secondary schools of Nagpur City on the basis of their 

comparability in respect of size, age, mean score in mathematics at the S.S.C. 

examination and dispersion of these scores. Treatments were randomly assigned to 

these three sections. Six concepts were chosen from the mathematics syllabus for 

grade XI students of the science stream. Non-equivalent Control Group Design was 

chosen for the study. The major findings was the Ausubel strategy was superior to the 
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traditional strategy for teaching mathematical concepts to eleventh grade students, so 

far as knowledge transfer and heuristic transfer of the concepts were concerned. 

Lerch and Hamilton (1970) examined a study of a comparison of a structured 

equation approach to problem solving with a traditional approach. The purpose of this 

study was to compare the growth in problem solving abilities of fifth grade pupils 

who studied a structured equation approach to problem solving with growth in 

problem solving abilities of fifth grade pupils who studied a traditional approach to 

problem solving. The duration of experiment was 5 months. Individual growth scores 

on programming and processing were computed by comparing scores on the pre and 

post-tests. Variances of the growth score of the two groups were compared with f-test, 

for the comparison of means t-test was used. The main conclusion of the study were 

that pupils who studied a structured equation approach to problem solving were better 

able to program problem solving situation than those who studied traditional 

approach. 

Luzmanuel, (1990) explored a study about college students' methods for 

solving mathematical problems as a result of instruction based on problem solving 

(problem-solving).   This study investigates the effects of implementing 

mathematical problem solving instruction in a regular calculus course taught at the 

college level. Principles associated with this research are: (i) mathematics is 

developed as a response to finding solutions to mathematical problems, (ii) attention 

to the processes involved in solving mathematical problems helps students understand 

and develop mathematics, and (iii) mathematics is learned in an active environment 

which involves the use of guesses, conjectures, examples, counterexamples, and 

cognitive and metacognitive strategies.  
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The analysis in the study utilized ideas from Schoenfeld in which categories, 

such as mathematical resources, cognitive and metacognitive strategies, and belief 

systems, are considered useful in analyzing the students' processes for solving 

problems. A model proposed by Perkins and Simmons involving four frames of 

knowledge (content, problem solving, epistemic, and inquiry) is used to analyze 

students' difficulties in learning mathematics.  

The students' work in the assignments reflected increasing awareness of the 

use of problem solving strategies as the course developed. Analysis of the students' 

task-based interviews suggests that the students' first attempts to solve a problem 

involved identifying familiar terms in the problem and making some calculations 

often without having a clear understanding of the problem. The students often spent 

much time exploring only one strategy and experienced difficulties in using 

alternatives. However, hints from the interviewer helped the students to consider other 

possibilities. Although the students recognized the importance of checking the 

solution of a problem, they mainly focused on whether there was an error in their 

calculations rather than reflecting on the sense of the solution. These results lead to 

the conclusion that it takes time for students to conceptualize problem solving 

strategies and use them on their own when asked to solve mathematical problems.  

Kyeong, (1997) examined the effect of a videodisc problem-solving approach 

embedded in constructivist-based instruction in mathematics methods course on pre 

service teachers' decisions about teaching mathematics strategies and attitudes toward 

mathematics and technologies. Research on teaching and learning mathematics 

indicates that offering an appropriate constructivist-based teaching model of 

mathematics instruction to pre service teachers enhances their teaching abilities and 

confidence in their future teaching. 
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Marilyn (1985) reported that the use of counting strategies to solve subtraction 

problems was also noted by Steinberg. She taught second graders to use derived fact 

strategies, in which known number facts are used to find the solution to unknown 

facts. After eight work of instruction children more than doubled their use of derived 

facts, which involve more mature ways of thinking than reliance solely on counting. 

Nuzum (1991) developed an instructional package for teaching arithmetic 

story problem skills and examined the efficiency of that method on the story problem 

performance of four learning disable students. A single subject design with three 

replications was used. The finding of study showed that a method which includes 

instruction to mastery method, task specific and procedural knowledge was 

responsive to the needs of the learning disabled in this study. Each subject’s problem 

solving performance improved substantially. 

Orlander and Robertson (1973) designed a study the Effectiveness of 

Discovery and Expository Methods in the Teaching of Fourth-Grade Mathematics. 

The study involved fourth-grade pupils studying mathematics with emphasis upon 

principles and relationships. 1 group of 190 pupils was taught for 31 weeks through a 

Discovery Approach while another 184 pupils used an Expository Approach. The 13 

teachers were rated on a scale measuring the degree to which each succeeded in using 

the method to which she had been assigned. Pupils were tested on intelligence, 

attitudes toward mathematics, and performance in mathematics involving 

computation, concepts, applications, and principles and relationships. Analysis of the 

data through multiple analysis of covariance showed Expository pupils were 

significantly better in computation, and Discovery pupils were significantly better in 

retention of ability to apply mathematics. When interaction effects were studied 

through the use of regression slopes, pupils scoring lower on the pretest on 
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computation and applications improved more under the Expository Approach; those 

scoring lower on concepts gained more under the Discovery Approach. On principles 

and relationships, the Discovery pupils gained at a greater ratio throughout the study. 

Yusof and Tall (1995) reported that a course which provides students with 

experiences of sharing problem-solving activities has the effect of changing students' 

attitudes. Prior to the course the students generally regarded mathematics as abstract 

facts and procedures to be committed to memory, and had a range of negative 

attitudes such as fear of new problems, being unwilling to try new approaches, and 

giving up all too easily. After the course, student’s attitudes changed in a positive 

direction.  

    In a two-year study, Chang et al (2001) investigated the pedagogical practices 

within primary mathematics classrooms in four Singapore schools. In all a traditional 

teaching approach predominated amongst the primary teachers—expository teaching, 

followed by the students practicing routine exercises to consolidate the concepts, 

knowledge and skills. Anecdotal evidence further suggested that such an approach to 

teaching was prevalent in most primary schools. Some how the emphasis on problem 

solving did not quite filter through, as it were, to classroom teaching practice. 

Newfoundland (1980) conducted a study of the effect of teaching heuristics on 

the ability of grade ten students to solve novel mathematical problems. Group ten 

boys were taught by the use of self-instruction booklets to apply the heuristics of 

examination of cases and analogy to novel mathematical problems. At the end of a 

ten-day instructional period, two novel problems were presented, one algebraic and 

the other geometric. The data, analyzed by ANOVA, indicate that: a) students can be 

taught to apply at least one heuristic to a novel problem; b) it is better to teach 

heuristic alone than to combine the instruction with the teaching of mathematical 
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content; and c) the ability to apply at least one heuristic is independent of the vehicle 

used to introduce it. 

Lucas (1974) has examined a study the teaching of heuristics problem solving 

strategies in elementary calculus. Thirty university students participated in an 

exploratory study which: incorporated heuristic problem-solving strategies with the 

teaching of calculus, and (b) explored related effects on heuristic usage, performance 

scores, solution time, difficulty, and errors. In the experimental group, heuristic 

strategies were emphasized by means of inquiry styles, problem-oriented teaching; 

instruction for the control group was also inquiry-oriented but with no emphasis on 

heuristics. Pre- and posttest data were generated by requiring to think aloud as they 

solve mathematical problems—a diagnostic situation. Observed behaviors were 

analyzed and coded using a specially designed classification scheme. Heuristic 

demonstrated increased usage of effective approach and planning strategies and 

significantly superior performance as measured by score and reduced difficulty. The 

evidence suggests that heuristic-oriented instruction can be an effective mode for 

teaching mathematical problem-solving. 

This chapter provides a general overview of research on expository strategy 

and problem solving approach of teaching mathematics. The advantages and 

disadvantages of expository strategy and problem solving approach are reviewed in 

this chapter clearly explains the advantages of problem solving approach that 

dominate over the advantages of the expository method. The problem solving is more 

critical than expository strategy.  

It is concluded from the above review of relevant literature that main emphasis 

in teaching of mathematics is laid on the development of thinking faculties in the 

pupils. This approach that is strongly recommended by the modern educators for this 
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purpose is problem solving approach. The rationales for adopting this approach in 

teaching mathematics stems from active participation of students in teaching learning 

process. This approach puts the students in a situation from where they can move to 

reasoning and critical thinking and by virtue of this training; they feel no difficulty in 

the solution of daily life problems. 

By Saleem (1982), problem solving approaches akin to the progress of other 

methods heuristic project or inductive. The research study was conducted heuristics 

steps as suggested by Polya. At school of use of extreme form of heuristic method is 

out of question. Teacher’s presence in the class room should mean something. He is 

not to behave as a ion different onlooker. Success of this method depends largely on 

good questioning. It is the spirit behind this method, which matters most. The teacher 

should frame the hints and instructions very carefully to avoid over-feeding under 

feeding. Whatever be his method of teaching, the guiding principle should be the 

adoption of the heuristic approach.  The problem solving approach of inquiry method 

or heuristic method is suitable in the environment of Pakistani schools, because these 

techniques provide critical thinking and involvement of students in class. Also these 

strategies do not need more time and other resources for solving problem. Moreover, 

teachers can easily use in the mathematics period and can complete the required 

course within the time period given by schedule of school. In Pakistan, schools are not 

provided sufficient helping aids and resources that may be required for the other 

strategies such as simulation- Games environment, models, real life etc.  

Also from the previous research results show the problem solving approach to 

be more beneficial than traditional method of teaching mathematics. These issues 

provide the background for the current study. All studies provide a significant amount 

of research supporting the implementation of instruction that employ problem solving 
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as vehicle through which mathematics is learned. Also many studies indicate that 

teaching via problem solving improves the students’ achievement in mathematical 

problems, concepts and skills. Problem solving approach helps students acquire skills 

that will help them in other areas of their studies, not just mathematics. Problem 

solving approach is being used in hundred of thousands schools world wide but this 

approach is almost unknown with in Pakistan though a few studies were conducted on 

problem solving in subjects other than malts. So it is needed to carry out research on 

mathematics related to problem solving approach.  
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                                                                                                                      Chapter  3  

                RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted to investigate the comparative effectiveness of 

expository strategy and problem solving approach on the academic achievement and 

attitudes towards mathematics of secondary school students.  

3.1 POPULATION: 

The aim of this study was to investigate the comparative effectiveness of 

expository strategy and problem solving approach of teaching mathematics at 

secondary level, all the secondary school students constituted the population of the 

study. 

3.2        DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY: 

 The study was inherently having a large scope from its usability point of view 

and from the perspective of research findings and recommendations. Naturally, it is 

neither possible, nor recommended to conduct such a large scale study, so, it was 

delimited in context. Briefly, the research study limited to:- 

1. Urdu medium government girls secondary schools of urban area only. 

2. One kind of problem solving technique, heuristic method of Polya                      

(1945) in order to solve problems.  

3. The subject of mathematics only. 

4. The following four units of 10th class mathematics. 

• Algebraic Sentences 

• Elimination 

• Practical Geometry  

98 

• Trigonometry 
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3.3 SAMPLE: 

Forty-eight girls students with mean age of 15.01 years of 10th class of 

Government Pakistan Girls High School Melad Nugar Rawalpindi, (Pakistan) were 

taken as sample of the study. The sample students, on the basis of 42-item pre-test 

that was mostly objective, were divided into two groups i.e. the experimental group 

and the control group through paired matching. The experimental group and control 

group each included twenty-four students.  

 The above sample size and the size of each comparison group is acceptable in 

the light of research specialists as Gay (1992), Currier (1984) ,Cohen et al ;(2000)and 

Best (1996). According to Gay (1992), for experimental research, some experts, 

considers magic, ‘general guideline’ for the minimum number of subjects, to be 30.To 

him, Experimental studies with tight experimental controls may be valid with as few 

as 15 subjects per group. Currier (1984) support Gay by suggesting in experimental 

studies involving the comparisons of groups, a minimum of 15 subjects is desirable. 

Similarly Cohen et al (2000) quoted Borg and Gall who suggest experimental studies 

require a sample size of no fewer that fifteen cases. Same is view of Best (1996) who 

wrote, small sample research has made a significant contribution to statistical analysis 

of research data, particularly in experimental studies 

The apparent gender bias towards female subjects is due to cultural reasons in 

Pakistan. In Government Girls Schools, the secondary classes are taught by female 

teachers and Govt. Boys Schools, the secondary classes are taught by male teachers. 

For this reason the researcher being a female carried out the experiment on girls 

students. The study was conducted in one girl school only because by conducting the 

experiment at a time in different schools might have involved many extraneous 
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variables that were difficult to control. The increase in variables might have polluted 

the result of the study. 

3.4 VARIABLES  

As it was an experimental study so different kind of variables used in the study 

are as under:-  

3.4.1 Independent variables  

The independent variables used in the study were teaching method expository 

strategy and problem solving approach. These were the variables that were 

manipulated to study the effectiveness.  

3.4.2 Dependent variables. 

The depended variables of the study were the achievement of student in the 

subject of mathematics and student’s attitude towards the subject. The students were 

scored on this variable before and after the treatment.    

3.4.3 Controlled Variables 

Controlled variables like time, duration of treatment, methodology variation, 

conditions of instruction, use of teaching aids, subject to be taught, sample size, 

average age of the samples etc. and the like were controlled administratively and 

through the selection of the sample. 

3.4.4 Uncontrolled Variables 

Many variables could not be controlled due to many constraints though they 

might have a hard effect on the dependant. Some of these variables are absence of 

some students during the experiment, motivation, anxiety, and interest of the students, 

socio-economic status, home environment, previous exposure to veining type of 

teaching, present teaching in other subjects, physical resources of the students, 
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reading habits, education of parents, teacher competence in a particular treatment, and 

the like. These remained uncontrolled during the treatment. 

3.5 Design 

Since it was experimental study and the purpose was to explore the relative 

effectiveness of independent variable i.e teaching strategy, it was necessary to look 

into various design usually adopted in experimental research.  

Tabbassum (2004) quotes, Campbell and Stanley postulate a number of factors 

that affect the internal and external validity of experimental designs. Relevant to 

internal validity, there are such factors (as history, maturation, testing, 

instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection, experimental mortality 

and selection maturation interaction). If these factors are not controlled in the design, 

they may produce adverse effects, which confound the effect of the independent 

variables as shown by the final scores on dependent variables. 

“The pretest-posttest equivalent group design” was considered to be the most 

useful design for this study. According to Gay (1992), this design involves at least 

two groups, both of which are formed by random assignment, both groups are 

administered a pre-test of dependent variables, one group receive a new or unusual 

treatment and both groups are post tested. Post test scores are compared to determine 

the effectiveness of the treatment.  

Gay (1992) describes that, the pretest-posttest equivalent group design 

controls all the sources of internal in-validity such as history, maturation, testing,  

instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection, experimental mortality 

and selection maturation interaction. It controls multiple treatment interference, which 
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is the first source of external invalidity but it does not control the second source that is 

pretest treatment interrelation. 

  This design controls maximum sources of internal and external validity as 

compared to other designs. This is the strong and true experimental design but there 

may be the possibility of the influence of the effect of testing and interaction with 

experimental variable (Farooq, 2001).  

The second type of experimental design (called post-test only control group 

design) controls the equal number of sources of invalidity. But in this design there is 

no pretest which was required in this study for equating the comparison groups on 

their previous knowledge skills in the subject of mathematics. (Gay. 1992) 

The third type of true experimental design given by Gay (1992) is Solomen 

four group design that controls all the internal and external sources of invalidity. But 

it is more complex than pretest-posttest control group design. It was preferred to 

Solomen four group designs. Due to the above reasons in terms of its simplicity in the 

operation and consequent statistical analysis pretest-posttest equivalent group design 

was preferred to other types of true experimental designs. According to Farooq 

(2000), Following is the symbolic representation of the pretest-posttest equivalent 

group design. 

      R  E = O1 T O2

      R  C = O3 - O4 

 

dRE = O2 - O1 

dRC = O4 - O3 
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D = dRE - dRC 

Where, 

  R = Randomly selected 

  E = Experimental Group 

  C = Control Group 

  O = Observation or Measurement 

  T = the experimental treatment to which group is  

    exposed  

    i.e. independent variable 

In this design one group is given pre-test and then it is divided into two groups 

randomly in such a way that both the groups have almost equal mean score on pre-

test. One group is designated as experimental and the other as control. A post-test is 

administered at the end of treatment period. The difference between the scores on pre-

test and post-test for the experimental group is denoted a dRE and is calculated by the 

use of formula 

                              dRE = O2 -        O1

Whereas the difference between the scores on pre-test and post-test of control 

group is dRC and is calculated by use of formula 

                              “dRC= O4 - O3”. 

Thus the gains in experimental and control groups are dRE    and   dRC 

respectively and can be compared by calculating the net difference between these two 

gains with the help of formula   

                    “D=           dRE            -               dRC”.  
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It is reasonable to attribute the difference between these two gains (i.e. capital 

D) to the treatment that one group received and the other group did not. The gain 

scores may also be compared and subjected to a test of significance of the difference 

between means. Pre-test scores can also be uses in the analysis of co-variance to 

statistically control of any differences between the groups at the beginning of the 

study. However, in order to eliminate the influence of the effect of testing and the 

interaction with experimental variable, a post-test parallel to the pre-test  was used to 

measure the achievement Pre-test  was used only to equate the control and 

experimental groups.(Farooq, 2000) 

3.6 RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS: 

Following research instruments were used for study 

Preparation of test instruments 

Pre-test  

Post-test 

Attitude-scale 

i. Preparation of test instruments 

Hussain(2004) states , no effort so far have been made in Pakistan 

to prepare standardized achievement tests in any subject area at any level. 

There were no standardized academic achievement tests in mathematics 

available for secondary school students in Pakistan. Therefore self 

developed pre-test and post-test was constructed. These tests were 

prepared in specific content area of mathematics for secondary school 

students. 
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ii.              Pre-test 

In order to meet the requirement of the selected research design and to equate 

the control group and experiment group on the variable of their previous knowledge 

in mathematics a self developed pre-test (Appendix-I) was designed. The purpose of 

pretest was to find out the pervious knowledge, abilities, and homogeneity of the 

students the pre test was structured from 9th and 10th class text book of mathematics. 

The pre-test was given 75% weight-age of content already covered in 9th class. The 9th 

class content includes: 

Operation on Sets, Cartesian Plane, Binary Relations; System of Real number 

Exponents and Radicals; Factorization ;Algebraic Expression; Quadratic Equations in 

on Variable; Logarithms; Fundamental Concepts of Geometry. The 25% weight-age 

was given to the content to be learned during the experiment. After grouping 

experimental group and control group, both groups were re-divided into two halves 

i.e. high achievers (above the median score of 12.5) and low achievers (below the 

median score of 12.5). 

iii.            Post-test 

The purpose of post-test (Appendix II) was to measure the achievement of the 

students constituting the sample. The post-test was given weightage of 100 % from 

the units taught during the experiment. The post-test items were based on the 

following selected units of 10th class mathematics:- 

• Algebraic Sentences 

• Elimination  

• Practical Geometry 

• Trigonometry 
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During the experiment, these four units were taught to both groups 

experimental group and control group. The intend was to measure the learning 

outcomes. The post-test was also used to measure the retention of both control group 

and experimental group. 

In Pakistan, teachers are traditionally restricted to teach problems included in 

prescribed text book. However, teacher of the experimental group included some 

relevant activities and examples o problems. Algebraic portion consisted of algebraic 

sentences, elimination was taught by heuristic method, where as units like practical 

geometry and trigonometry were taught by heuristic method and activity base 

learning. 

Pattern of Pre-Test /Post-Test 

In the Pre test the weightage of 10th class content was 25% and 75% of the 

course content that already taught to student in 9th class whereas in the post test the 

weightage given to 10th class content actually taught during the experiment as 100%. 

Thus three was 25% overlap of the content in both tests .But the structure of items in 

both tests was exactly the same. 

Both pre-test and post-test were parallel with items of same difficulty level 

and pattern. Each test was composed of 24 multiple-choice test items, five matching 

items, 10 completion items and three word problems, pertaining to a combination of 

knowledge, comprehension, and application level of learning objectives. Both protest 

and posttest had 100 marks in total. 

The tests are the main instruments for assessing student’s performance, which 

would reflect their level of knowledge in mathematics before and after the 

experiment. The researcher tried to construct test item which could reflect what bloom 
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describes as knowledge comprehension and application. The researcher also tried to 

develop the test items keeping in mind the following consideration:- 

a) Clear directions had been given along with each part. 

b) Simple knowledge was used 

c) Items had been kept short 

d) Care had been taken to avoid ambiguity in test items 

e) Each test item had been based on an important fact, concept or skills 

iv.             Attitude scale 

To examine the affects of methods (expository method and problem-solving 

method) on the attitude of the subjects, a three-point attitude scale (Appendix-III) was 

given before and after the experiment. The attitude scale consisted of thirty items. The 

items measured both negative and positive attitudes of students towards mathematics. 

For the construction of three-point attitude scale, help was taken from Serwar (2004), 

Mubeen (2005) and Todd (2002) 

3.7    VALIDATION OF INSTRUMENTS  

• Validity  

 All test items were based on the text of the units. The test was 

constructed according to instructions given by John U. Michaclis. Who states that 

valuable type of test for appraising student’s ability to evaluate ideas, inter feelings 

and handle problems is the situational interpretive or problem solving tests (Farooq, 

1980). The pre-test and post-test were approved by doctoral committee. All the test 

items were based on the units taught to the sample students. The content validity was 

insured by preparing chart of specification (Appendix-IV and Appendix V) before 
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constructing the test items. The content validity was also checked by the correlation 

coefficient, which was found as 0.5. The construct validity of attitude scale was 

examined by comparing the scores of groups known to differ in their attitude towards 

mathematics. Then mean and standard deviation of both groups were statistically 

different at 0.05 level of significance.       

Reliability of Test and Scale. 

Gronlund and Linn (1990) described that Kunder Richardson estimate of 

reliability provides information about the degree to which the items in the test 

measure similar characteristics. Kunder-Richerdson formula 20 is based on the 

proportion of persons passing each item and standard deviation of the total scores. 

Here Kunder-Richardson method formula-20 (K-R-20) was therefore used to test the 

reliability of attitude scale. It was found that except for item No.5 and 27, all items 

scores correlated with total scores of attitude scale significantly at either 0.01 level or 

at 0.05 level (Appendix-VI). Test reliability (α=0.77) was also calculated by 

Cronbach alpha. 

The reliability of achievement pre-test was also measured by K-R-20 formula. 

Each items score of achievement pre-test correlated significantly with total scores 

either at 0.01 level or 0.05 level (Appendix-VII). Test reliability was also calculated 

by Cronbach alpha. The value of Cronbach alpha for the M.C.Q’s was (α=0.74) for 

24 items, for matching items, it was (α=0.81) for 30 items, for incomplete sentences 

was 0.48 for 10 items and for subjective questions it was 0.18 for 3 items. The 

Cronbach alpha for total items i.e 67 was 0.8. 
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3.8 SELECTION AND TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR THE 

EXPERIMENT 

It is appropriate to describe here the criteria followed in the selection of two 

teachers, one for experimental group and other for control group. The criteria for the 

selection of teachers were. 

1. They were being regular staff members of Government Pakistan girl’s high 

school Rawalpindi. 

2. They possessed identical academic qualifications, Bachelor’s degree with 

math as elective subject. 

3. They had same professional qualification i.e B.Ed or M.Ed/MA education. 

4. They had at least 3 years experience of teaching mathematics to secondary 

classes. 

5. They were willing to participate in this study. 

Two teachers from Government Pakistan Girls High School Rawalpindi 

fulfilled these criteria. Both are B.Sc in mathematics and B.Ed as professional 

training. Both had more than three years experience of teaching mathematics to 

secondary classes, who agreed to extend their full cooperation in this experimental 

study. 

In order to provide relevant instruction about teaching methods to be used 

during the experiment, the researcher had three meetings with both the teachers on 

three consecutive days and made them familiar with the procedure to be followed 

during the experiment. The necessary instruction also included about Pretest-Posttest 

such as: 

i. Maintain good discipline. 

ii.         Supervise well. 

iii. Do not allow coping and cheating. 
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iv. Collect answer and scripts immediately when the time will be over. 

v. Mark answers scripts fairly and honestly.  

vi. Prepare the list of scores of students. 

were given to mathematics teachers regarding conduct of pre-test, 

accommodation, sitting arrangements, method of teaching problem solving approach 

and formation of groups i.e. one group was experimented group and other was control 

group.  

The researcher asked pupils to assemble in hall and expressed the purpose of 

research pretest was given. The answer scripts were collected on the same day and 

marked accordingly. After marking the scores were kept in record file. 

The lesson plans of each topic of units were given to the teacher of the 

experimental group. The lessons were planned for experimental group according to 

the lesson plan of pattern given by Sharan (2006) in his book teaching of mathematics 

and guidance of Polya’s (1945) heuristic steps.  Each lesson plan was divided into 

following parts  

1st part:  
It consisted of introductory information such as subject, duration of period, 

name of school, topic to be taught. 

2nd Part: 

It consisted of the objective and specific objectives. 

3rd part: 

It consisted of establishing relationship with previous knowledge, introduction 

and statement of the aim. 
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4th part: 

It includes presentation which leads to Polya’s(1945) heuristic steps of 

problem solving : 

Step 1 - To understand the problem 

2- To devise a plan 

3- To Carry out the Plan 

4- To evaluate the results 

5th part: Class work 

6th part: Home work 

In these lessons plan heuristic method and polya’s steps was considered for 

problem solving approach of teaching mathematics. A specimen of lesson plan is 

given in (Appendix VIII). In heuristic method, teacher guide the students to reach 

result through questions. In the lesson plans, in the beginning the teacher solves 

problems on black board with active participation of students through frequent 

questions. At the end of lesson, student was given similar problems to do in the class. 

Students were involved in some written activity. Teacher also guides the students 

during their class work to solve the problems.  

The control group was taught by usual traditional method. A specimen of 

lesson plan about expository strategy is given in (Appendix IX) .A traditional teacher 

solves the questions and answers on black board. The teacher makes a maximum oral 

presentation of information to which a student reacts by silently taking notes. The 

students is never put into situation from she can move to logical reasoning by 

discovering cause and effect relationship and self analysis.  
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3.9 PROCEDURE  

Procedure of study involved the following steps. 

(i) Selection of school 

The researcher visited the selected high School for discussing the importance 

of study with headmistress and requested for permission to complete the research 

work. With the co-operation of headmistress of school a commit was framed. The 

committee comprised the following members 

i Headmistress, (Chairman) 

ii. Two Mathematics Teachers (Members) 

The purpose of committee was to properly conduct the experiment and make 

co-ordinate during the experiment. 

 ( ii ) Allocation of Groups 

The researcher asked pupils to assemble in hall and expressed the purpose of 

research. A self prepared pre-test was administered to the sample of forty-eight 

students. On the basis of achievement scores on the pre-test, students were assigning 

to experimental group and control group through paired random sampling. Each group 

consisted of twenty-four students. After groups experimental group and control group 

both groups were re divided into two halves that is high achiever (above the median 

score of 12.5) and low achiever (below the median score of 12.5).This division was 

also made on the basis of pre-test scores. 

( iii ) Attitude Scale  

For the attitude towards mathematics before the experiment, three-point scale 

test (agree, disagree, neutral /undecided) was given to the subjects.  
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(iv). Scoring of Attitude Scale  

The attitude scale consisted of thirty items. The responses of the subjects on 

attitude scale scored according to key. If the subject gave response on agree were 

positive statement, she was given three scores, if subject gave response on disagree of 

positive statement, she was given one score and for the response of agree on the 

negative statement she was given one score and for disagree on the negative 

statement, she was given the score of three. For response of undecided for either 

negative or positive statement she was given two scores. The total score on thirty 

items was ninety. The students were not divided on the basis of attitude scores.  

(v). The Experiment  

After the grouping of subjects, two teachers of equal qualification, teaching 

experience, and almost equal potential was selected for both groups randomly, one for 

experiment group and other for control group. During experiment two different 

treatment patterns were applied. Control group was taught with traditional expository 

strategy in class, while the experimental group was taught by the problem-solving 

technique. The experiment was held in the month of September 2006 and was 

completed for a period of six weeks. The researcher regularly visited the teachers 

during their teaching to ensure that they were teaching according to relevant 

approach. 

(vi) Administration of the Post-Test     

 Immediately after the treatment was over a self developed post test was 

administrated to both experimental group and control group under similar 

environmental conditions as were available for pre-test for measuring achievement of 

the subjects. Both groups completed the test in allotted time (2 hours) 
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(vii) Administration of attitude scale after the experiment  

In order to see the effect of method on attitude of subjects to the mathematics, 

the same attitude scale was administrated to both experimental group and controlled 

group. 

(viii) Retention Test 

After gap of six weeks, the same post-test was administered as a surprise test 

for the measurement of retention of the subjects. During this period four units that 

were taught during the experiment was not taught in the school. The retention scores 

served as to check the retention of experimental group and control group of the topic 

taught during the study. 

3.10 SCORING OF RESPONSES OBTAINED FROM INSTRUMENTS   

The response of the subjects on pre-test, post-test attitude scale and retention 

test were scored according to the key. If, the subject was given correct response to an 

item on the achievement test she was given one score for that item. While the zero 

scores was earned by a blank or an incorrect response. 

3.11     PRECAUTION OBSERVED 

Following precautions were observed during the course of experiment:- 

1. All the tests were subject oriented. 

2. The study and experiment were conducted in a relaxed natural setting. 

3. The use of the experiment treatment was ensured by establishing rapport 

and liaison in the school, maintaining natural setting, harmonious 

atmosphere, providing sufficient time of problem solving method. 
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4.  It was ensured that topics or contents of treatment had not been 

previously taught to the students and taught by any other teacher except 

selected teachers during the experimental. 

5. Teaching period of 40 minutes was utilized fully for treatment and time 

was not wasted during experiment. 

3.12 ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Scores obtained from pre-test, post-test, attitude scale and retention test were 

presented in tabulator form for the purpose of interpretation. For the analysis of data, 

the means, standard deviations and difference of means were computed for each 

group. Significance of difference between the mean scores of both the experimental 

and control groups on the variable of pre-test scores, post-test scores, attitude scores 

and retention test scores was tested at 0.05 level by applying t- test 

The t-test is used to determine whether two means are significantly different at a 

selected probability level. In other words, for a given sample size the t indicates 

how often a difference ( 21 XX − ) as large or larger would be found when there is 

no true population difference. The t test make adjustments for the fact that 

distribution of scores for small samples becomes increasingly different from a 

normal distribution as sample size increasingly become smaller. Distribution for 

smaller samples, for example, tends to be higher at both the mean and the ends. For 

a given alpha level, the values of t required to reject a null hypothesis are 

progressively higher for progressively smaller samples; as the size of the samples 

becomes larger (approaches infinity) the score distribution approaches 

normality.(Gay,1997) 
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The strategy of the t test is to compare the actual mean difference observed 

( 21 XX − ) with the difference expected by chance. The t test involves forming the 

ratio of these two values. In other words, the numerator for a t test is the difference 

between the sample means X and 2X  the denominator is the chance difference 

which would be expected if the null hypothesis were true- the standard error of the 

difference between the means. The denominator or error term, is a function of both 

sample size and group variance. Smaller sample sizes and greater variation within 

groups are associated with an expectation of greater random differences between 

groups. Here in this study the t test for non-independent samples was used.(Gay. 

1992)   

The t-test for Non-independent Samples 

Non-independent samples are samples formed by some type of matching. The 

ultimate matching, of course, is when the two samples are really the same sample 

group at two different times, such as one group which receives two different 

treatments at two different times or which is pre-tested before a treatment and then 

post-tested. When samples are not independent, the members of one group are 

systematically related to the members of a second group (especially if it is the same 

group at two different times). If samples are non-independent, scores on the 

dependent variable are expected to be correlated and a special t test for correlated, or 

non-independent, means must be used. When samples are non-independent, the error 

term of the t test tends to be smaller and therefore there is a higher probability that the 

null hypothesis will be rejected. Thus, the t test for non-independent samples is used 

to determine whether there is probably a significant difference between the means of 

two matched, or non-independent, samples or between the means for one sample at 

two different times. (Gay, 1992)  
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The formula used for analysis Mean, S.D, and t-value were as under:  
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The study was conducted to examine the comparative effectiveness of 

expository strategy and problem solving approach of teaching mathematics at 

secondary level. Forty-eight students of 10th class of Government Pakistan Girls High 

School Rawalpindi were divided into two groups having equal base in the subject of 

mathematics. This division was made on the basis of teacher made pre-test. The 

control; group was taught by expository strategy and experimental was taught by 

problem solving approach of teaching. Both groups were taught the four units. After 

the experiment in order to find the desired results, the teacher made post-test was 

given to subjects of experiment. A gap of six weeks was given to both groups after 

first evaluation and they continued working on the next chapters. After this gap, same 

post-test was administered to test the retention of the students of both groups. Also to 

examine the attitude of subjects towards mathematics due to the methods, the attitude 

scale administered before the experiment and after the experiment. The tabulation and 

analysis of the research instruments is being presented in the following pages.   

Table 1:  Mean and S.D of Pre-Test Achievement Scores of Experimental 

  And Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D 

Experimental 24 26.54 6.65 

Control Group 24 26.33 6.83 

As table 1 indicates, the mean pre-test achievement scores of the experimental 

group and control group were 26.54 and 26.33 respectively. The spread of scores 

around the mean for the above comparison group was 6.65 and 6.83 respectively. 
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 The pre-test achievement of the average students in the experimental group 

was slightly higher than that of control group. But spread of scores around the average 

performance of control group was a bit higher. Thus both the groups appear to be 

almost equal in their pre-test achievement in mathematics as the groups were equated 

on the variable of pretest achievement in mathematics.  

 In order to confirm whether both the groups were essentially equal on 

previous knowledge in mathematics, the statistical technique of t-test was applied, as 

shown in the following table:- 

Table 2: Significance of Difference Between the Pre-Test Mean 

Achievement Scores of Experimental and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value p 

Experiment 24 26.54 6.471 

Control 24 26.33 6.672 

0.1901 1.095 * > 0.10 

df = 24   t at 0.005 = 2.069   *Not significant 

Table 2 shows that difference between mean achievement scores of the 

experimental and control group, which was found to be statistically non-significant at 

0.05 level. The null hypotheses number 1 was therefore to be accepted. Hence both 

the groups were found to be equal in pre-test achievement scores.  

Table 3: Significance of Difference Between Pre-Test Mean Achievement 

Scores of Low Achievers of Experimental and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value     P 

Low Achievers of Experimental 
Group 12 21.25 3.8 

Low Achievers of Control 
Group 12 21.00 4.07 

0.303 0.835 * > 0.10 

df = 11    t at 0.05 = 2.069  * Not significant 
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Table 3 reflects that the difference between pre-test mean achievement scores 

of low achievers of the experimental and control group was 21.25 and 21.00 

respectively. The difference between the two means was found to be statistically non 

significant at 0.05 level. The null hypothesis No. 2 is therefore to be accepted. Hence 

low achievements of both the groups were found to be almost equal in Pre-test 

achievement scores. 

It means low achievers in both experimental and control group having equal 

capabilities with respect to mathematics achievement. In other words all low 

achievers in sample subjects are equally divided into 2 groups half were included into 

experimental group and half were in control group. 

Table 4: Significance of Difference Between the Pre-Test Mean 

Achievement Scores of High Achievers of Experimental And 

Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

High Achievers of 
Experimental Group 12 31.83 3.41 

High Low Achievers of 
Control Group 12 31.66 4.07 

0.2408 0.69 * >  0.10 * 

df  =  11  t at 0.05  =  2.069   *Not significant 

Table 4 shows that the difference between the Pre-test mean achievement 

scores of high achievers of the experimental group and the control group, was 31.83 

and 31.66 respectively. The difference between the two means was found to be 

statistically non significant at 0.05 level. The null hypothesis no 3 was therefore to be 

accepted. Hence high achievers of both the groups were found to be almost equal in 

Pre-test achievement scores. It means high achievers in both experimental and control 

groups having equal scores in mathematics. 
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Table 5: Significance of Difference Between Pre-Test Mean Attitude Scores 

of Experimental and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

Experimental 24 70.41 15.50 

Control  24 73.79 21.518 

2.677 1.260 * > 0.10 

df  =  23                     t at 0.05  =  2.069   * Not significant 

Table 5 shows that the difference between pre-test mean attitude scores of 

experimental and control group was 70.41 and 73.79 respectively. The difference 

between the two means was found to be statistically non-significant at 0.05 level. The 

null hypothesis no 4 is therefore accepted. Hence both the groups were found to be 

equal in their attitude towards the subject of mathematics.  

Table 6: Mean and SD of Post-Test Achievement Scores of Experimental 

And Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D 

Experimental 24 57.17 14.12 

Control  24 37.92 10.35 

Table 6 indicates the mean post-test achievement scores of the experimental 

group and control group were 57.17 and 37.92 respectively. The spread of scores 

around the mean for the above comparison group was 14.12 and 10.35 respectively. In 

order to confirm whether both the groups were different in post test achievement, the t 

test was applied, as shown in the following table: 
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Table 7: Significance of Difference Between the Post-Test Mean 

Achievement Scores of Experimental and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

Experimental 24 57.17 14.12 

Control  24 37.92 10.35 
2.08 9.25 * <.001 

df  =  23    t at 0.05  =  2.069 *Significant 

It appears from Table 8 that the difference between the two means was found 

to be highly significant. The null hypothesis 5 is, therefore, to be rejected. Hence both 

the groups were found to be different in post-test achievement scores, the difference 

being highly in favor of the experimental group.  

It means that the students taught by problem solving approach showed much 

better achievement as compared to the control group that was taught by the expository 

strategy. 

These result support the studies of lerch (1970), Orlander and Robertson 

(1973), Luzmanuel (1990), Nuzum (1991), Battista (1999), and chang et al (2001) 

that students showed good results if they were taught with problem solving approach.  

Table 8: Significance of Difference Between Post-Test Mean Achievement 

Scores of Low Achievers of Experimental Group And Control 

Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

Low Achievers of 
Experimental Group                12 50.33 8.13 

Low Achievers of Control 
Group    12 32.41 8.09 

2.21 8.10 * < 0.001 

df  =  11   t at 0.05  =  2.069  * significant 
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It is evident from Table 8 that the difference between post-test mean 

achievements scores of low achievers of experimental and control group was 50.33 

and 32.41 respectively. The difference between the two means was found to be highly 

significant. The null hypothesis number 6 was therefore to be rejected. Hence both the 

groups were found to be different in post-test achievement scores, the difference 

being in favour of low achievements of the experimental group. 

This means that low achiever who was taught by problem solving method 

showed better results as compared to the low achievers of control group that were 

taught by the expository strategy. 

Table 9: Significance of Difference Between Post-Test Achievement Scores 

of High Achievers of Experimental Group And Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

High Achievers of 
Experimental Group                   12 64.00 15.78 

High Achievers of Control 
Group                     12 43.41 9.62 

3.52 5.732 * < 0.01 

df  =  11   t at 0.05  =  2.069  *Significant 

Table 9 indicates that the difference between post-test achievement scores of 

high achievers of experimental group and control group was 64.00 and 43.41 

respectively. The difference between the two mean was found to be highly significant. 

The null hypothesis No.7 was therefore to be rejected. Hence both the groups were 

found to be different in post-test achievement scores, difference being in favor of high 

achievers of experimental group. It means problem solving method led to better 

achievement of high achievers of experimental group, than the high achievers of 

control group who were taught through the traditional method.   
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These result support the study of Schultz (1984), the explained above every 

students showed better results in problem solving ability.  

Table 10: Mean and SD of Post-Test Mean Attitudes Scores of Experimental 

Group and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D 

Experimental  24 81.50 5.85 

Control Group 24 74.45 7.34 

 

As table 10 shows the mean post-test attitudes scores of experimental group 

and control group were 81.50 and 74.45 respectively. The spread of scores around the 

mean for the above comparison group was 5.85 and 7.34 respectively. In order to 

conform whether both the groups were different in post test attitude the t -test was 

applied as shown in following table: 

Table 11: Significance of Difference Between Post-Test Mean Attitudes 

Scores of Experimental Group and Control Group 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-val1ue P 

Experimental  24 81.50 5.85 

Control 24 74.45 7.34 
2.09 3.37 * < 0.01 

df  =  23                   t at 0.05  =  2.069   *Significant 

Table 11 shows the difference between post-test mean attitude scores of 

experimental group and control group was 81.50 and 74.45 respectively. The 

difference between the two means was found to be statistically significant at 0.05 

level. The null hypothesis No.8 was, therefore, be rejected. Hence both the groups 

were found to be different in post attitude scores. It means due to the problem solving 

method, attitude of students changed towards mathematics i.e. their interest increased 
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in mathematics. The students who were taught by expository method show the same 

attitude before and after the experiment. This shows that expository method did not 

increase their interest and positive attitude towards mathematics. 

The conclusion supports the results of study conducted by Yusof and Tall 

(1995), attitude of students have been improved by using problem solving approach.    

Table 12: Significance of Difference Between Mean Achievement Scores of 

Experimental Group and Control Group on Retention Test 

Group N Mean S.D SED t-value P 

Experimental  24 42.58 21.05 

Control  24 29.25 10.69 

3.99 3.34 * < 0.001 

df  =  23                   t at 0.05  =  2.069    *Significant 

Table 12 presents the difference between mean achievement scores of 

experimental group and control group on retention test, which were 42.58, and 29.25 

respectively. The difference between the two means was found to be statistically 

significant at 0.05 level. The null hypothesis No. 9 was therefore to be rejected. Hence 

both the groups were found to be different in their retention of the thought material 

during the experiment. This shows that students who were guided by problem solving 

method retained more the subject matter then the students who were taught by 

traditional method. 

These result support the study of Blainer and Worthen (1970), that showed 

retention sores of problem solving approach (Discovery method) were more than 

expository method.     
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Table 13: Significance of Difference Between Mean Achievement Scores of 

High Achievers of Experimental Group and Control Group on 

Retention Test 

Group N X S.D SED T P 

Experimental 12 49.92 22.77 

Control  12 31.50 10.65 

0.583 31.59 < 0.001 

df  =  11                    t at 0.05  =  2.069     *Significant 

Table 13 indicates the difference between mean achievement scores of high 

achievers of experimental group and control group on retention was 49.92 and 31.50 

respectively. The difference between two means was found to be statistically 

significant at 0.05 level. The null hypotheses No. 10 were therefore rejected. Hence 

both the group was found to be different in then retention. From this is was more clear 

that high achievers given treatment of problem solving method performed better on 

retention test then the high achievers who were taught by expository strategy. 

Table 14: Significance Difference Between Mean Achievement Scores of Low 

Achievers of Experimental and Control Group on Retention Test 

Group N Mean S.D SED t P 

Experimental 12 35.25 17.04 

Control  12 27.00 10.71 

0.36 22.92 < 0.001 

df  =  11   t at 0.05  =  2.069     *Significant 
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 It is evident from Table 14 that difference between achievement course 

of low achievers of experimental group and control group on retention was 35.25 and 

27.0 respectively. The difference between two means was found to be statistically 

significant at 0.05 level. The null hypotheses No. 11 was therefore be rejected. Hence 

there was difference between two groups with respect to their retention. It means low 

achievers who were taught by Problem-Solving method retain the subject more then 

the low achievers who taught through expository strategy.    

For Qualitative Analysis  

The researcher has taken the views of mathematics headmistress, senior 

management, teachers, and students, about the way mathematics is presently taught 

and the way it should be taught to secondary class. Their views are summarized in 

following paragraphs. 

In Pakistan, mathematics teachers usually emphasize drill and practice of the 

content to ensure learning alone. They dominantly employ the lecture method alone 

and use blackboard to facilitate learning process during teaching. The teachers 

normally make oral presentation of information to which students react by silently 

taking notes. Usually, teachers selectively teach some concepts of mathematics and 

skip others. Hence they deprive children of experience of that particular mathematical 

operation. In Pakistan, Government school teachers themselves are a major stumbling 

block in education because they do not provide adequate opportunity of problem 

solving to student. Teachers themselves solve the mathematical problems themselves 

assuming that students are not capable of solving these on their own. Students just to 

copy the solution written by teachers and learn these solutions employing rote 

memorization. Students are not encouraged to ask question nor do the teachers ask 

them questions because teachers thinks that it is in habit the learning process. 
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Educational process is teacher directed where students are treated as passive recipient 

of information and solution. Teachers believe that students do not perform well in 

mathematics because of three main reasons that is parental illiteracy, low socio-

economic status of students and lack of basic conceptual understanding of 

mathematics.  

 As far as that appropriate approach to teach math is concerned that 

problem solving is at the heart of educators held learning mathematics. Formulating 

problems, findings ways to week on them, learning from both errors and omissions 

and making connections between and among problems is a key task for a mathematics 

teacher. Teachers should allow students to participate in class and motivate them for 

good question. Teachers should use thought provoking questions or suggestions to 

help the students in solving the mathematical problems who should not tell the 

answers or principles determining the solution, when they solve the problem teachers 

should ask them to discover the principal for solution and to use these to solve other 

problems. Teachers should not always rely only upon one method, however good it 

may be. Teacher should know different strategies mathematics and apply these 

techniques according to the needs of situation. Heuristics method, discovery method 

inquiry method and activity based learning should be used in class. The use of these 

methods does not require much additional materials. Teachers should stimulate the 

student's critical thinking. This increases their interest in mathematics and they start 

thinking like mathematician about the subject matter. 

Also researcher had taken the responses of the students of experimental group 

about problem solving approach. Some students commented that problem solving 

takes time, and difficult to solve the pre-mathematical problems. When asked if they 

thought that they were better at problem solving method after the intervention, 
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students overwhelmingly answered yes. Some students referred to teaching as the 

reason, while other students believed that practice helped them to become better 

problem solvers. Further more, most students believed that problem solving should 

become a regular part of class. Generally speaking students’ responses that students 

like problem solving. 

 Form above views, it can be derived that educators themselves were 

not satisfied by traditional method of teaching mathematics. Due to absence of proper 

guidelines, non-availability of training, over crowdedness of student's lack of 

commitment etc. are the hurdles in the way of improving the quality of teaching 

mathematics to secondary school students in Pakistan. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Methods play an important role in teaching. It is a planned and systematic 

effort of teacher for establishing sequence in the various parts of teaching. The main 

aim of teaching is to bring about socially desirable behavior change in the students 

and this can only be achieved by effective teaching. It is based on sound principles of 

teaching. How pupils will learn effectively depends on the method the teacher adopts. 

Due to the importance of mathematics in our life and improving the standard of 

learning mathematics, it is necessary to develop a program of teaching mathematics 

by problem solving. The art of problem solving is the heart and essence of 

mathematics, because problem solving can serve as a vehicle for learning new 

mathematical ideas and skills. Therefore, it was necessary to conduct a study for 

improving teaching mathematics at secondary level. The study was aimed at 

comparing the effectiveness of expository strategy and problem solving approach of 

teaching mathematics at secondary level.  

The sample was divided into two groups experimental group and the control 

group on the basis of pre-test achievement scores. Both groups had almost equal in 

mathematical base and equal attitude towards the mathematics at the beginning of the 

experiment. 

At the end of experiment, post-test was administered. It was concluded that 

when the subjects were taught by problem solving approach, their achievement in 

mathematics improved as compared to the subjects who were taught by the expository 

strategy. These results are in line with those by Lerch and Hamilton (1966) Worthen 
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(1968), Orlander and Robertson (1973) Nuzum (1983), Farooq (1980), Suydan 

(1985), Luzmanud (1990), Battista (1999)and Change ,et al(2001). 

Comparison of post-test scores with pre-test  scores of low achievers of 

experimental group and control group showed that performance of low achievers of 

group who were taught by problem solving approach was better than those low 

achievers who were taught by expository strategy. These findings support the views 

of Hoffer and Gamoran (1993). 

Further, the mean performance of high achievers of experimental group was 

found better than that of control group. Thus problem solving approach promises to be 

more effective for high achievers. These results support the findings of Schultz 

(1984). 

It was also revealed in the study that the post-test mean attitude scores of the 

experimental group were better than that of the control group. This showed that 

problem solving approach created a positive change in attitude towards mathematics. 

These results support the findings of Yousaf and Tall (1995) 

Six weeks after completion of the experiment, retention test was 

administrated. It was found that average retention of experimental group was better 

than that of control group. These results support the results of the studies by Blainer 

and Worthem (1970) and Willson (1970) and Chitrive (1983). 

Similarly, retention of high achievers of experimental group was found better 

than those of control group. Also retention rate of low achievers of experimental 

group was found better than that of control group. It means the problem solving 

approach of teaching was more effective in retaining the leant material than 

expository strategy. 
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The overall results of study indicated that the group taught by problem solving 

method showed better results performed not only in achievement but also better in 

attitude than a group taught by expository strategy. The performance of the 

experimental group was found consistently better than that of control group on post 

achievement test, post attitude scores, and on retention test. Also problem-solving 

approach was found to be more beneficial for low achievers and high achievers as 

compared to the expository strategy in teaching mathematics at secondary level.  

The problem solving approach to teaching has taken three forms to teaching 

mathematics, as explained by Bay (2000), as teaching for problem solving, teaching 

about problem solving and teaching via problem solving. In the present study, the 

second approach, namely teaching about problem solving, that is, teaching of 

heuristics to solve mathematical problems was employed. The results of present study 

are therefore restricted to this type of mathematical problem solving only which 

cannot to generalized to other forms of problem solving approach. Other approaches 

also need further investigation in order to judge their effectiveness.   

The present study was conducted in Government Girls High School 

Rawalpindi. If this study were conducted in other distinguished institutions like 

Lahore University of Management and Science, National University of Science and 

Technology, City Schools or Beacon House School, it was expected that more reliable 

results would have been obtained. In Government Schools, due to different factors, 

the students do not accept the change. Students took time to adjust with problem 

solving method. Who were reluctant to give answer to the questions pored by the 

teacher. They hesitated and had no confidence even if they knew the correct answer. 

The results indicate that the problem solving method need not be more time 

consuming than the expository methods of instruction at this age level. When given 
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and equal amount of time to work on learning tasks, pupils in problem solving method 

tended to be superior to pupils taught by expository method. There is some evidence 

that problem solving experiences have become “normal” to students in mathematics 

class rooms (Gay, 1999)  

The results of study strongly suggest that presentation of mathematical 

concepts to secondary level pupils through problem solving sequence causes the 

learner to integrate the content conceptually in such a manner that student can retain it 

more readily than if the concepts were presented to him in a expository sequence. 

It is also concluded that both methods of instruction were fairly presented and 

that no factors operated which would have tend to give either method a significant 

advantage.  

The researcher noticed during the experiment that, the basic concepts of 

mathematics were not clear to the students. Foundation stone of cognitive growth and 

skills takes place in early year of childhood. Students who are lacking in growth of 

capabilities and skills would definitely face problems in the next classes, as they are 

not equipped with the base they need.(Khanum, 2006) Strong base of previous 

knowledge was required for heuristic group instruction for solving mathematical 

problems. Although results of study were in favor of problem solving method, it is 

researcher’s opinion if one week was spent to the sample students to clarify the basic 

concepts, postulates, and formulas; basic geometry knowledge of mathematics, 

students would have shown better results in favor of problem solving approach. 

Moreover, for more authentic results of study, the teacher of problem solving 

approach should have been provided training at least of one month duration. 

Researcher was not satisfied by the attitude scores of students, because sample 
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students of study did not give their true feelings about attitude towards mathematics. 

They took attitude scale as a test who where worried about gaining more marks and 

tried to give their positive responses of the items in three point attitude scale. 

Moreover, factors like, I.Q, home environment of students, socioeconomic status of 

parents, facilities of tuition were not taken into consideration in the study that might 

have polluted the study results. 

System largely depends on the quality of teaching and learning. For the 

improvement of both teaching and learning areas, the Government has made several 

attempts to improve teaching and learning in recent years. But many projects have 

failed because teachers feel more comfortable with a traditional “Chalk and talk 

method” that “delivers information in a pre-digestible format”. (Butt,2005). 

Therefore, there is need to bring change in teaching and learning process. On the 

whole, problem solving is a suitable approach in teaching of mathematics. It develops 

in the learners the ability to recognize, analyze, solve and reflect upon the problematic 

difficulties. This method is akin to other progressive methods like heuristic, project, 

and discovery or inductive. No teacher can afford to always rely upon only one 

method, however good it may be. Even the best of the methods do not succeed in 

certain conditions or in the case of certain topics. It is wrong for a teacher to become 

slave of only one method, and think that the same method will always serve his 

purpose forever. Broadly speaking, a teacher should be master of a variety of 

methods. The best method will be his own individualized and personalized method, 

which is the result of his rich and varied experience in teaching. Even the best of 

methods will become monotonous with continues use. His method must carry in it 

some variety and newness in order to sustain interest. 
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The teaching approach used with the experimental group was, as a matter of 

fact, a combination of expository strategy and problem-solving approach due to the 

reason that facts, rules, and action sequences (terms, formulas and procedures) had to 

be explained through exposition before using the heuristics. It appears that due to 

mixed use of expository and problem solving approach, all null hypotheses of the 

study were rejected favoring problem solving approach. Had the problem solving 

approach been used singly, the results would have been more authentic and credible. 
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SUMMARY 

This study was designed to see the comparative effectiveness of expository 

strategy and problem solving approach of teaching mathematics at secondary level. 

Mathematics, being a leading logical science, is considered inevitable for social life as 

well as exploration of the universe. Hence mathematics has been regarded as an 

essential part of curriculum up to secondary level all over the world. Mathematics, 

involves in typical logic and argumentation, which requires specific teaching learning 

methodologies. 

 The present study was designed to investigate the comparative effectiveness of 

problem solving approach on the academic achievement of secondary school student 

in mathematics. The major objectives of the study were (1) To determine whether the 

problem solving approach was more effective than expository strategy of teaching on 

academic achievement of students in mathematics (2) To determine whether the 

problem solving approach was more effective than expository strategy of teaching on 

attitude of students in mathematics (3) To examine the effect of problem solving 

approach on the academic achievement of low achievers (4) To measure the effect of 

problem solving approach on the academic achievement of high achievers (5) To find 

the effect of problem solving approach on retention of students in mathematics 

To achieve the objectives of the study, null hypotheses were formulated and 

tested. Obtained data was analyzed, interpreted and conclusions were drawn. This 

study was conducted in Government Pakistan Girls High School Rawalpindi. The 

students of 10th class served as the sample of the study. Students are divided into two 

groups on the basis of pre-test. One group was named as control group and the other 

group was serve as experimental group. To measure attitude of students towards math, 

three point attitude scale was given to both groups. 
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Two mathematics teachers having equal qualification, equal teaching 

experience and considerably equal teaching potential, were selected to teach the 

control group and experimental group. The control group was taught by expository 

strategy and experimental group was taught by heuristic method using polya (1945) 

four steps of Problem-solving approach. This experiment continued for six weeks. 

After the provision of instruction and practice on 18 lesson plans covering four units, 

the academic achievement of control group and experiment group was examined 

through a post-test. Also, to see the effect of method on attitude of students towards 

mathematics, same attitude test was again administered to the subjects. After six 

weeks the same protest was administered unannounced, to test the retention of 

students of both experimental group and control group. 

Significance of difference between the mean scores was tested by applying t-

test. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the light of statistical analysis and findings of the following conclusion 

were drawn:  

           When Pretest and attitude test was administered to students and their 

achievements scores were recorded then students were divided into two 

groups. Both comparison groups wee equal, they were similar in their previous 

knowledge in mathematics and their attitude towards the subject of 

mathematics. 

           From the results of Pretest and Post test, when control group taught by 

expository strategy and experimental group taught by problem solving 

approach, then due to effect of problem solving approach method the 

experimental group showed batter achievement as compared to the control 

group. 

            When the results of low achievers of experimental and control group was 

compared it is concluded that low achievers of experimental group showed 

better performance as compared to low achievers of control group. It means 

when low achievers guided by problems solving approach they learned more 

and their achievements scores were improved. 

            It was concluded that high achievers given the treatment of problem solving 

method differed from high achievers taught by expository strategy by 

performing better on the pre test in mathematics. 

            From the results it was concluded that students taught by problem solving 

method retained the subject matter more due to greater understanding then the 

result taught by expository strategy. 
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           It was also concluded that high achievers the treatment that high achievers 

given the treatment of problems solving method performed better on retention 

test then students taught through expository approach. 

           Also low achievers taught by problem solving approach retained the subject 

matter more than the low achievers taught through expository strategy. 

            In the whole, the problem-solving approach was found to be cognitively and 

affectively more effective in achieving learning out comes than teaching. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on conclusions and the discussion, following recommendations are made for 

teachers administrators, teacher educators, curriculum builders policy makers 

and future research.   

i. Teachers  

For problem solving approach to flourish and for students to become good problem 

solvers, the first one in the class room to become a problem solver must be the 

teacher who has deep and abiding love for imparting knowledge. Pending 

further programmatic research, the study would hold the following 

implications for teaching. 

1. Since the results of the study have been found in favor of problem solving 

approach, therefore for developing reasoning and critical thinking in the 

pupils, teacher, may include problem solving method in their repertoire(all 

skills has and use) of teaching methods. 

2. Keeping in view the importance of mathematics as the queen of all sciences, 

the mathematics teaching staff may encourage, the students in doing 

mathematics through problem solving approach. They should be facilitated to 

initiate activity based learning to enhance students interest and motivation for 

problem solving through it. 

3. The teachers of secondary classes should be aware of how to convey concepts 

of mathematics in an easy and attractive way so that students remain attentive 

to it. Teacher should integrate mathematics with other activities and other 

activities with mathematics. A teacher in the classroom has to make 

adjustment in teaching strategies according to nature and scope of curriculum 
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and evaluate the success of teaching in terms of student’s growth. Effort is 

directed towards developing certain competencies and skills in prospective 

teachers.   

4. Teaching should be highly interactive, taught with elements of fun to stimulate 

the brains and enhance the learning process critically. Teacher’s experiences 

in teaching creative problem solving techniques may enable her/him to help 

the students attain a good foundation for developing their critical thinking 

ability. 

5. The teacher should be a great motivator who always incorporates fun and 

interesting elements in his teaching for his students to grasp the key concepts 

through problem solving skills. For this, it is necessary that mathematics 

teachers may willingly participate in the seminars, refresher courses, 

workshops and educational conferences so that they become aware of modern 

techniques and needs of best teaching strategies. 

6. Teachers should consult other resources the textbook of mathematics. 

7. The teachers and students should be encouraged by prizes on best performance 

in board examination at district level. The prizes can be bought by community 

funds. Heads may also appreciate the best mathematics teachers in school by 

prizes and distinction certificate giving them from school funds. 

ii. Teacher educators  

1. Teachers training is a key aspect, which is widely ignored despite of the fact 

that no matter how much you facilitate them with good curriculum books they 

are useless if they are not being taught properly. Intensive training and refresh 

courses for teachers should be arranged and they should be specifically 
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instructed in-terms of providing the students to critical thinking in solving 

mathematical problems. 

2. Duration of B.Ed or M.Ed training should be increased to give them better 

opportunity of preparing themselves for class room teaching. Authorities may 

make arrangements to closely monitor teaching practice. Trainers may also be 

made to watch the teaching of other trainers as and when possible. Total 

duration of the short term internship should be one third of the semester.  

3. Usually math’s teachers are B.Ed or M.Ed. These training courses do not seem 

to ensure, mastery over child psychology and laws of learning specially in the 

subject of mathematics.  Some developmental theories and laws of learning 

are included in the syllabus of these training courses but they are usually not 

translated into practice. 

4. Also, orientation courses for tutors/supervisors and teachers of education 

colleges may also be provided so that they encourage and facilitate teachers to 

implement their newly learnt mathematical problem solving skills. The 

teachers and administrators should use curriculum and teaching practices that 

strengthen children’s problem-solving and reasoning process. Ample 

opportunities for in-service training teacher may be provided to secondary 

school teachers, so that they build up their professional competencies.   

5. Necessary in service training may be provided to teachers, especially after the 

end of an educational year or during summer vacation in order to make them 

sound in academic and professional aspects. Also sufficient time be given to 

teachers to become familiar with new approaches to teaching and learning 
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mathematics. Students also need time to become comfortable with new 

approaches to learning mathematics.   

6. To the extent that pupil ability to retain mathematical concepts and transfer 

heuristics of problem solving are valued outcomes of education, problem 

solving should be an integral part of teaching training program used in 

teaching mathematics in secondary class rooms. 

7. Teacher educators should become familiar of usefulness of problem solving 

approach and evaluate their views for restructuring their approaches to 

teaching, learning and research dealing with problem solving. Teaching 

through problem solving is a composite behavior comprised of several 

interrelated teaching behaviors. Teachers might be helped to develop 

sensitively to these teaching skills for authentic problem solving. The teacher 

education curricula should emphasize problem solving approach, so that 

teacher may apply it consistently and conveniently. 

8. In service training program are not only useful for teachers’ specialization but 

students are also satisfied with those teachers who tech them better by 

adopting different techniques of teaching therefore in-service training 

programs, workshop, seminars, conferences, demonstrations by experts and 

specialists may be organized by education extension centers and directors of 

staff development. In this way no additional cost will be required for 

providing in-service training to the teachers at all levels especially at 

secondary level. 

9. Government should send master trains and talented teachers in mathematics 

aboard on scholarship for the training them in the use modern techniques of 
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teaching mathematics, especially the varieties in problem solving approach. 

The foreign experts may also be invited to train trained mathematic teachers at 

district level about modern methods of teaching mathematics. This step is 

beneficial and cost effectiveness in the sense that this made will be less 

expensive than sending the teachers abroad for training. Implementation of 

such suggestion leads to improving the quality of mathematics.   

iii. Policy Makers, Program Developers and Curriculum planners 

1. Textbook writing should not be an individual effort. Although, textbook once 

written by the Author (who is suppose to be an educationist) is approved by 

the Curriculum wing, of Ministry of Education i.e. a subject specialist 

examines the textbook and later on book is approved by a committee of 

experts, but none of these experts are psychologists. Therefore, it is suggested 

that authors of the textbook should comprise of a panel of experts including 

educationist, psychologist, subject specialists, printers, and publishers. This is 

the only way by which every body could be made to realize and observe the 

importance of students development and its relation to mathematics teaching 

and learning; 

2. Resources necessary to overcome the barriers to young children's 

mathematical proficiency at the classroom, community, institutional, and 

system wide levels be provided. 

3. Special rules should be laid down for secondary classes by school 

administrators, so that students do not get caught in the unyielding 

environment of the school, which could have detrimental effects on their 

cognitive development and critical thinking. 
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4. On government level mathematics teachers be provided with better facilities 

and good pay package through community funds on the job training according 

to new techniques and methodology, seminars and workshops to improve the 

standard of education. 

5. National Curriculum of mathematics is not research oriented. It is not based on 

pragmatic framework for determining the course of action for teachers and the 

textbook writers. There is lack of elaboration of the specific outcomes of the 

mathematics teaching to secondary classes. Although secondary classes are the 

critical period where accumulation of basic mathematical facts is expected to 

occur but there needs to shift in the orientation of curriculum committee 

towards teaching mathematics through problem solving. 

6. Although textbook appear to be representative of the national curriculum of 

mathematics, yet it has same problem that basic principles of adolescent 

development tend to be ignored. There appears to be lack of thorough 

understanding of students psychology on part of the author. Because of 

dependency of teachers on the textbooks, same defective content is delivered 

in the classrooms who the textbooks without critical analysis use as the only 

source of knowledge and practice for teaching of mathematics. The textbook is 

not functional for students because of their intellectual limitations on the other 

hand, it does not provide a suitable guideline for mathematics teachers. 

7. Curriculum in mathematics needs revision in the light of suggestions from 

mathematic teachers. Psychologists, Subject matter experts, education 

consultants should be involved while designing curriculum. Textbooks should 

be written with suggestions from educationist, psychologists and teachers of 

that grade and subject.  
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8. The bureaus of curriculum and curriculum wing of Ministry of education 

Islamabad may consider results of this study which may serve as guidelines 

for improving mathematics courses for secondary classes. 

9. The curriculum of teacher trainers should be based on current knowledge of 

young students cognitive, linguistic and physical development. The curriculum 

planners should ensure that curriculum is coherent and compatible with known 

relationship and sequences of important mathematical ideas. They should also 

make the textural material of mathematics at secondary level interesting by 

relating it to practical life of students. 

10. Text books in the subject of mathematics for secondary students are generally 

written for teaching through traditional method. Committee of experts may be 

appointed to prepare the text books for teaching through problem solving 

method. 

11. It is commonly accepted that written curriculum can vary from the taught 

curriculum. Since results of present study are in favour of problem solving 

approach of teaching mathematics, content in text books be improved by 

suggesting the problem solving method for each chapter. Such additions will 

guide the teachers and help them in improving students achievements in 

mathematics. 

12. Also, the curriculum planners should plan and implement model lessons in 

secondary schools so that young teachers may utilize the techniques of 

teaching through problem solving. 
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13. National mathematics competitions and exhibitions should be organized to 

stimulate and encourage active participation by math teachers and students in 

the development program for problem solving. 

14.  The mass media should be fully utilize the emphasize significance of problem 

solving approach among teachers, students and parents. 

15. Government should provide facilities to arrange national workshops on regular 

basis to strengthen the importance and use of problem solving method at 

secondary level.  

16. Planner and policy makers may plan and implement math clubs, in various 

cities of Pakistan. The mathematics club is no longer a vague idea, it has 

become a reality in many progressive schools. This club can play a significant 

role in the total programme of a school. Mathematics Club may be organizing 

as, the head of the institution may be the patron and the senior teacher may be 

staff adviser. Other subject teachers interested in mathematics may be the may 

be associate staff advisors. The students of the subject may be the members. If 

the number is very large, there can be two clubs-one for senior students and 

the other for the junior students. The members may elect the necessary office 

bearers from amongst themselves to discharge various specific duties. 

the expenditures of mathematics may be provided by community and school 

funds.    
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The activities of mathematics clubs should include: 

 Mathematical games, hobbies, projects, experiments, data collection, 

discussion and debates, and innovations. Lessons and lectures by prominent 

teachers from outside. Lectures by experts of allied subjects and profession. 

Organizing mathematical competitions. Organizing excursion and visit of 

mathematical value. Preparing mathematical aids and illustrations. 

Decorating and equipping mathematics room and laboratory. Organizing 

general and extra reading in mathematics.  Arranging mathematical shows, 

exhibition, etc. Mathematical articles for the school magazines. Relating the 

teaching of mathematics with other subjects, life activities and environment.   

For Future Research 

1. This study examined the affect of problem solving method on academic 

achievement and attitude in mathematics. Further studies be conducted to 

investigate the effect of problem solving approach an other dependant 

variables such as self esteem, peer relations, academic motivation. 

2. The results of a few studies are insufficient to decide about maximum use of 

problem solving approach in our culture. Thus this research may be replicated 

on rural, male students and mixed gender.  

3. The present study was conducted at the secondary level. Future studies may be 

conducted at primary, college level or in the universities of Pakistan. 

4. Since the present study was conducted on a sample that was not large enough 

as it was limited to forty-eight students. Future studies may be conducted 

having larger samples. 
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5. As the present study was delimited only to teaching of Mathematics through 

heuristics, further studies be launched to investigate the effectiveness of 

teaching for problem solving and teaching via problem solving in teaching 

mathematics. 

6. As discussed, the results of the present study might have been influenced by 

unintentional use of the traditional approach in combination with the heuristic 

method. In future studies, a combinatory approach may be used in addition to 

exclusive use of heuristic method in order to compare their relative 

effectiveness in teaching mathematics. This strategy may also verify the 

general principal of affective teaching that use of a variety of teaching 

methods flexibly is more effective than singular use of methods. 
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(Appendix I)  

PRE – TEST MATHEMATICS CLASS 10T H

Total Marks    : 100     Time Allowed: 2 Hours  

Student Name: _____________________________________ 

Roll No:__________________ Section: __________________ 

Note : All the question are compulsory, answer the Part-I, Part-II, part III, 

carefully on the provided spaces, cutting, over writing, use of eraser or ink-remover 

will credit no marks. 

 

PART-I (24 Marks) 

Four answer of each items are given which only one is true encircle the a, b, c 

or d of correct answer. 

1. If (x-2, 2) = (4, y+1) then what will be values of x and y if 

 a. x = 2, y = -1    b. x =  4, y =  2 

 c. x = 6, y =  1   d. x = -2, y = -1  

2. If X ≠ 0 and Y ≠ 0 are two real numbers then  

 a. x <  y ⇒  
x
1  <  

y
1   

 b. x <  y ⇒  
x
1  > 

y
1  

 c. x <  y ⇒  
x
1  = y 

 d. x <  y ⇒  
x
1  < y 
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3. What is the logarithm form of 3-3  = 
27
1  

 (a) log 27 =   3  (b) log 3 = 27 

 (c) log3 
27
1 = -3  (d) log(-3) = 27 

4. What should be added to make the expression 9a2b2 – 12abc a prefect 

  square? 

 (a) 2C2   (b) 4C 

 (c) (4C) 2   (d) 4 C2 

5. What is the solution of (2a-b-c)2  

(a) 2a2 + b2 + c2 – 2ab – 2ac + bc2 (b) 4a2 + b2 + c2 - 4ab + 2bc – 4ac 

(c) 2a + b + c – a2b2 + b2c2 – a2c2 (d) 4a2 + 2b2 + 2c2 + ab + ac – bc 

6. If x + y = 5, xy = 8  then what is the value of x3 + y3

 a. 5   b. 3 

 c. 8   d. 2 

7. The sum of two polynomials is x2 + 2x – y2 if one polynomials is  x - 

  2xy + 3 then what will be other polynomial.  

a. -2x + 4xy + y2 – 3   b. 2x + 4xy + 2y2 + 3 

c. 2x2 + 4xy + 3y2    d. -y2 + 2xy + 2x – 3 

8. If A and B are two algebraic expression and highest common factor 

  and least common multiple of these represented by H and L  

  respectively. Then how can express the relation among them?  

 a. A x L  =  B x H  b. A x B  =  L x H 
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 c. A x H  =  B x L  d. 
B
A   =  

H
L  

9. What is the factorization of 5x2 – 17 xy – 12y2

 (a) (x-4y) (5+3y)   b. (4x-y) (5x+3y) 

 (c) (x-4y) (3x-5y)   c. (4x-3y) (5x-4y) 

10. If in a matrix number of rows and number of columns are not equal, 

  then matrix is called a _________ matrix. 

 a. Row Matrix   b. Square Matrix 

 c. Rectangular   d. Column Matrix 

11. The product AB of two matrices A  and B are possible only if 

 a. Number of rows of matrix A    =   Number of columns of matrix B 

 b. Number of columns of matrix A  =   Number of rows of matrix B 

 c. Number of columns of matrix A  =   Number of columns of matrix B 

 d. Number of rows of matrix A   =  Number of rows of matrix B 

12. If a=b, b=c then a=c is called __________rule 

 a. Postulates    b. Axiom 

 c. Given    c. Non of them 

13. The sum of two sides of any triangle is__________ 

 a. Greater than two sides  b. Greater than third side 

 c. Non of them    d. Smaller than third side 

14. An exterior angle of a triangle is__________ in measure than either of 

  its opposite interior angles  
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 a. Smaller    b. Greater 

 c. Equal    d. Non of them 

15. In Equilateral triangle each angle is__________degree 

 a. 90°     b. 60° 

 c. 30°     d. 180° 

16. A quadrilateral with parallel opposite sides is called __________ 

 a. Rectangle    b. Rhombus 

 c. Parallelogram   d. Trapezoid 

17. The absolute value of any non-zero integer is always ___________. 

 a. Positive   b. Negative 

 c. Zero    d. Non of them  

What is the solution set of  
3
x   -  

4
x   =  2 

a. 2   b. 3 

b. 24   d. 12 

 

If radius of a circle is 7cm what is its circumference 

a. 22 cm    b. 44 cm 

c. 35cm    d. 12 

20. What is the solution set of polynomial equation  ax2 + bx + c = 0 
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 a. 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ −+−

a
acbb

2
42     ,  

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫−−−

a
acbb

2
42      

 b 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ −+

a
acbb

2
42     ,  

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫−−

a
acbb

2
42  

 c. 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ ++−

a
acbb

2
42     ,  

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫+−−

a
acbb

2
42  

 d 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ −−+−

a
acbb

2
42     ,  

⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫−−−−

a
acbb

2
42  

21. How many equations are required for the elimination of one variable? 

a. 1     b. 2 

c. 3     d. 4 

22. By elimination of x from rx-s = o and px-q = o we get, 

 a. rq = ps   b. pr = qs 

 c. rs = pq   d. p = q 

23. What is the trigonometric ratios if Sin60° 

 a.  
3

1     b. 
2
1  

 c. 
2

1     d. 3  

24. If x = 
b
1  and x = a then the relation free from x =  __________ 

 a. ab  =  1   b.   a – b  =  1 

 c. a + b  =  1   d. 
b
a  =  1 
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Part - II  (30 Marks) 

* Match the Column-I with Column-II and write answer in Column-III  

Column I         Column II   Column III 

1. Sin2θ + Cos2θ  
θTan

1  

2. Cosecθ   
θSec

1  

3. 
θ
θ

Sin
Cos     

θCos
1  

4. Cotθ . Sinθ   1 

5. Secθ    
θSin

1  

6. Tan2θ + 1   Cosec2θ 

* Match the Column-I with Column-II and write answer in Column-III  

 Column I          Column II   Column III 

1. x3-y3    (x+y)2     

  

2. x4-y4    (x+3y) (x+2y) 

3. x3+y3    (x-y)(x+y)(x2+y2) 

4. x2+2xy+y2   (x+y)3

5. (x2-y2)    (x-y)(x2+xy+y2) 

6. x2+5xy+6y2   (x+y)(x2-xy+y2)(x+y)(x-y) 
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* Match the Column I with Column II and write answer in Column III 

Column I   Column II   Column III 

1. Set of Prime number smaller than21 { } 

2. Singleton set     {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 ……} 

3. Set of positive Composite Number {2, 3, 5, 7, 11,13, 17, 19} 

4. Empty Set     {2} 

5. Set of even Number    {0, 1, 2, 3, ……………} 

6. Set of odd Number     {4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15} 

       {2, 4, 6, 8, 10………….} 

* Match the Column I with Column II and write answer in Column III 

 Column I   Column II   Column III 

1 loga mn   loga m - loga n  

2. loga (m)n    
b log
m log

a

a  

3. log a + log b   log 
2

6x5  

4. loga 
n
m    logam + logan 

5. logbm    n-logam 

6. log5 + log6 – log 2  log ab 

     Logam 

* For the equation given in Column I find the corresponding values of x 

in Column II and express the answer in Column III 

Column I    Column II   Column III 
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2x + 37    {2 } 

x + y = 1    { ( 2 , 0 ) }x – y = 2   

 4x = 2     { ( 2 , -1 ) } 

2x – 3 = 7    { 2 } 

2x + y = 4    { 
2
1  } 

X – y = 2 

x – y = 7    { 1 } 

x + y = 11    { ( 9 , 2 ) } 

    Part-III (Mark 10) 

* Complete the following sentences by appropriate words  

1. 3x + 2 < 5 is an _____________ equation. 

2. If  
x
4 = 

4
x  then x = _____________. 

3. A chord through the centre of a circle is called ___________. 

4. Sin60° = Sin(90°---------) = Cos30° 

5. Xo X-  is called _____________. 

6. If A =        then ⎜ A ⎜ = ____________.  

7. The square root of x4 + 4x
1 + 2 is _____________. 

2   3 

4    6 

8. There exists a closure property with respect to _____________ in  

  {0,1} 
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9. If a = 2 + 2  then 
a
1  =______________. 

10. The degree of 3x2y + 5y2 is _____________. 

    Part-IV   (Marks 36) 

* Prove that in Parallelogram 

 (i) Opposite sides are congruent 

 (ii) Opposite sides are congruent 

Opposite angles are congruent 

The diagonals bisect each other  

* Construct a triangle DEF in which 

 M < D = 75°  m < E= 60°  m EF  = 4.1 cm 

 and draw medians of triangle. 

* The angle of elevation of the top of a pole 40 meter high is 600 when 

seen from a point on the ground level. Find the distance of the point from the foot of 

the pole. 
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(Appendix-II) 

POST – TEST MATHEMATICS CLASS 10TH 

Total Marks: 100     Time Allowed: 2 Hours  

Student Name: ____________________________________________ 

Roll No:_________________ Section : _____________ 

Note : All the question are compulsory, answer the Part-I, Part-II, part III, 

carefully on the provided spaces, cutting, over writing, use of eraser or ink-remover 

will credit no marks. 

 

PART-I (24 Marks) 

Four answer of each items are given which only one is true encircle the a, b, c 

or d of correct answer. 

1. Which is open sentence? 

 a. 3y < 7y   b. -3 < -8 

 b. x + 2 = 3   d. 3 > 2 

2. What do you mean by 5x ≤  ? 

 a. x < 5    b. x = 5 or x > 5 

 c. x = 5    d. x > 5 

3. The solution set of 25x −=− is __________ 

 a. {     b. }7− { }9  

 c. {     d. }9− { }3  
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4. The coefficient of x in equation ax2 + bx + c = 0 

 a. 2    b. a 

 c. b    d. c 

5. If x = 
n3
1  and x = 2m then the relation free from x is _________. 

 a. 6mm = 1   b. 2m = n 

 c. m = 3n    d. 2mn = 1 

6. The solution set of (x+6) (x-6) = 0 is ___________. 

 a. {     b. }3,0 − { }0,3 −

 c. {     d. }2,1− { }3,0 −  

7. Which ordered pair is satisfy for x-y = 3 

a.     b. ( 30 − ) ( )0,3

c.     d. ( )2,1 ( )3,1   

8. By the elements of Z from b
z
1z =− and 2

2
2 a

z
1z = we get a  

  relation___________ 

 a. a2 - b2 = -2   b. a2 + b2 = 2  

 c. a2 + b2 = -2   d. a2 - b2 = -2  

9. The solution set of 2x +  = 3 is _____________. 

 a. {     b. }5,1− { }5,1  

 c. {    d. }5,1−− { }5,1−  
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10. tan 30o . cot 60o  + 1 = _____________ 

 a. 
3

1     b. 3  

 c. 
2

1     d. 
2
1  

11. The value of Cosec 600 is _______________ 

 a. 1    b. 
2

1  

 c. 
3

2     d. 2 

12. 
θ
θ

Sin
Cos    =    ______________ 

 a. Sinθ     b. 
θtan

1  

 c. Cosθ     d. 
1

tanθ  

13. The solution set of x < 4 where (x ∈w) is ________ 

 a. {    b. }4,3,2,1 { }4,3,2,1,0  

 c. {    d. }3,2,1,0 { }3,2,1  

14. In second quadrant x and y are __________ 

 a. +ve, -ve coordinates  b. -ve coordinate5 

 c. Negative   d. +ve coordinate 
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15. How many types of Algebraic expression? 

 a. Two    b. Four 

 c. Five    d. Three 

 16. How many components of a triangle? 

 a. Three    b. four 

 c. Five    d. Six 

17. Cot 45o = ___________ 

 a. 3     b. 2  

 c. 1    d. 
2

1  

18. If x, y, z are any three real numbers x < z, x < y and y < z x < z  ⇒

 What is called this property? 

 a. Multiple Property  b. Tracheotomy Property 

 c. Additive property  d. Transitive Property 

19. By the Pythagoras theorem in any right angled triangle. 

  a. (Hypotenuse)2 = (Base)2 + (Perpendicular)2

 b. (Perpendicular)2 = (Base)2 + (Hypotenuse)2 

 c. (Base)2 = (Hypotenuse)2 + (Perpendicular)2 

 d. (Hypotenuse)2 = (Base)2 - (Hypotenuse)2 
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20. In a right angled triangle tan θ = ____________ 

 a. 
larPerpendicu

Base    b. 
Hypotenus

Base  

 d. 
Base

larPerpendicu   d. 
hypotenuse

larPerpendicu  

21. (Sec θ-1) + (Sec θ-1) = ___________ 

 a. tan2 θ    b. cot2 θ  

 c. sin2 θ    d.  cos2 θ  

22. In square field ABCD the length of each side is 50 meter is 

length of its diagonal?  

 a. meter225    b. meter502  

 c. meter250    d. 2500 meter 

23. The solution set of 
3

2+y -3 = -5 is ____________. 

 a. θ    b. { }8+  

 c. {     d. }5+ { }8−  

24. 
θ
θθ

eccos
cottan +  = _____________ 

 a. sinθ    b. cosθ 

 c. secθ    d. cosecθ 
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PART –II (30 Marks) 

1. Match the following with column II and write answer in column III 

Column I   Column II   Column III 

sinθ    
2

1     _________ 

cosθ    
3

2     _________ 

tanθ    3     _________ 

secθ    
2
3     _________ 

cotθ    2    _________ 

cosecθ    
2
1     _________ 

3
1  
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2. For the equation given in column I trace values from column II and 

  express the answer in column III 

Column I   Column II   Column III 

(x-2)2 = 9           { }9  

(2z-1) (3z+5) = 0       
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧−

4
1  

x2 + 7x +12 = 0        { }1,5  

72 =+x          
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

2
5  

x +3 =6         
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧ −

3
5,

2
1  

2x+3 = 
2
5            { }4,3 −−  

{ }9,5 −  

3. For the equation givens in column I find the corresponding relation 

  free from y in column II and express the answer in column III 
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Column I   Column II   Column III 

1. y = 2t, y =2s   4s = t 

2. y = 
t2

1  , y = 
s
1    4t = s 

3. y = 2t , y = 
s2

1   4ts = 1 

4. y = 
t
2 , y = 

s2
1   s = t 

5. y = 
s
2 , y = 

t2
1    s = 2t 

6. y = 4s , y = 2t   ts = 4 

     2s = t 

4. For the equation givens in column I find the corresponding relation 

   in column II and express the answer in column III 

Column I   Column II   Column III 

1. cotθ.sinθ   1 

2. tanθ.cosθ   sec2θ 

3. 
θ
θ

sin
cos     cosec2θ 

4. sin2θ + cos2θ   cot2θ 

5. tan2θ+1   
θsec

1  

6. 1 + cot2θ   
θtan

1  

     sin θ 
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5. For the equation givens in column I find the corresponding relation in 

column II and express the answer in column III 

Column I   Column II   Column III 

x = a, x = 
b
1    3b = 50a 

The relation free from x 

2. y = 
b
2 , y =

a
4   b2 = a 

The relation free from y 

3. 2at2 = 3 , bt2 =3 ab = 1   

The relation free from t 

4. ap-b = 0, bp-1 = 0 b = 2a  

The relation free from p 

5. 5am =3 , 
5
1 bm = 2 b2 = a2

The relation free from m 

6. 3qa = 15, 20b = 5q 4b = 
a
5  

The relation free from q 

    a = 2b 
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PART III (10 Marks) 

1. Complete the following sentences by suitable appropriate words. 

i. From ax-b = 0 and cx-d = 0 by the elimination of x we get  

  _______ 

ii. If cosθ = 
4
3  then sinθ = _______________. 

iii. The solution set of  12+  = 3 is ______________. 

iv. cotθ.tanθ = ___________. 

v. (sinθ + cosθ)2 = ___________. 

vi. Cos45o = cos (90o-45o) = sin ____________. 

vii. If X ∈  R then solution set of 2x +8 ≤ 18 is __________. 

viii. A sentence which form from two open sentence is called  

  ________ open sentence. 

ix. An equation which involves ________ symbol is called square 

  root equation.  

x. After the elimination the new relation is called ____________. 

PART IV (36 Marks) 

1. Find the relation free from t  

a (1+t2) = 2xt 

b (1-t2) = 2yt 

2. Construct triangle ABC having m AB  = 7cm, m BC  = 60cm a encircle 

  of triangle ABC if  m AB = 7cm 
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   m BC = 6cm 

   m AC = 4.5cm 

3. A ladder marks an angel of 60o with the ground and reaches a height of 

  10 m along the wall. Find the length of ladder.  
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(Appendix-III) 

ATTITUDE TOWARDS MATHEMATICS AMONG  

SECONDARY STUDENTS 

Name of student: ________________________________________ 

  Class: _______________________ Section: ___________________ 

  Direction: Read every statement carefully and respond by tick ( ) 

1. Agree  2. Disagree 3. Neutral 

That is given against each statement which best described you. Do not spend 

time thinking about each statement in detail please, answer with in your initial 

instinct.     

S. No Statements Agree Disagree Neutral 

1. Mathematics is enjoyable and stimulating 
to me 

  

2. I like mathematics more than other 
subjects   

3. I feel confidence in doing math’s 
problems   

4. I study math in vacant periods in the 
school   

5. I wait for my math’s class very anxiously 
due to my keen interest in this subject  

  

6. When math teacher asks question from 
other students, I usually know the 
answers 

  

7. Mathematics is dull and boring because it 
leaves no room for personal opinion    

8. I like subjects other than math’s because 
I can easily understand them.   
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S. No Statements Agree Disagree Neutral 

9. I think any one can learn mathematics   

10. If I receive a reward due to good 
performance in mathematics, it makes 
me excited.  

  

12. I attend mathematics class with zeal and 
regularly.   

13. I think that most jobs today require 
mathematics skill   

14. I feel boredom mathematics makes me 
feel uneasy and confused    

15. I generally understand math problems in 
my first attempt   

16. I attempt to solve mathematics problems 
only to pass the examination   

17. Good ability in math helps me to show 
better performance in other subjects   

18. I think due to my keen interest and good 
performance in math, I will get good job 
in future. 

  

19. I am often absent from school due to fear 
of mathematics period.   

20. I spend a lot of time on study of 
mathematics but often forget what I 
learnt. 

  

21. I think knowledge of mathematics is not 
useful.       

22. I have no interest in mathematics.   

23. Math is difficult subject to understand.    

24. I do mathematics home work at the end 
of all other subjects home work.   
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S. No Statements Agree Disagree Neutral 

25. The interest in math creates habits of 
hard working, regularity, and sense of 
responsibility in my life. 

   

26. I like the company of other student, who 
take interest in mathematics.   

27. I lam interested and willing to acquire 
further knowledge of mathematics   

28. I remain absent that day when teacher 
takes test.   

29. I help the students who are weak in 
math’s   
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(Appendix-IV)  

CHART OF SPECIFICATION 

Pre-Test Mathematics (Achievement) 

Sr. 
No. 

Content Objectives 
Knowledge 

Comprehension Application Total 

1 Operation on Sets, 
Cartesian Plane, 
Binary Relations 7 1  8 

2 System of Real 
number Exponents 
and Radicals 4  1 5 

3 Algebraic Sentences 1 7  8 

4 Factorization 1  2 3 

5 Algebraic Expressions 1 6 4 10 

6 Concept of Matrices 2  1 3 

7 Quadratic Equations 
in on Variable  1 1 2 

8 Elimination 1 2  3 

9 Logarithms 6 1  7 

10 Fundamental 
Concepts of Geometry  6  2 8 

11 Trigonometry 1 1 6 9 

12 Practical Geometry   1 1 

Total 30 19 18 67 
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(Appendix-V)  

CHART OF SPECIFICATION 

Post-Test Mathematics (Achievement) 

Sr. 
No. 

Content Objectives 
Knowledge Comprehension Application Total 

1 Algebraic Sentences 8 6 6 20 

2 Elimination 1 7 7 15 

3 Practical  1 1 1 3 

4 Trigonometry 11 6 12 29 

TOTAL 21 20 26 67 
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(Appendix-VI) 

RELIABILITY OF ATTITUDE SCALE 

(ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATIONS) 

ITEMS PEARSON CORRELATIONS 

1 .398   ** 

2 .334   ** 

3 .461   ** 

4 .229   * 

5 .168 

6 .439   ** 

7 .367   ** 

8 .317   ** 

9 .411   ** 

10 .287   ** 

11 .295   ** 
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12 .379   ** 

13 .392   ** 

14 .458   ** 

15 .442   ** 

16 .430   ** 

17 .462   ** 

18 .268   * 

19 .290   ** 

20 .506   ** 

21 .318   ** 

22 .392   ** 

23 .372   ** 

24 .469   ** 

25 .254   * 

26 .437   ** 
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27 .132 

28 .322   * 

29 .269   * 

30 .520   ** 

* P < .05 

* P < .01 

*  Correction is significant at the .01 level. 

* Correction is significant at the .05 level (2 tailed). 
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(Appendix-VII) 

RELIABILITY OF ACHIEVEMENT PRE-TEST 

(ITEM-TOTAL CORRELATION) 

(I) Multiple Choice Questions Correlations:  

ITEMS PEARSON CORRELATION 

1 .502   ** 

2 .585   ** 

3 .184   * 

4 .231   ** 

5 .454   ** 

6 .302   ** 

7 .534   ** 

8 .492   ** 

9 .371   ** 

10 .395   ** 

11 .108 
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12 .335   ** 

13 .599   ** 

14 .440   ** 

15 .488   ** 

16 .144 

17 .501   ** 

18 .549   ** 

19 .238   ** 

20 .308   ** 

21 .495   ** 

22 .293   ** 

23 .031 

24 .441   ** 
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(II) Matching Items Correlations: 

ITEMS PEARSON CORRELATION 

1 .585   ** 

2 .604   ** 

3 .507   ** 

4 .276   ** 

5 .556   ** 

6 .260   ** 

7 .495   ** 

8 .373   ** 

9 .341   ** 

10 .362   ** 

11 .471   ** 

12 .306   ** 

13 .171   ** 
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14 .378   ** 

15 .289   ** 

16 .187   * 

17 .240   ** 

18 .191   * 

19 .307   ** 

20 .507   ** 

21 .290   ** 

22 .401   ** 

23 .272   ** 

24 .148 

25 .513   ** 

26 .474   ** 

27 .569   ** 

28 .553   ** 
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29 .530   ** 

30 .503   ** 

 

(III) Incomplete Sentences: 

ITEMS PEARSON CORRELATION 

1 .512   ** 

2 .623   ** 

3 .292   ** 

4 .311   ** 

5 .171   * 

6 .571   ** 

7 .466   ** 

8 .177   * 

9 .326   ** 

10 .556   ** 
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Subjective Questions 

ITEMS r 

1 .362   ** 

2 .800   ** 

3 .618   ** 

 

ITEMS N R 

Total Multiple Choice Questions 24 .897   ** 

Total Columns Items 30 .927   ** 

Total Incomplete Sentences Items 10 .665   ** 

Total Subjective Questions 3 .583   ** 
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(Appendix-VIII) 

MODEL LESSON PLAN 

    (Problem Solving Method) 

For 

(Experimental Group) 

Subject: Mathematics       Duration: 40 min 

School: Govt. Girls High School Melad Nugar Rawalpindi. 

Topic: Solution of linear equations in one variable. 

Class: 10th 

Specific Objective: 

To enable the students to solve the linear equations in one variable. 

Material Aids: 

Usual classroom equipment, black board, chalk & duster. 

Previous Knowledge: 

Students are familiar with the terms of variables, constants, power exponents, and 

coefficients and Base of exponents. 

Introduction: 

Teacher ask the following question from students to build on there previous knowledge   

Q1. What is an Algebraic Expression give examples? 
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Ans: A statement in which we can not understand the complete meaning of given 

 statement is called Algebraic expression. For example, a + b, 3m, 3a + 8, 3x + 4y. 

Q2. Define an Algebraic Sentences and give example? 

Ans: When two algebraic expressions are related by any of the symbols <, >, ≤, ≥, =, ≠ 

etc. , these are called Algebraic Sentences, e.g 7 > 6 , x ≠ y, 3 + 7=10. 

Q3. What are the types of Algebraic Sentences? 

Ans: There are three types of algebraic sentences. 

1. True Sentences 

2. False Sentences 

3. Open Sentences. 

Q 4.     What is a true sentence? Give examples? 

Ans :   A True sentence is that which is true according to the given conditions, 

e.g.  3 + 2 = 5, 7 + 3 > 3 

Q 5.     What is a false sentence? Give examples? 

Ans: A False Sentence is that, which is false according to given condition. 

e.g. 3 + 5 = 6, 3 + 18 < 8, 6 < 1 + 2 

Q 6.     What is a open sentence? Give examples? 

Ans:    A sentence about which it is not possible to say whether it is true or false. 
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e.g. 18y ≥ 3, 3z < 7, 
4

3x  = 5, 2x + 3 = 9 

Q7. What are the types of open sentences? 

Ans: There are two types of open sentences. 

1. Equations 

2. In-equation 

Q5. What is equation? 

Ans: Sentences involving the equality sigh “n” between two algebraic expressions are 

called equations. e.g. x + 2 = 6, 4y – 2 = 6 

Q6. What is Polynomial? 

Ans: An algebraic expression containing one or more terms is called Polynomial. 

Q7. What is Linear equation? 

Ans: An equation consisting of Polynomial of degree one is called a Linear equation. 

  e.g. 2x – 3y = 2 + 3x 

Q8. How we can find the value of variable in Linear equation? 

  No. Answer / Silent 

Statement of Aim: 

The aim of this lesson is to help you to solve equations involving one variable. 

Since, Linear equation in one variable is an open sentence, what makes it a true sentence 
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is called solution. The set consisting of that value is called solution set. 

Presentation 

             The following procedure shall be adopted to teach the topic.                   
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Presentation  

Content 

I tems 

To be 
Taught 

Object ives 
Teacher Role 

(Act ive)  
Expected Pupi l  Act ivi ty  Teacher Aid Black Board Summary Evaluat ion 

  Step 1:  To understand the problem.    

Solut ion 

of  

equat ion 

in one

var iable.  

 

To teach the 
students to 
solve the
equat ion in 
one 
var iable.  

 

i )  How many 
var iable involves 
in the equat ion 

2
x

-  6 = 4 

i i )  What is  
required to f ind? 

i ) . In given equat ion,  

 
2
x

-  6 = 4 

there is  one var iable ‘x ’  

i i ) .We f ind the value of  ‘x ’  

Chalk,  Black 
Board and 
Duster  

Solve the equat ion 

2
x

-       6    =   4 

L.H.S        R.H.S. 

 

 

  Step 2:  To devise a plan    

i ) .What change
wil l  occur i f  some 
number is  added 
or  subtracted to 
both s ides of  an 
equat ion? 

 An equation remains 
unchanged i f  we add or 
subtract  the same number 
to both s ides of  the 
equat ion.  

  i i ) .  Which change 
wi l l  happen in an 
equat ion i f  we 

An equation remains 
unchanged i f  we mult ip ly or 
d iv ide both s ides of  
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mult ip ly or d iv ide 
(non-zero)  
number on both 
s ides of  
equat ion? 

equat ion wi th same (non 
zero) number 

  Step 3:  Carry out  the plan    

  i ) .  Here is  g iven 
an equat ion, what 
number is  
subtracted on the 
lef t  hand s ide of  
equat ion? 

i ) . In given equat ion,  

 
2
x

-  6 = 4  

Number 6 is  subtracted on 
lef t  hand s ide of  the 
equat ion.   

(Oral ly Informat ion)  

   

  i i ) .  Which number 
wi l l  be added to 
both s ides of  
equat ion to get  

the value of
2
x

? 

i i ) . In equat ion 

2
x

-  6 = 4 

6 wi l l  be added to both 
s ides of  the equation. 

   

  i i i ) .  What wi l l  we 
f ind by adding 6 
on both sides of  
equat ion? 

i i i ) . In equat ion 

2
x

-  6 = 4 

I f  we add 6 on both sides of  
equat ion we wi l l  get           

2
x

 -  6 + 6 = 4+6 

 

 

2
x

 = 4+6 

 

2
x

 = 10 
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  iv) .  For get t ing  x 
on the L.H.S of 
the equation, 

2
x

=10 which 

number we 
mult ip ly wi th on 
both s ides of 
equat ion? 

 

iv) .For gett ing x on R.H.S, 
we mult ip ly by 2 on both 
s ides of  the equation: 

 2x
2
x

= 10x2 

 

 
2 x 

2
x

 = 10 x 2  

 x  =  20 

 

  v) .  What wi l l  we 
get  on L.H.S of 
equat ion by
mult ip ly ing 2?  

 

v) .We get only x on L.H.S 
of  equation. 

  So solut ion of  g iven 
equat ions is  x = 20 

 

  v i ) .  What wi l l  we 
get on R.H.S of  
equat ion by 
mult ip ly ing 2 ? 

v i ) .We get 20.   Solut ion set={20}  

v i i ) .  So solut ion
of given equation 

   
2
x

 -6 = 4 is 4 

By using th is 
method we can 
f ind solut ion of 
any equat ion.  

  Step 4:  To check the resul t     
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  i ) . I f  we put the 
value of  x = 20 
on the lef t  hand 
s ide of  the given  

So the value of 
the in the r ight 
hand side and lef t  
hand s ide are 
equal i t  means 
solut ion set  {20}  
of  equat ion 

 
2
x

-  6 = 4 

is  correct .  

 

i ) .  We have 4 on the lef t  
hand s ide and r ight hand 
s ide of  the given  equat ion.  

 

2
x

 -  6 = 4 

Put x = 20 

2
20

 -6 = 4  

10 – 6 = 4  

4=4 

 

Class work Teacher wi l l  wr i te
a problem on the 
Black board whi le 
the students 
solve the 
equat ion in c lass 
work, teacher 
supervises the 
students and help 
them when 
required. 

Solv ing th is  equation 
3
x

 

-  
4
x

 = 2 
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Home work Teacher wi l l  g ive 
a few problems 
for home work by 
wr i t ing these on 
the black board .  

home work: 
Solve the fo l lowing 
l inear equat ions: 

1)  25
2

=−
y

 

2)  =− )1(
3
2 x

3
1

 

3)  =
5
3

=
2
1

(   
2

1
−

−x
-

5
x

)  

4)  ]1
4
1

2
14[

6
5

−
−

−
+ xx

 

=
12

72 −x
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                                                                      (Appendix-IX)       
                             MODEL LESSON PLAN 

 (TRADITIONAL METHOD) 

For 

 (CONTROL GROUP)  

 

Subject: Mathematics       Duration: 40 min 

School: Govt. Girls High School Melad Nugar Rawalpindi. 

Topic: Solution of linear equations in one variable. 

Class: 10th 

General Objectives: 

To enable the students to solve the linear equations in one variable. 

Material Aid: 

Usual classroom equipment, Black Board, Chalk & Duster. 

Introduction: 

Teachers describe about information relevant to current topic. Teacher orally obtain that, 

A statement is which we can not understand the complete meaning of given statement is 

called Algebraic expression. For example, a + b, 3m, 3a + 8, 3x + 4y. 

When two algebraic expressions are related by any of the symbols <, >, ≤, ≥, =, ≠ etc 

these are called Algebraic Sentences, e.g 7 > 6 , x ≠ y, 3 + 7=10. 
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There are three types of algebraic sentences. 

True Sentences 

False Sentences 

Open Sentences. 

True Sentences: True sentences are those which are true according to the given 

conditions are called sentences.  

False Sentences: False Sentences are those, which are false according to given 

conditions, are called false sentences.  

e.g. 3 + 5 = 6, 3 + 18 < 8, 6 < 1 + 2 

Open Sentences: A sentence about which it is not possible to say if it is true or false, is 

called an open sentence. 

e.g. 18y ≥ 3, 3z < 7, 
4

3x  = 5, 2x + 3 = 9 

There are two types of open sentences. 

Equations 

In-equation 

Sentences involving the equality sigh “n” between two algebraic expressions are called 

equations. e.g. x + 2 = 6, 4y – 2 = 6 

An algebraic expression containing one or more terms is called Polynomial. 

An equation consisting of Polynomial of degree one is called a Linear equation. 
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  e.g. 2x – 3y = 2 + 3x (Write on Black Board) 

 

Announcement of Topic  

Today we will solve equations involving one variable. Since, Linear equation in 

one variable is an open sentence, what makes its a true sentence is called solution. The set 

consisting of that value is called solution set. 

Presentation 

Teacher Shell be Used Following Procedure to Teach the Topic     

Teacher Role 

(Active) 
Black Board Summary 

In given equation, 

 
2
x

- 6 = 4 

there is one variable ‘ ’ x

We find the value of   x

Solve equation 

2
x

-6=4 

 

An equation remains unchanged if 

we add or subtract the same 

number to both sides of the 

equation. 

 

Also an equation remains 

unchanged if we multiply or divide 

both sides of equation with same 

(non zero) number 

 

In given equation,  

Number 6 is subtracted from left 
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hand side of the equation.  

(Teacher gives information orally) 

In equation 

2
x

- 6 = 4 

If we add 6 on R.H.S and R.H.S of 

equation we will get   
2
x

-6+6=4+6 

 

In equation 
2
x

-6=4 

2
x

+6-6=4+6 

2
x

=10 

For getting x on R.H.S, we multiply 

by 2 on both sides of the equation: 

2x
2
x

= 10x2 

     x = 20 

2x
2
x

= 10x2 

x  = 20 

 

We get only on R.H.S of 

equation. 
xx ={20} 

If we put the value of  = 20 on 

the left hand side of the given 

equation , 

x

The values on the right hand side 

and left hand side are equal. It 

means that solution set = {20} of 

the equation 

 
2
x

- 6 = 4 

is correct 

 

Check: 

2
x

-6=4(given equation) 

2
20

-6=4 

10-6=4 

4=4 
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Teacher will give some class work 

on related problems by writing the 

problem on the black board. 

 

  

Finally, she will give home work. 

    C.W 

Solve equation 

3
x 2

4
=

x
 

 

H.W 

 

12
72]

4
1

2
14[

6
5
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53
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2
1

5
3

3
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3
2

15
2

−
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−
−

+

−
−

=

=−

=−

xxx

xx

x

y
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(Appendix X) 

RAW SCORES ON TEST AND SCALE  

 

Experimental Group 
 

Control Group 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test Scores 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test 

Scores 

1 38 91 71 86 84 1 38 62 84 81 37 

2 37 65 73 88 65 2 37 42 75 68 28 

3 36 71 64 88 45 3 35 51 74 83 40 

4 35 87 80 84 65 4 35 49 72 82 25 

5 33 51 71 77 28 5 33 49 79 81 46 

6 32 80 60 88 56 6 32 43 73 75 44 

7 31 44 70 88 19 7 32 30 60 61 16 

8 31 63 85 86 71 8 29 49 78 79 41 

9 28 65 63 76 60 9 29 31 72 74 17 

10 28 54 60 86 65 10 27 41 62 78 27 

11 26 45 65 76 27 11 27 44 84 79 37 

12 26 52 65 77 14 12 26 30 87 79 20 

13 25 60 74 71 56 13 25 40 74 82 17 

14 25 50 74 82 38 14 25 45 65 73 49 

15 25 60 64 83 20 15 25 34 70 65 38 

16 24 50 85 83 36 16 24 39 87 80 24 
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RAW SCORES ON TEST AND SCALE 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test 

Scores 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test 

Scores 

18 23 56 75 86 39 18 23 32 69 72 42 

19 23 60 70 68 44 19 22 38 77 79 32 

20 20 40 70 74 23 20 21 18 72 76 20 

21 18 54 60 87 72 21 19 30 67 78 21 

22 17 35 68 78 19 22 17 24 66 61 25 

23 16 45 75 80 16 23 15 32 60 60 19 

24 15 49 63 78 41 24 12 21 85 77 19 
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(Appendix XI)   

RAW SCORES ON TEST AND SCAND (High Achievers) 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test 

Scores 

Pupils Pretest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 
Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 
Attitude 
Scores 

Post 
Attitude 
Scores 

Retention 
Test 

Scores 

1 38 91 71 86 84 1 38 62 84 81 37 

2 37 65 73 88 65 2 37 42 75 68 28 

3 36 71 64 88 45 3 35 51 74 83 40 

4 35 87 80 84 65 4 35 49 72 82 25 

5 33 51 71 77 28 5 33 49 79 81 46 

6 32 80 60 88 56 6 32 43 73 75 44 

7 31 44 70 88 19 7 32 30 60 61 16 

8 31 63 85 86 71 8 29 49 78 79 41 

9 28 65 63 76 60 9 29 31 72 74 17 

10 28 54 60 86 65 10 27 41 62 78 27 

11 26 45 70 76 27 11 27 44 84 79 37 

12 26 52 65 77 14 12 26 30 87 79 20 
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(Appendix-XII) 

RAW SCORES ON TEST AND SCAND (Low Achievers) 

Experimental Group Control Group 

Pupils 

Pretest 

Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 

Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 

Attitude 

Scores 

Post 

Attitude 

Scores 

Retention 

Test Scores 
Pupils 

Pretest 

Achievement 

Scores 

Posttest 

Achievement 

Scores 

Pre 

Attitude 

Scores 

Post 

Attitude 

Scores 

Retention 

Test 

Scores 

1 25 60 74 71 56 1 25 40 74 82 17 

2 25 50 74 82 38 2 25 45 65 73 49 

3 25 60 64 83 20 3 25 34 70 65 38 

4 24 50 85 83 36 4 24 39 87 80 24 

5 24 45 85 86 19 5 24 36 79 64 18 

6 23 56 75 86 39 6 23 32 69 72 42 

7 23 60 70 68 44 7 22 38 77 79 32 

8 20 40 70 74 23 8 21 18 72 76 20 

9 18 54 60 87 72 9 19 30 67 78 21 

10 17 35 68 78 19 10 17 24 66 61 25 

11 16 45 75 80 16 11 15 32 60 60 19 

12 15 49 63 78 41 12 12 21 85 77 19 

 

 
 
  


